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I. INTRODUCTION

This document briefly exposes my scientific works since my PhD. The first topic I got

in touch with in my career had to do with Stopping Power of swift clusters in a plasma.

Stopping Power calculations are among the timeless subjects in plasma physics, due to

the richness and universality of the problem. To start with, these issues appear in many

settings ranging from solid state physics and thermonuclear fusion to astrophysics. Then,

the stopped projectile can be slow or fast, point-like or extended. Finally, one can focus on

the energy lost through the interaction with the free electrons, the bound electrons or the

ions. If in addition, we note that the projectile and/or the plasma can be relativistic while

the latter can be degenerate or not, we understand how plasma physicists have been kept

busy with these topics since the 1930 Bethe formula [1].

After dedicating some years to the evaluation of the so-called vicinage effects in the

stopping of clusters by a degenerate electron gas in 3D and 2D [2–5], I spent a few years

away from physics (see Curriculum at the end of this document). As I “came back”, I turned

to another subject which lies at the core of the present document: Beam-plasma instabilities

in the relativistic regime. The theory of beam-plasma instabilities is one of the oldest topics

of plasma physics. Almost six decades ago, Bohm and Gross noted that an electron beam

passing through a plasma is unstable with respect to perturbations applied in the direction

of its flow [6]. Later on, the seminal works of Weibel [7] and Fried [8] emphasized the

instability with respect to perturbations oriented perpendicularly to the flow (or to the

high temperature axis in the case of Weibel). These two kinds of unstable modes were

then given a unified picture by various authors [9, 10] who investigated perturbations of

arbitrary orientations, and show how one could switch continuously from the two-stream

modes (perturbation parallel to the flow) to the filamentation modes (normal to the flow).

These works, and others, have been widely quoted in the literature due to the important

role beam-plasma instabilities play in astrophysics [11–15] or Fusion Physics [16, 17].

The bottom line about beam-plasma instabilities is that the unstable spectrum is eventu-

ally at least 2D. Two-stream and filamentation instabilities are just the system responses to

some definite perturbations, but a real world perturbation involves much more than one sin-

gle wave vector orientation. Restricting studies to one wave vector direction can be relevant

if the modes envisioned are the fastest growing ones. But how can one know for sure that the

wave vector orientation he elected carries the fastest growing modes if he does not know how
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fast grows the rest of the unstable spectrum? Indeed, it has been proved that the two-stream

instability does govern the spectrum for a non-relativistic beam [18], so that its theoretical

description could answer the questions arising from the first non-relativistic experiments.

When the filamentation instability was discovered, the question came as to know whether

it was faster or slower than the two-stream instability. Făınberg et. al. worked out the

first relativistic cold fluid linear theory [10] treating both instabilities at once and revealed

that indeed, the dominant modes in this regime are likely to be found for wave vectors with

intermediate orientations. Such findings where latter confirmed by more authors [19–21].

Regarding the signature of each kind of modes, different patterns are generated by each

one of them. Figures 5(b-d) picture the linear phase of three different systems governed by

two-stream, filamentation and oblique modes respectively. While two-stream modes generate

stripes and filamentation filaments, oblique modes mix both kind of patterns and generate

bunches. The bunches aspect ratio is determined by the dominant wave vector: the closer it

is to the normal direction, the longer the bunches. Although oblique modes are quite easy to

spot in simulations, experiments are usually not “clean” enough to allow for such accurate

diagnostics [22–24]. In such settings, the more obvious sign of oblique modes may lie in

some growth rate measurement or in the instability itself. The linear theory predicts that

filamentation instability can be stabilized by beam temperature, but not the oblique modes

(see more details later in the text). Instability beyond what is expected for filamentation

would then be the “smoking-gun” revealing oblique mode growth.

By the end of the last century, such was the theoretical landscape: On the one hand, both

the filamentation and the two-stream instabilities had received much attention. Fluid and

kinetic models had been developed for them, including in the collisional [25–27], degenerate

(two-stream only [28]), magnetized [25, 29–31] or relativistic cases [32–34]. On the other

hand, the importance of the rest of the unstable spectrum had been recognized, but through

cold models only1, magnetized or not [10, 36]. Even within this cold regime, the sets of

system parameters yielding a filamentation governed interaction, or not, were not clearly

known.

The works presented in the sequel aimed at exploring the full unstable spectrum of a rela-

tivistic beam plasma system. Within the past few years and through various collaborations,

a number of questions were answered which structure the present manuscript:

1 Some authors [9, 35] did attempt to deal with the hot case, but the conclusions drawn were erroneous.
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• Starting with the cold fluid model: determination of the dominant mode in terms of

the system parameters, collisional effects upon the whole spectrum and effects of an

arbitrarily oriented magnetic field.

• First relativistic kinetic theory of the entire spectrum by means of waterbag distribu-

tions for the beam and the plasma. Checking of the findings through particle-in-cell

simulations.

• Relativistic kinetic theory of the entire spectrum introducing realistic Maxwell-Jüttner

distribution functions allowing for the determination of the hierarchy of the unstable

modes.

• Development of fluid models and of a Mathematica Notebook allowing to access oblique

modes instabilities at a lower analytical cost. Application to the hot magnetized case.

• Generalization of the calculations to scenarios including protons beams.

• Various works on the filamentation instability: fine kinetic and quantum effects.

I shall now review these points after having introduced the general formalism implemented.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM

The theory presented here is linear. It means we consider a beam-plasma system at

equilibrium and study its linear stability. Although some recent works have already shed

light on the non-linear regime [37–39], this phase of the work remains mainly in the future.

The equilibrium considered is made of an infinite and homogenous plasma interacting with an

infinite and homogenous beam2. Besides one single paper evaluating the role of moving ions

in the linear phase [41], ions have always been considered as a fixed neutralizing background.

Denoting nb, np and ni the beam electronic, plasma electronic and plasma ionic densities

respectively, we always assume Zini = nb + np. Furthermore, plasma electrons are assumed

to drift against the beam direction so that the system is also current neutralized. This gives

another relation always fulfilled at equilibrium: nbvb = npvp, where vb,p are the beam and

plasma electronic drift velocities.

2 The only exception to this rule has been made when studying plasma density gradient effects for the Fast
Ignition Scenario [40]. Even then, gradient has been treated making some WKB like approximation.
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From this on, the kinetic formalism treating the linear instabilities is quite standard

[42] and has been precisely described in Ref. [43]. It consists in coupling the Maxwell’s

equations to the relativistic Vlasov equation. Equilibrium quantities are then added a small

perturbation varying like exp(ik · r − ωt) and the equations are linearized accordingly. In

order to deal with the full unstable spectrum, the wave vector k is left with both a parallel

and a normal components to the beam velocity. Noteworthily, no approximation can be

made here on the electric field E generated by a perturbation (k, ω): two-stream modes

have k × E = 0 while filamentation modes have k × E 6= 0. Because both kind of modes

pertain to the same branch of the dispersion equation [36], a unified description of the

all spectrum demands a fully electromagnetic treatment. For a given perturbation (k, ω),

the dielectric tensor of the beam-plasma system sets its proper electric field so that the

formalism itself “decides” about the respective orientation of k and E. Assuming the beam

drifts along the z axis and k = (kx, 0, kz), the dispersion equation describing the two-stream

filamentation branch reads,

(η2εxx − k2
z)(η

2εzz − k2
x)− (η2εxz + kzkx)

2 = 0, (1)

where η = ω/k and,

εαβ = δαβ +
4πe2

meω2

∫
pα

γ

∂f0

∂pβ

d3p +
4πe2

meω2

∫
pαpβ

γ

k · ∂f0/∂p

meγω − k · pd3p, (2)

where f0 is here the sum of the beam plus the plasma electronic distribution functions, me

and e the electron mass and charge and γ =
√

1 + p2/m2
ec

2. While the results of the cold

fluid theory are retrieved when setting f0(v) = nbδ(v − vb) + npδ(v − vp), the formulation

above allows for the choice of any distribution functions. Although it may not appear

straightforwardly, Eq. (2) shows how analytical work in the relativistic regime can be tricky,

even with trivial orientations of the wave vector. The relativistic formalism introduces the

factor γ(p) which definitely couples the quadratures along the 3 momentum axis. The fluid

limit result remains obvious since the integration domain in this case reduces down to one

single “p”, but as soon as some thermal spread is introduced, the 3D integrations involved

are far from trivial. Note that the tensor expression above holds for a non-magnetized

system while its magnetized counterpart involves infinite sums of Bessel functions [44]. The

full relativistic, magnetized unstable spectrum accounting for a realistic distribution function

may therefore be way out of reach. Only the non-magnetized case could be solved so far

[37]. Some approximations or/and simplifications had to be made otherwise in order to
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FIG. 1: Dominant mode of a cold beam plasma system in terms of the beam gamma factor γb and

the beam to plasma density ratio α. From Ref. [45].

access the whole unstable spectrum. Simply put, the number of potential issues or effects

is overwhelming as we eventually need to evaluate relativistic, collisional, kinetic, gradients

and quantum effects on the at least 2D k unstable spectrum for a potentially magnetized

system.

Having presented the kind of formalism needed to deal with our problem, I will now

review the progresses made in the past few years.

III. COLD FLUID MODEL: MODE HIERARCHY, COLLISIONS AND ARBI-

TRARY MAGNETIZATION

Mode Hierarchy

Let us start giving the answer to one of the simplest question arising from the cold fluid

problem: given the beam energy, the beam density and the plasma density, which mode

grows faster? Early work suggested that oblique mode were faster in the relativistic regime

[10, 19], but none had given a clear answer to the problem. Indeed, the outcome of the linear

phase only depends on two dimensionless parameters. The beam to plasma density ratio
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α = nb/np and the beam gamma factor γb. One can then color the plane (α, γb) according

to the fastest growing mode for any given parameters. With α varying from 0 to 1 and γb

from 1 to ∞, Figure 1 was calculated in Ref. [45] and shows oblique modes do dominate in

the diluted beam and the highly relativistic regimes. The particular shape of the frontier

between the two domains is due to the filamentation growth rate δF = β
√

α/γb (small α

result) which vanishes for both β = vb/c = 0 (no drift, no filamentation) and γb = ∞ while

reaching its maximum for γb =
√

3. Filamentation thus governs high density, moderately

relativistic beam-plasma systems, which justifies a posteriori the number of works dedicated

to it within the context of the Fast Ignition Scenario [46–48]. Finally, one surprising result

from this paper was that the most unstable systems are not found for completely symmetric

beams but for a density ratio slightly less than 1. Whereas one could think the energy

available for the instability is maximum when the beam is as dense as the plasma, it turns

out that such maximum is reached for some smaller beam density. Such conclusion stems

from the current neutralization condition vp = αvb. When α = 1, the beam and the plasma

drift velocities are exactly the same so that they share the same γ factor and the same

relativistic “stiffness” which opposes a quick development of the instability. But if the

beam density is lower than the plasma one, current neutralization only demands a weakly

relativistic return current which feeds the instability more easily.

Collisions

A treatment of collisional effects has also been elaborated from the cold model adding

a Krook collision term to the Vlasov equation [49]. This preliminary approach, lacking

thermal effects as well as a better treatment of collisions3, indicated that oblique modes

can be the last one canceled if collisions are “added” to a system already governed by them.

Theoretical treatments of the collisional filamentation instability are already available in the

literature [25, 26, 50–53], all but one [50] relying on a questionable Krook approximation.

Because a “non-weakly” collisional theory is much needed for the Fast Ignition Scenario,

further works are required in relation to this topic (see discussion in the conclusion).

3 Velocity dependent collision frequency, for example.
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FIG. 2: 2D spectrum in terms of the reduced wave vector Z = kvb/ωp for various angles θ between

the magnetic field and the beam. The beam flows along the x direction. For θ ∼ π/5 (red

arrow), the fastest growing mode evolves discontinuously. Parameters are nb/np = 0.1, γb = 6 and

ωc = 2ωp. From Ref. [54].

Arbitrary Magnetization

Finally, the simplicity of the cold fluid model allowed for the treatment of the magnetized

problem with an external magnetic field B0 arbitrarily orientated [54]. The case of a flow

aligned magnetic field had been previously investigated by Godfrey et. al. [36], evidencing

again the role of oblique modes. The difference with the unmagnetized system is that new

modes appear prompted by the external magnetic field. When B0 ‖ vb, cyclotron modes

propagating approximately in the beam direction, and upper-hybrid like modes propagating

rather perpendicularly may govern the system, depending on the parameters. Remarkably,

the fastest growing oblique modes have their growth rate varying with B0 but not with γb.

As a consequence, such system always ends up being governed by the two-stream instability

which maximum growth rate is independent on B0. This property may prove very useful as

it allows for a 1D spectrum approximation.
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FIG. 3: Transverse temperature effects on the unstable spectrum. Left: cold case. Center: Trans-

verse hot plasma. Right: Transverse hot beam and plasma. Parameters are nb/np = 0.05, γb = 4.

Thermal momentum spread (when relevant) is mec/10. From Ref. [43, 55].

When the angle θ between the magnetic field and the flow is allowed to vary, one observes

a remarkable feature illustrated in Figure 2: for a given angle, and under certain conditions

(see [54]), the fastest growing mode “jumps” discontinuously for one location of the k space

to another. Such behavior arises from the very nature of the 2D spectrum. The growth rate

surface δ(k) is a continuous function of the parameters, but it admits several local extrema

δi(ki). As long as the fastest growing mode pertains to the same ki, the evolution with θ is

continuous. What may happen is that beyond a given critical θc, the dominant extremum

δi(ki) is overcome by another δj(kj). The fastest growing mode will thus be determined by

ki(θc) for θ = θc − ε and by kj(θc) for θ = θc + ε, with ε ¿ 1. Such situation is illustrated

in Fig. 2 where the dominant mode evolves abruptly around θ ∼ π/5.

IV. RELATIVISTIC KINETIC THEORY - WATERBAG DISTRIBUTIONS

A more realistic description of the oblique modes obviously requires a kinetic theory. The

first step towards such description has been using waterbag distribution functions for the

beam and the plasma. Despite their irrelevance in the high temperature regime and their

incapacity to produce any Landau damping, they are analytically tractable and make it

easy to “play” with parallel and transverse thermal spreads. Such distributions have been

frequently use as a toy model to explore thermal effects at a lower analytical cost [48, 56].
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Theory From E field From B field

FIG. 4: Theoretical spectrum vs. calculated one from PIC simulations. Parameters are nb/np =

0.1, γb = 4, Pp‖⊥ = 0.1mec and Pp‖⊥ = 0.2mec. From Ref. [38].

The results have been extensively reported in Refs. [43, 55] and I will here briefly comment

on them. In this respect, Fig. 3 shows how the unstable spectrum evolves under the influence

of transverse beam and plasma temperatures. The rightmost picture is eventually the whole

spectrum generalization of the filamentation calculation made by Silva et. al. [48]. The

first point to stress here is that thermal spreads distinctly affect each of the competing

instabilities. While the two-stream instability evolution with the distribution function is

limited, filamentation instability is dramatically affected, both in range and intensity. Since

the latter can be completely suppressed, we find transverse temperature effect can go from

“on” to “off” from one point of the spectrum to the other. The second point to stress is that

temperature effect is mainly switched on for wave vector more oblique than a critical angle

which can be determined exactly here (see [55]). This is clearly evidenced by comparing the

center and the right plots on Fig. 3. Finally, the most unstable wave vector here lies below

the critical angle and is therefore much less sensitive to temperature than filamentation.

Some numerical works have been performed to check these findings [38, 57] by means of

PIC simulations. Figure 4 shows that we were not only able to predict the fastest growing

mode but could also check the overall structure of the unstable spectrum. At this point,

it was clear that we were starting to understand the whole unstable spectrum and that we

were on firm ground to introduce realistic distribution functions.
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FIG. 5: Left: Hierarchy of the unstable modes in the (nb/np, γb, Tb) parameter space for Tp=5

keV. The left surface delimits the two-stream-dominated domain (at low γb) and the oblique-mode-

dominated domain, whereas the right surface delimits the filamentation-dominated domain (at high

nb/np) and the oblique-mode-dominated domain.

Right: Plasma density profiles at the end of the linear phase as predicted by 2D PIC simulations

run with three different sets of parameters: nb/np = 0.1, γb = 1.5 and Tb = 500 keV (b); nb/np = 1,

γb = 1.5 and Tb = 100 keV (c); nb/np = 1, γb = 1.5 and Tb = 2 MeV (d). In all cases, Tp = 5

keV. In agreement with linear theory, the three resulting patterns evidence regimes dominated by

two-stream, filamentation and oblique modes, respectively. From Ref. [37].

V. KINETIC THEORY WITH MAXWELL-JÜTTNER DISTRIBUTION FUNC-

TIONS

Until recently, and in spite of more than 100 years of special relativity, it was not yet

clear whether the Maxwell-Jüttner function [58, 59],

f 0(p) =
µ

4πγ2K2(µ/γ)
exp

[− µ(γ(p)− βpx)
]
, (3)

where β = 〈px/γ〉 is the normalized x-aligned mean drift velocity, γ the corresponding

relativistic factor and µ = mec
2/kBT the normalized inverse temperature, was the correct

relativistic form of the Maxwell distribution or not. Some recent works in its favor [60, 61]

provided a timely support to use it as our equilibrium distribution function for both the
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beam and the plasma [37]. One of the main challenge here lies in the efficient calculation of

the quadratures (2). A procedure originally described in [59] allowed for an exact reduction

of the 3D quadratures to only 1D ones. A MatLab code was then elaborated to solve

the resulting dispersion equation. The first fruit of the theory was that it allowed for the

extension of the cold mode hierarchy pictured on Figure 1. Figure 5 has been extracted

from Ref. [37] and pictures the beam temperature dependent mode hierarchy as well as

some PIC simulations performed to check some results. Note that we deal here with one

temperature parameter per species since the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution function does not

allow for distinct parallel or transverse temperatures. As expected, the plane Tb = 0 of Fig.

5(a) reproduces Fig. 1, but the full kinetic treatment allows us to freely explore the beam

temperature dimension. Regarding the two-stream/oblique frontier, we find here the result

of a balance between thermal and relativistic effects. Two-stream modes are more sensitive

to relativistic effects than oblique ones, but resist better thermal effects. We thus find that

some weakly relativistic beam-plasma system can be governed by the two-stream instability

provided the beam temperature is high enough. Turning now to the filamentation/oblique

frontier, we find the former promoted by high beam densities, unless the beam velocity

becomes too small. Interestingly, the ultra-relativistic limit pertains to the oblique modes,

unless nb strictly equals np. This could have important consequences in astrophysics where

very high gamma factors are sometimes refereed to [13]. Finally, we recover here the strong

kinetic effect of beam temperature upon filamentation. Regardless of the parameters, oblique

modes always end up overcoming filamentation for a hot enough beam, even though we start

from a symmetric system nb = np.

The two-stream/oblique transition is eventually a transition between too very similar

modes. Like two-stream modes, oblique ones are electrostatic (or quasi) and both kind of

modes behave more or less the same way with respect to various effects. But filamentation

and oblique modes differ much more, so that this transition brings about more complex

features such as a discontinuous jump of the dominant mode. As mentioned earlier, such

discontinuity just stems from the continuous growth rate map topology.

A series of PIC simulations reproduced in Fig. 5(b-d) were performed to check some

of the most surprising findings. In this respect, Fig.(b) pictures two-stream patterns on a

relativistic system while Fig. 5(d) shows a symmetric system with nb = np governed by

oblique modes. In every case, the predictions of the linear theory have been accurately

confirmed so that we can now claim a good understanding of the linear phase.
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VI. FLUID MODEL AND MATHEMATICA NOTEBOOK

The relativistic linear kinetic theory is one of the main achievements of the research

program presented here. The progression from waterbag to Maxwell-Jüttner distribution

functions allowed to gain insight and confidence in the linear regime of this basic system.

Yet, one conclusion drawn is that accessing the full unstable spectrum is definitely involved.

Even the simplest possible non-collisional and unmagnetized system is very difficult to handle

analytically in the kinetic regime. There is therefore a need to find simpler approaches to

the problem, one of them being the fluid one.

Fluid model

When dealing with instabilities, finite temperature studies are usually conducted through

the kinetic formalism and the use of fluid equations is limited to the cold case. However, the

fluid equations can be helpful in deriving interesting temperature dependent results for the

Weibel instability [62] or the laser induced Weibel like instability [63, 64]. The advantage of

the fluid formalism obviously lies in its analytical tractability. A fluid model has thus been

elaborated from the conservation equation for the beam (j = b) and the plasma (j = p),

∂nj

∂t
+∇ · (njvj) = 0, (4)

and the relativistic Euler equation

∂pj

∂t
+ (vj · ∇)pj = −e

(
E +

vj ×B

c

)
− ∇Pj

nj

, (5)

where pj = γjmevj and Pj stand for the kinetic pressure in both fluids. Considering ∇Pj =

3kBTj∇nj, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, the dielectric tensor of the system can be

derived, resulting in a polynomial dispersion equation. Transverse and parallel temperatures

can also be introduced replacing in the linearized Euler equation the product Tjk by a

tensorial product Tj · k with (if vb ‖ x axis)

Tj =




Tj‖ 0 0

0 Tj⊥ 0

0 0 Tj⊥


 . (6)

Note that such treatment of the temperature in the relativistic regime is incorrect. A

better approach consists in working out a covariant fluid theory [66] and indeed, the theory

18
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The transverse beam temperature parameter ρb⊥ is 0.1 for (a) and 0.1/
√

γb for (b). Temperature

parameters ρ = corresponding thermal velocity divided by vb. From Ref. [65].

presented here needs a relativistic re-scaling of the transverse temperature parameter in

order to reproduce the results of the waterbag model. But the important point here is that

it is indeed possible to reproduce the results of the waterbag kinetic model with a fluid one.

In this respect, Fig. 6(a,b) compare a calculation of the growth rate map within the two

model when re-scaling the beam normal temperature by a factor γ
−1/2
b . Indeed, we found

that every major results gathered with the waterbag model could be retrieved through such

re-scaling. From the threshold for filamentation cancelation to the value of the critical angle,

fluid and waterbag kinetic models are equivalent. But because the fluid model is simpler, it

is thus possible to use it as a toy model to explore much more effects.

At this junction, it is very interesting to conduct a phase velocity analysis of the unstable

modes in order to understand how the fluid model may work (or not). We thus start from the

kind of plot represented in Fig. 6 and scan the unstable wave vector spectrum. Each time

an unstable wave vector is found, the corresponding mode phase velocity is computed and

pictured by a point in a phase velocity diagram. The point is colored according to the mode

growth rate. A typical result is displayed in Fig. 7. In addition, we schematically plotted on

the same graph the distribution functions of the plasma and the beam. Note than the beam
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distribution functions. Temperature parameters ρ = corresponding thermal velocity divided by vb.

From Ref. [65].

one is “squeezed” along the beam direction due to a relativistic contraction effect. Such

plot allows to understand why filamentation instability (vϕ = 0) is so sensitive to transverse

beam temperature and not to the parallel one: these modes “see” very well the transverse

beam spread whereas the parallel spread is “too far” from them. Also, filamentation modes

are “inside” the plasma distribution function. Indeed, filamentation has been kinetically

found to react strongly to the background plasma distribution [55, 67–69] while such effects

cannot be rendered by the fluid theory. We thus find that the former kinetic effects are

properly rendered by the fluid model because filamentation modes are away from the beam

distribution, while the latter are not because filamentation modes are inside the plasma

distribution. Noteworthily, the present beam diluted system is dominated by oblique modes

which phase velocity falls outside the thermal ranges of both distributions. This is why plots

6(a) and (b) are so similar in the central region whereas small discrepancies may appear at
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the borders of the stability domain.

Having detailed the fluid model we built, and discuss when we expect it to be reliable,

let us introduce the Mathematica Notebook that was designed to simplify even more calcu-

lations.

A Mathematica Notebook

The calculation of the dispersion equation from the fluid equations is a very systematic

process which steps can be schematically sketched this way. More details can be found in

[70]:

1. Use the conservation equation to express the perturbed density fields in terms of the

perturbed velocity fields.

2. Use the Euler equation to express the perturbed velocity fields in terms of the per-

turbed electromagnetic fields.

3. Replace the perturbed magnetic field B1 by (c/ω)k× E1.

4. Previous steps allow to express the current density in terms of E1 only.

5. Introducing the current above in a combination of Maxwell Ampère and Faraday

equations results in an equation of the form T (E1) = 0.

6. The dispersion equation then reads detT = 0.

It turns out that these 6 steps can be perfectly solved by Mathematica because they even-

tually all come down to the resolution of linear tensorial equations. Step 5 consists in the

extraction of the tensor expression from a quite involved equation, but here again, some

Mathematica functions are perfectly fitted for the task. Finally, the Software is also very

instrumental in introducing dimensionless variables and simplifying the equations. Because

everything is computed symbolically, it is straightforward to work on the equations after-

wards and compute cancelation thresholds, critical angles and so on. This approach to the

problem is not simple because it yields a simple dispersion equation; the dispersion equa-

tion for the cold magnetized problem still fills up one Mathematica screen. Nevertheless, it
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is much simpler than the kinetic approach because calculations are delegated to the Soft-

ware and the dispersion equation is always polynomial, resulting in a much faster numerical

resolution.

One could ask (the Referee did. . . ) whether it would be possible to implement a kinetic

approach through such Mathematica Notebook. Unfortunately, the answer here is “no”.

Steps 1-3 are almost identical in a kinetic theory, but step 4 involves an integration over

the velocity (or momentum) space which is usually impossible to implement automatically.

We did use some Mathematica Notebooks when working on the waterbag kinetic model,

but a careful (human) analysis was required at almost every steps for the quadrature to be

evaluated correctly.

Application to the hot magnetized case

At this stage, it is very difficult to envision a kinetic theory of such system given the

complexity of the magnetized counterpart of the tensor elements (2). But adding a static

magnetic field to the aforementioned fluid model is much simpler. Temperature parameters

where restricted to one per species. From these hypothesis, we could solve the problem for

any beam to plasma density ratio and any magnitude of the magnetic field measured in

ΩB = ωc/ωp where ωc is the electronic cyclotron frequency [71].

Because Godfrey et. al. [36] only treated the cold diluted beam case, we started extending

their theory to the high beam density regime. We could derive an exact expression of the

required magnetic field to cancel filamentation, valid for any beam energy and density. We

could also generalize in this high beam regime and very important result derived in the

weak beam density limit: the independence of oblique modes growth rate with respect to

the beam energy.

Turning now to the hot regime, we could compute growth rate maps for varying ΩB

and nb/np like the ones pictured on Fig. 8. The two main features we will comment here

already appeared when introducing thermal effect in the non-magnetized case. To start

with, the growth rate “ridges” observed in oblique directions make a non zero angle with

the perpendicular axis while they are parallel to this very axis in the cold case. We could

prove that the angle is exactly the same as that in the non-magnetized case. Secondly,

whereas the growth rate function δ(k‖, k⊥) saturates in the cold regime for k⊥ →∞, we see
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FIG. 8: Numerical evaluation of the growth rate in ωp units for electromagnetic instabilities in

terms of the reduced vector Z = kvb/ωp, for density ratios α from 0.1 to 1, and magnetic field

intensity ΩB = ωc/ωp from 0 to 4. The beam is aligned with Zx and γb = 4, and ρp = ρb = 0.1 for

the temperature parameters. Temperature parameters ρ = corresponding thermal velocity divided

by vb. From Ref. [71].

here that δ(k‖, k⊥) → 0 for k⊥ → ∞ when temperature is added4. Physically, this effect

stems from the kinetic pressure opposing the instability which, along the perpendicular axis,

tends to pinch filaments. An interesting consequence is that when the oblique part of the

spectrum governs the system, we now have one most unstable wave-vector, instead of a

4 Because of the limited Zz range of the plots of Fig. 8, this is obvious only for (α, ΩB) = (α, 0) and (1, 2).
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continuum extending to infinity in the cold limit.

VII. SOME SCENARIOS INCLUDING PROTONS BEAMS

We only mentioned electron beam-plasma systems so far, but the present formalism is ob-

viously easy to adapt to any kind of particles. Indeed, the fluid model and the Mathematica

Notebook implementing it allows now for a quick evaluation of any kind of unstable spec-

trum, including a great variety of effects. I will now mention two works where calculations

involved protons beam in a magnetized environment.

Flow aligned magnetic field

This first work [72], with a special focus on astrophysics, involved two counter streaming

proton beams passing through a proton/electron plasma. Calculations where conducted to

interpret PIC simulations performed with beam velocities 0.9c and 0.99c. Figure 9 shows

how the oblique structures already unraveled with electrons are here retrieved. Although

we are here dealing with Buneman like instabilities [73] between the beam protons and

the background electrons, relativistic effects once again force the fastest growing modes

“inside” the 2D spectrum because particles become heavier to move along the flow. Note

the numerical noise in the lower graphs. Although polynomial, the dispersion equation can

get so involved that numerical noise perturbs the numerical resolution. The problem could

here be solved by increasing the solver precision, but such plot still takes some 15 minutes

of computing on a modern PC.

Flow normal to the magnetic field

The goal of this second work [74] was to test the occurrence in astrophysical settings of

an acceleration scheme proposed by Katsouleas and Dawson [75] involving wave propagating

perpendicularly to an external magnetic field. We thus envisioned the scheme already inves-

tigated in [72] but considered here a perpendicularly oriented magnetic field. An interesting

point here is that such system spectrum can no longer be reduced to some 2D one. As long

as the magnetic field is aligned with the flow, only the parallel and perpendicular component

of the wave-vector matter so that the unstable spectrum is in reality 2D (which does not
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FIG. 9: Above: Growth rate in units of 10−2ωp in terms of Z = kvb/ωp for vb = 0.9c and 0.99c.

The plasma is unmagnetized. Below: Same parameters with ωc/ωp = 2. The beam is aligned

with the x axis. See text about the numerical noise. From Ref. [72].

mean quadratures are 2D). But if the beam is aligned with the x axis while B0 lies along z,

there is no longer symmetrical invariance by rotation around the beam axis and the full 3D

spectrum must be evaluated. Figure 10 shows such calculations for two beam velocities and

here again, the fastest growing modes are oblique. Note that the external magnetic field

is very small with ωc = ωp/10 so that the system is almost symmetric around the beams

direction.
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VIII. VARIOUS WORKS ON THE FILAMENTATION INSTABILITY

Although the focus of the few last years has been the overlooked part of the unstable

spectrum, namely the oblique one, a number of works have been devoted to the filamentation

instability. The kinetic hierarchy theory worked out separately [37] shows that for some

parameters, filamentation do governs the system so that it makes sense to focus on it. I will

start with some kinetic calculations before turning the quantum effects.

Background plasma kinetic effects

We are here about to reach a discussion about the filamentation and the Weibel in-

stabilities. In its seminal paper [7], Weibel unraveled the existence of unstable transverse

(k ·E = 0) oscillations in an anisotropic plasma. Assuming a two-temperatures distribution

function, these oscillations where found for wave vectors normal to the “high” temperature
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axis5. Few times latter, Fried provided a physical picture to this instability by considering

two counter-streaming beams perturbed perpendicularly to their direction [8]. The unstable

modes exemplified by Fried were also transverse at a time when only electrostatic, two-

stream like, instabilities were known, and I guess the association was made between them

and the Weibel’s ones6. It turns out that, on the one hand, the similarity drawn from the

transverseness of both kinds of modes is an illusion because filamentation modes are in re-

ality seldom transverse [77–79]. On the other hand, it is now understood that filamentation

and Weibel instabilities can be switched on and off independently from each other in a beam

plasma system, and even interfere with one another.

The independence of filamentation and Weibel has been pointed out in [43, 55] where

the waterbag kinetic theory of a beam entering a plasma was fully worked out. It was

found that if both the beam and the plasma are hot only in the transverse direction, the

Weibel instability develops in the plasma because of its anisotropy even when the beam

filamentation instability is shut down. In other words, a cold beam entering an isotropic

plasma is filamentation unstable while the plasma is stable. A hot enough beam entering

an anisotropic plasma can be filamentation stable while the plasma is Weibel unstable.

But these two instabilities are not always independent, they can also interfere in a very

interesting way. By “pushing” the parallel temperature of the plasma beyond its perpen-

dicular one, we found that the growth rate of the beam filamentation instability was pro-

gressively equaling the one of the plasma Weibel instability [55]. Since the fastest growing

Weibel modes have their wave-vector perpendicular to the high plasma temperature axis,

the fastest growing plasma Weibel modes with a high parallel temperature have their wave

vector aligned with the beam filamentation ones. It turns out that in this configuration, the

two instabilities strongly interact to the point that filamentation instability becomes harder

to suppress through transverse beam temperature until it can non longer be canceled at all.

An additional paper was devoted to this effect [67] where we found that the beam tempera-

ture threshold for filamentation suppression could be extremely sensitive to the anisotropy

of the background plasma. Lazar et. al. also worked extensively on the subject [68, 69, 80],

implementing kinetic calculations for Maxwellian as well as Kappa distribution functions,

and found a systematic enhancement of filamentation when the plasma is hotter in the beam

5 Some wave-vectors with a different orientation are also unstable. See Kalman et. al. for details [76].
6 It seems Lazar et. al. agree with this interpretation [68].
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direction. However, the effect is reverse if the plasma is colder along the beam flow.

Quantum effects - unmagnetized case

One of the first motivations to incorporate quantum effects in an instability theory is

the Fast Ignition Scenario where the relativistic electron beam ends up traveling through

the partially degenerate pellet core. Indeed, such scenario demands a collisional, relativistic

and quantum kinetic theory of the beam plasma interaction which is so far out of reach

from our theoretical tools. As a first step towards this objective, we implemented a fluid

description of the system using the quantum fluid equations. These equations have been

initially implemented in the field of semiconductor devices [81] in order to provide a more

workable description of the quantum fluids than the many-body basic quantum equations.

Interest in these equations extends now to fusion physics or astrophysics when high enough

plasma densities are found for the Fermi temperature to approach the electronic one (see

Refs. [82, 83] and references therein). As far as plasma instabilities are concerned, the

quantum theory of the two-stream instability has been elaborated in Refs. [28, 84–86] and

a quantum kinetic theory of the Weibel instability is already available [87], but quantum

effects on the filamentation instability were still to evaluate.

Quantum fluid equations just consist in some modification of the classical ones. While

fluid equations are derived taking the momentum of the kinetic one, quantum fluid equation

are derived taking the momentum of the kinetic equation for the Wigner function (see [88]

for a review). The conservation equation does not change, but the Euler equation receives

a correction as its quantum version reads,

∂v

∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = − e

me

(
E +

v ×B

c

)
+
~2

2m2
e

∇
(∇2

√
n√

n

)
, (7)

where the last term represents the so-called Bohm pressure. Note that the equation above

is non-relativistic, its relativistic counterpart having yet to be elaborated. Nevertheless, it

is still possible to deal with the Fast Ignition Scenario because of its specificities. The beam

entering the core is relativistic but not dense enough for quantum effects to play a role. On

the other hand, the plasma is so dense that quantum effects are to be taken into account

while the drifting velocity vp needed to cancel the beam current is far from being relativistic

by virtue of vp = (nb/np)vb with here nb/np ∼ 10−5. In Ref. [89] we therefore described

the system using a two cold fluids model with one classical relativistic fluid (the beam)
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parameter Θc. Red curve: β = 0.1 and blue curve: β = 10−3. The small Θc limit is given by Eq.

(9), and the large one by Eq. (10). From Ref. [90].

and one quantum non-relativistic fluid (the plasma). As expected, quantum effects tend to

reduce the instability, but the effect is more pronounced on the instability range than on the

maximum growth rate itself. Quantum effects cannot suppress the instability completely,

they can only reduce it. It was proved that the maximum growth rate is significantly reduced

when

Ω =
αβ2

Θcγb

¿ 1, with Θc =

(
~ωp

2mc2

)2

= 1.3× 10−33np [cm−3], (8)

where α is the beam to plasma density ratio. Considering Fast Ignition parameters with

np = 1026 cm−3, α ∼ 10−5 and γb = 5 yields Ω = 159, which tends to show that such effects

should not be very important in this setting.
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Quantum effects - magnetized case

The magnetized version of the preceding theory has been recently worked out [90] to

explicit the interaction of these two effects. Quantum effects alone reduce the instability

but cannot suppress it while a flow aligned magnetic field can. Indeed, we could prove that

quantum effects can cancel filamentation if and only if a guiding magnetic field if present.

When such is the case, the field required to suppress the instability can be considerably

lowered down from its classical value,

ΩBc =
ωc

ωp

= β
√

α(α + 1) (9)

to

ΩBc =
αβ2

2
√

Θc

, (10)

where Θc is defined by Eq. (8). Figure 11 shows the ΩB value needed to cancel filamentation

for various (α, β) in terms of the quantum parameter Θc. Even though a dense plasma with

np = 1026 cm−3 yields only Θc = 1.3× 10−7, Fig. 11 shows that a relatively small magnetic

field (in terms of ωc/ωp) can shutdown filamentation.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

A number of progresses have thus been made in the understanding of the full unstable

spectrum of a beam plasma system. I will finally explain my views about where we should

go from then.

Following up with the cold fluid formalism

The cold fluid model offers many advantages which make it worthy of further develop-

ments. Because it is simple to implement, it often allows for the derivation of exact results.

For example, Eqs. (9,10) just presented are exact and valid for any beam to plasma density

ratios. This means that such a non-trivial problem like the magnetized quantum filamenta-

tion instability can be solved exactly without any assumptions on the parameters involved.

Despite their practical limitations, exact formulas are always precious in physics for they

provide the basis for comparison with further results. Results obtained by Făınberg [10] or

Godfrey [36] more than 30 years ago are still very useful, and I think the results recently

obtained accounting, for example, for quantum effects may be useful guides for the future.
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Providing an easier access to oblique modes

Even within the cold model, the growth rate of oblique modes remain difficult to evaluate

and the number of systems they govern is too large to forget about kinetic effects. Although

it provides interesting inputs when exploring some unknown effects, the hot fluid approxi-

mation is only reliable as long as temperatures are not too high, that is, non-relativistic.

The so-called electrostatic approximation may be the best tool to offer an easier access

to the fastest growing oblique modes. This approach would consist in taking advantage of

their quasi-electrostatic nature to implement the much simpler electrostatic formalism when

dealing with them. It should thus be possible to derive some asymptotic expressions of the

growth rate in the large beam or plasma temperature limits, for example.

Dealing with collisions

Collisionality is definitely an important issue which is far from being settled. Only men-

tioning filamentation, we find on one side a lot of collisional works as well as a lot of “weakly

collisional” theory implementing some Krook like collision terms in the equations. On the

other hand, authors like Gremillet [91] or Davies [92] developed collisional theories defining

the so-called “resistive” filamentation, but the bridge between these two kinds of works is

yet to build. There is for example no theory bridging the gap between collisionless filamen-

tation and resistive filamentation, with typical filaments size switching from the plasma skin

depth to the beam one. And a correct understanding of the Fast Ignition Scenario requires a

unified model connecting the existing, somewhat disjoined collisionless and resistive theories.

Non-linear regime

This last point may well be the most challenging of all. Much work has been done on

the non-linear stage of the two-stream instability, mostly subject to the process of particle

trapping (see [93] for a review). The non-linear phase of the filamentation instability received

attention as well, and the mechanism of filament merging seems quite robust now [32, 94, 95].

But almost nothing is known about what happens when oblique modes govern the linear

phase. Particle trapping has been detected [38, 39], while a recent massively parallel 3D PIC

simulation accounting for moving ions [37] displayed a system initially governed by oblique
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modes, which evolved eventually through a two-stream and then a filamentation stage. Was

the filamentation step the last one, preluding a filaments merging phase? The run was not

long enough to tell, but while the oblique/two-stream evolution was not very surprising

[10], the two-stream/filamentation phase was unexpected. This direction may offer the most

interesting and surprising results in the next years.
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Collective electromagnetic modes for beam-plasma interaction in the wholek space
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We investigate the linear stability of the system formed by an electron beam and its return plasma current
within a general framework, namely, for any orientation of the wave vectork with respect to the beam and
without any a priori assumption on the orientation of the electric field with respect tok. We apply this
formalism to three configurations: cold beam and cold plasma, cold beam and hot plasma, and cold relativistic
beam and hot plasma. We proceed to the identification and systematic study of the two branches of the
electromagnetic dispersion relation. One pertains to Weibel-like beam modes with transverse electric proper
waves. The other one refers to electric proper waves belonging to the plane formed byk and the beam, it
divides between Weibel-like beam modes and a branch sweeping from longitudinal two-stream modes to
purely transverse filamentation modes. For this latter branch, we thoroughly investigate the intermediate
regime between two-stream and filamentation instabilities for arbitrary wave vectors. When some plasma
temperature is allowed for, the system exhibits a critical angle at which waves are unstable for everyk.
Besides, in the relativistic regime, the most unstable mode on this branch is reached for an oblique wave vector.
This study is especially relevant to the fast ignition scenario as its generality could help clarify some confusing
linear issues of present concern. This is a prerequisite towards more sophisticated nonlinear treatments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.70.046401 PACS number(s): 52.35.Qz, 52.35.Hr, 52.50.Gj, 52.57.Kk

I. INTRODUCTION

Beam-plasma interactions play a crucial role in various
fields of physics and the theoretical study of the linear re-
gime of beam-plasma instabilities forms the basis of most
plasma physics textbooks. The long-standing academic de-
velopment of this field is now being revivified and chal-
lenged by some recent technological progress making acces-
sible new physical regimes[1], e.g., in the context of
conventional accelerators and free electron lasers, by new
observational data and theories in astrophysics[2,3] and es-
pecially by the considerable interest in the elaboration of
scenarios for the inertial confinement fusion. In the high-
intensity laser-driven scheme and specifically in the fast ig-
nition scenario(FIS) first formulated by Tabaket al. in Ref.
[4], electron beam-plasma interactions play a key role. Actu-
ally, the fast ignition eventually involves an intense suprath-
ermal electron beam, produced by the interaction of a fem-
tosecond laser pulse with the dense core plasma, that should
propagate across the plasma corona of the fuel target to en-
sure a local deposit of the energy. In order to validate this
scenario, it is important to study the potential beam-plasma
instabilities involved. Many theoretical, numerical, and ex-
perimental works have been recently devoted to this topic
[3,5–14] and, in particular, some authors[7,10] have pointed
out the need to analyze the coupling between two-stream and
filamentation instabilities.

In this, paper, we shall study the linear stability of the
equilibrium state formed by an electron beam and its return
plasma current. This system is relevant to the FIS as, when

penetrating into the plasma, the electron beam generates the
return current carried by the plasma electrons. For this analy-
sis, one operates in the Vlasov-Maxwell framework and de-
rives the dispersion relation in thesk ,vd space. This requires
the choice of a given orientation fork. In this regard, the
wave-vector orientations normal(“filamentation instability”
[3,15–17]) or parallel(“two-stream instability”[15,18,19]) to
the beam have been the most investigated. Yetevery orien-
tation of k is obviously present in thesr ,td reality space
found back by inverse Fourier transform, summing over all
k ’s and allv’s. The main objective of this paper is, therefore,
to investigate analytically a three-dimensional(3D) Vlasov-
Maxwell model of these instabilities for any orientation ofk.
In order to clearly display plasma temperature and relativis-
tic effects, we shall study the problem for three different
models:(1) cold beam through a cold plasma,(2) cold beam
through a hot plasma, and(3) cold relativistic beam through
a hot plasma. Ignoring the beam temperature will allow us to
neglect potential additional kinetic effects related to wave-
particle resonances.

Usual terminology is not always crystal clear, and some-
times somehow confusing, about the respective definition of
the Weibel and filamentation instabilities. It is therefore de-
sirable to be definite from the beginning: In this paper, we
shall denote by filamentation modes the unstable waves hav-
ing a wave vector normal to both the beam and the electric
field (k' beam,k 'E) and by Weibel modes the unstable
waves with wave vector parallel to the beam, namely, the
preferred direction, and normal to the electric field(ki beam,
k 'E). This corresponds to the original Weibel’s modes con-
figuration [18]. Purely two-stream modes, as usual, are lon-
gitudinal unstable waves with wave vector aligned with the
beam(ki beam,k iE).

In Sec. II, we expose the derivation of the dielectric tensor
for any orientation of the wave vector and any angle between
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k andE, and single out the large wave velocityv /k regime.
We discuss the respective orientations ofk and E and the
nature of the waves in Sec. III. We then apply the general
electromagnetic formalism to the analysis of a cold beam
interacting with a cold plasma in Sec. IV and with a hot
plasma in Sec. V. Calculations conducted in this section help
elucidate unambiguously relativistic beam effects in Sec. VI.
In this respect, an important figure(see Fig. 2) concerning all
three models is located towards the beginning of the paper.
Conclusions are finally presented in Sec. VII.

II. GENERAL DISPERSION RELATION

A. Basic derivation

We consider a homogeneous, spatially infinite, collision-
less, and unmagnetized plasma whose dynamics is ruled by
the relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell equations for the distribution
function fsp ,r ,td and the electromagnetic field

] f

] t
+ v ·

] f

] r
+ qSE +

v

c
3 BD ·

] f

] p
= 0, s1d

curl E = −
1

c

] B

] t
, s2d

curl B =
1

c

] E

] t
+

4p

c
J, s3d

with v=p / sgmed and g=Î1+p2/ sme
2c2d=1/Î1−v2/c2. cgs

Gaussian units are used,q is the electron charge, andme is its
mass. Ions are assumed to form a fixed neutralizing back-
ground. Applying Fourier transformation Fsr ,td
=okFk expsik ·r − ivtd in the linearized equations and elimi-
nating the perturbed magnetic field gives the basic form of
the dispersion relation

v2

c2 «sk,vdEk + k 3 sk 3 Ekd = 0. s4d

The expression of the dielectric tensor«sk ,vd is

«sk,vd = I +
4pq2

v
E dp

v

v − k ·v

] f0spd
] p

·FS1 −
k ·v

v
DI

+
k ^ v

v
G , s5d

wherek ^ v=skiv jd denotes the tensorial product ofk andv.
This yields the following expression of the dielectric tensor
elements[17,20]:

«ab = dab +
vpe

2

nev
2 E pa

g

] f0

] pb

d3p

+
vpe

2

nev
2 E papb

g

k · ] f0/] p

megv − k ·p
d3p, s6d

where the integrals must be evaluated using the standard
Landau contour for a proper kinetic treatment. It is worth
noticing that the second left-hand side term reduces to

−vpe
2 /v2dab in the nonrelativistic limit, wherevpe is the

plasma frequency given byvpe=qÎ4pne/me.

B. Preliminary analysis

At this stage, we may emphasize a point concerning the
respective orientation ofk andE that has some bearings on
the dispersion relation(4). If one makes the electrostatic ap-
proximation and neglects the magnetic field so thatk 3E
.0, the dielectric tensor takes the much simpler form

«sk,vd = 1 +
4pq2

k2 E k · ] f0spd/] p

v − k ·v
d3p. s7d

Moreover the basic dispersion relation(4) simplifies dramati-
cally when considering longitudinal or transverse waves. For
longitudinal waves(see, e.g., Refs.[20,21]), the dispersion
relation reduces to

«sk,vdEk = 0. s8d

When considering transverse waves[10,17,18] for which
k ·Ek =0, one hask 3 sk 3Ekd=−k2Ek and Eq.(4) yields the
dispersion relation for purely transverse waves

Fv2

c2 «sk,vd − k2IGEk = 0. s9d

Without any assumption upon the nature of the waves, we set
k 3 sk 3Ekd=sk ·Ekdk −k2Ek in Eq. (4) and get

Fv2

c2 «sk,vd + k ^ k − k2IGEk = 0. s10d

Setting

T =
v2

c2 «sk,vd + k ^ k − k2I , s11d

nontrivial sEk Þ0d solutions are obtained provided that
detsTd=0, i.e.,

detUv2

c2 «i j + kikj − k2di jU = 0. s12d

This forms the most general expression of the dispersion
relation.

We can now start to detail the geometry of our problem.
The momentum distribution anisotropy is set along thez axis
(see Fig. 1 for clarity). Without any restriction of generality,
cylindrical symmetry allows us to setk =skx,0 ,kzd. We shall
use in the sequel electronic equilibrium distribution functions
f0 of the type

f0spd = f0spx
2 + py

2,pzd = f0xspx
2df0yspy

2df0zspzd, s13d

with ef0spdd3p=ne. These distribution functions are isotropic
in the sx,yd plane. We can notice that Eq.(13) implies a
vanishing average momentum in thesx,yd plane. Due to its
generality, this framework addresses filamentation[3,15] as
well as double-stream[15] instabilities. Under the above as-
sumptions, Eq.(12) reduces to
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* h2«xx − kz
2 0 h2«xz+ kzkx

0 h2«yy − k2 0

h2«xz+ kxkz 0 h2«zz− kx
2 * = 0, s14d

whereh;v /c. Developing the determinant with respect to
the second column yields the following general form of the
dispersion relation:

sh2«yy − k2dfsh2«xx − kz
2dsh2«zz− kx

2d − sh2«xz+ kzkxd2g = 0,

s15d

which displays two branches, thev=v1skd branch associ-
ated to,

h2«yy − k2 = 0 s16d

and thev=v2skd branch solving

sh2«xx − kz
2dsh2«zz− kx

2d − sh2«xz+ kzkxd2 = 0. s17d

This result is valid for any orientation of the wave vector and
any orientation of the electromagnetic field with respect to
the wave vector. Equation(17) can be factorized byv2 with-
out any additional approximation giving

v2s«xz
2 − «xx«zzd + c2skz

2«zz+ 2kxkz«xz+ kx
2«xxd = 0. s18d

C. Limit of large-phase velocities

The evaluation of(15) relies on the evaluation of the ma-
trix elements of the dielectric function«sk ,vd. Analytical
results are difficult to obtain for any orientation. However, a
number of conclusions regarding the large-phase velocity
v /k regime can be reached without making explicit the ana-
lytical form of the distribution functions. It is clear from(6)
that the only nontrivial occurrence ofv in the dispersion
equation is the 1/sv−k ·vd denominator. The momenta run
from −` to ` in the integrals, but are always limited by
physical conditions because any distribution function tends

to zero rather quickly beyond a threshold velocityV. This
quantity usually denotes the thermal velocity in a Maxwell-
ian distribution or a beam velocity if it goes faster than a
thermal plasma electron. More generally,V is the higher ve-
locity encountered in a given situation and remains always
finite. In the limit ukV/vu!1, we can expand the denomina-
tor inside any integral of the determinant yielding at leading
order

«ab = S1 −
vpe

2

v2 Ddab s19d

so that the dielectric tensor is diagonal. This is consistent
with the fact that spatial dispersion vanishes as the distinc-
tive directionk tends to 0. In this regime, the first dispersion
equation(16) reduces to the branch of the usual light waves
in plasma[17],

v2 = vpe
2 + k2c2. s20d

We now turn to the evaluation of the second equation(17).
Replacing the«ab’s by their approximated values(19), we
get for any orientation of the wave vector

sv2 − vpe
2 dsv2 − vpe

2 − k2c2d = 0. s21d

Therefore, within the approximations we are using, there are
no instabilities in theukV/vu!1 regime for any kind of
waves. This is a generalization to any orientation ofk of a
result previously displayed in[10,17,20].

III. ORIENTATION OF THE WAVES
WITH RESPECT TO k

Our analysis so far does not single out transverse from
longitudinal waves, even though we derived the simplifica-
tions of the general dispersion relation(12) in both cases[see
Eqs. (8) and (9)]. To clarify this point, it is important to
realize that the system has its own proper waves and that the
orientation of the electric field with respect to the wave vec-
tor is not a parameter of the problem, but a consequence of
the equations. The dispersion relation ensures that 0 is an
eigenvalue of the tensorT defined in Eq.(11), and the eigen-
vector associated with this eigenvalue is precisely the electric
field. We must therefore calculate the anglewk betweenEk
and k from the equations by making use of the spectral
analysis ofT.

For distribution functions fulfilling condition(13), the di-
electric tensor takes the form given in Eq.(14), that is,

T = 1a 0 d

0 b 0

d 0 c
2 , s22d

with a=h2«xx−kz
2, b=h2«yy−k2, c=h2«zz−kx

2, and d=h2«xz
+kzkx. Being symmetric,T is diagonal in an eigenvector or-
thogonal basis. These eigenvectors may be calculated exactly
as

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem. The anglewk between the
electric field modeEk and the wave vectork may take all values
between 0 andp /2.
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e1 = 10

1

0
2 andek± = 1a − c ± ÎD

0

2d
2 , s23d

where D=sa−cd2+4d2. They are, respectively, associated
with the eigenvalues

l1 = b andl± = 1
2sa + c ± ÎDd, s24d

so that, in the eigenvector orthogonal basisse1,ek+,ek−d, ten-
sor T takes the form

T = 1l1 0 0

0 l+ 0

0 0 l−
2 . s25d

One can readily see that the possibility of proper purely
transverse waves with the electric field alonge1= ŷ, namely
along they axis, remains at any orientation of the wave
vector with dispersion equationl1=h2«yy−k2=0, equivalent
to thev1skd branch defined by Eq.(16).

Concerning thev=v2skd branch defined in Eq.(17), one
can check thatl−l+=0 yieldsv=v2skd. This shows that Eq.
(17) can be further factorized. We shall keep on working
with it, however, for simplicity sinceac−d2=0 is more man-
ageable thanl+=0 or l−=0.

Let us assume that the conditions for self-excitation of
waves alongek+ or ek− are fulfilled, which meansl+=0 or
l−=0. The simplified expression for both eigenvectors is
then readily derived as

euk + ul+=0
= euk − ul−=0

= 1− 2c

0

2d
2 ; ek0svd. s26d

The expression above does not mean a degeneracy of the
eigenvalues becausel+sk ,vd andl−sk ,vd do not necessarily
vanish together, for the samesk ,vd solutions. This expres-
sion shows that theEkx and Ekz components of the self-
excited waves electric field satisfy the relationEkx/Ekz=
−d/a=−c/d (sinceac−d2=0), that is

Ekx

Ekz
= −

v2«zz− k2c2sin2uk

v2«xz+ k2c2cosuksin uk
, s27d

where we setkz=k cosuk andkx=k sin uk. If we denote by
Ek' the component ofEk normal to the wave vector and by
Eki its parallel component, we shift fromsEkx/Ekzd to
sEk' /Ekid by means of a rotation of angleuk, so that

tan wk =
Ek'

Eki

=
sEkx/Ekzdcosuk − sin uk

sEkx/Ekzdsin uk + cosuk
. s28d

Finally, we can single out the simplest case where the
wave vector is parallel to the beam(uk =0, i.e.,kx=0). Since
the x and y axes are then symmetric, we have«xx=«yy and
«xz=«xz=0 so thatT is diagonal witha=b and d=0. It is
readily seen that proper waves belonging to thesx,yd plane
are governed by the dispersion equationh2«xx−k2=0 while
proper waves belonging to thez axis are governed by«zz
=0. Sincek is alongz, the first ones are purely transverse

while the second are purely longitudinal[which is consistent
with equations structures displayed in Eqs.(8) and (9)]. We
shall check in the following that within the cold limit ap-
proximation, only longitudinal waves can be destabilized
(two-stream instability), but temperature-dependent investi-
gations, such as the one conducted in the original work of
Weibel, display unstable transverse modes for such wave
vectors.

IV. MODEL 1: COLD NONRELATIVISTIC BEAM
WITH COLD PLASMA

To solve and analyze the general dispersion relation for an
arbitrary equilibrium distribution function is a rather in-
volved task. In order to get some insight about what is going
on for oblique wave vectors, we start investigating thek
orientation dependence through the simple model of a cold
beam propagating through a cold plasma with return current

f0spd = npdspxddspyddspz + Ppd + nbdspxddspyddspz − Pbd.

s29d

The nonrelativistic relationsPp,b=meVp,b are fulfilled and
npVp=nbVb reflects current neutralization. Total density is
ne=np+nb. After some calculations, the first dispersion
branch(16) yields Eq.(20) for normal light waves in plasma.
As for the second dispersion branch(17), we report in Ap-
pendix A its complete form in terms of polar coordinates
(k,uk) in Eq. (B1), whereuk measures the angle between the
beam velocity and the wave vector(see Fig. 1), and in terms
of Cartesian coordinatesskz,kxd in Eq. (B2).

Before turning to an arbitrary orientation, we shall start
investigating the well-known two-stream(TS) and filamen-
tation (F) instabilities, foruk =0 anduk =p /2, respectively.
We shall make use in the following of the dimensionless
variables

V =
v

vp
, Z =

kVb

vp
, a =

nb

np
, b =

Vb

c
, s30d

where the plasma frequencyvp refers to the densitynp.
From Eq.(B1) for uk =0, we get the dispersion relation

for wave vectors along the beam

SV2 − 1 −a −
Z2

b2DF1 −
a

sV − Zd2 −
1

sV + aZd2G = 0,

s31d

and the usual two-stream dispersion equation is retrieved
through the second factor, while the first one yields trans-
verse stable modes. TS longitudinal modes are unstable for
Z,Zc0 with

Zc0 =
s1 + a1/3d3/2

1 + a
, s32d

and the growth rate reaches its maximum
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dm0 ,
Î3

24/3a1/3, s33d

for Zm,1 (see Appendix A).
On the other hand, settinguk =p /2 in Eqs.(B1) and(B2)

yields the dispersion equation

sV2 − 1 −adFV4 − V2S1 + a +
Z2

b2D − Z2as1 + adG = 0.

s34d

The first factor yields stable modes, and the second polyno-
mial factor has negative imaginary root for anyZ. In the
limit a!1, the growth rate reads

dp/2 , bZÎ a

Z2 + b2 , s35d

that is,dp/2,bÎa for Z@b. Filamentation instabilities have
already been investigated within more complex models
[10,15,16]. We checked that the temperature and collision-
dependent dispersion equation of Ref.[15] [Eq. (12)] for
example, is exactly retrieved in the cold and collisionless
limit.

For arbitrarily oriented wave vectors, Fig. 2(a) displays a
numerical evaluation of the growth rate in thek plane in
terms ofsZz,Zxd. This figure prompts a comment about the
opportunity of having a formalism embracing longitudinal
and transverse waves. Indeed, the dispersion equation for any
angle, assuming the waves longitudinal from the outset,
would be the purely TS expression(31) replacing Z by
Z cosuk. This would yield a figure quite similar to Fig. 2(a)
except in the filamentation direction where the curve profile
would just vanish.

To clarify this point, we plotted on Fig. 3 the direction of
the unstable electric field modesEksvd for Zz,0.5. It shows
that the field vector is aligned with lines passing through the
origin, namely, aligned with the wave vector, except near the
normal direction. Instead of a discontinuity, there exists a
smooth transition domain between purely transverse modes
and longitudinal ones. Looking more carefully on how close
one needs to be to theZx axis to violate the longitudinal
wave approximation, we show in Fig. 4(a) a plot of coswk

2

with wk =sk ,Êd. One clearly sees that it significantly departs
from 1 for Zz&0.5 andZx,0.5. This shows that the transi-
tion domain, where the electrostatic approximation fails, ac-
tually covers about one-third of the relevantZz range for
unstable modes in thisZx range. Nevertheless, it still de-
scribes well the general growth rate properties.

V. MODEL 2: COLD BEAM PASSING THROUGH
A HOT PLASMA

We now allow for some temperature effects in the plasma
while still considering a nonrelativistic cold beam. This is
most simply modeled by changing the plasma part of the
electronic distribution(29) to

f0
p =

np

4Pth
2 fQspx + Pthd − Qspx − Pthdg

3fQspy + Pthd − Qspy − Pthdgdspz + Ppd, s36d

again with Pp,b=meVp,b and npVp=nbVb. Qsxd denotes the
Heaviside step function. As far as one is not concerned with
specific kinetic effects coming through Landau poles, such
water-bag distributions provide a classical tool to derive ana-
lytical results for temperature effects in relativistic settings

FIG. 2. Numerical evaluation of the two-stream/filamentation
growth rate invp units, in terms ofZ =kVb/vp. (a) Model 1 with
a=0.1 andb=0.2. (b) Model 2 witha=0.1,r=0.1, andb=0.2. (c)
Model 3 with a=0.1, r=0.1, andgb=4.
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[10,22], and we introduce it here for a similar purpose. We
define an additional dimensionless variable measuring
plasma temperature

r =
Vth

Vb
. s37d

The exact dielectric tensor elements calculated for this new
distribution function and a relativistic beam are reported in
Appendix C. One just needs to setgb=1 in the equations to
retrieve the results of this section. This richer system yields a
more complex structure of unstable waves, and we now start
analyzing separately the two branches defined in Eqs.(16)
and (17). The analysis conducted in this section will form a
basis for the relativistic beam case.

A. First branch of the dispersion equation: Weibel-like modes

We solve here«yy−k2c2/v2=0. This equation was already
displayed in some temperature-dependent investigations[17]
while it reduced to some stable modes in the cold previous
case. We shall see that it plays a role here due to temperature
effects, especially due to the nonvanishing temperature along
the y axis [27]. Equation(C1) for the «yy element yields the
dispersion relationFsVd=0 with

FsVd ; PsVd −
1

3

r2

sV/Z + a cosukd2 − sr sin ukd2 ,

s38d

and

PsVd = V2 − 1 −a −
Z2

b2 , s39d

in terms of the dimensionless variables introduced previously
[see Eqs.(30) and (37)].

The temperature dependence in Eq.(38) is clear sincer
=0 yieldsv2=vp

2+vb
2+k2c2 while a nonzero temperature in-

troduces some rich temperature and angle-dependent fea-
tures. A quick inspection of Eq.(38) shows that four real
roots in V=v /vp are required for stability. The functionF
has two singularities located atV=−Za cosuk ±Zr sin uk.
Instability will appear when the local minimum comprised
between those two values becomes positive. This local mini-
mum is roughly reached forV,−Za cosuk (the middle of
the two singularities) giving the stability condition

sZa cosukd2 +
1

3 sin2uk
, 1 + a +

Z2

b2 . s40d

This condition is clearly violated asuk approaches 0. Assum-
ing a weak beam witha!1, Eq. (40) means that the waves
associated to the first branch are stable for anyZ, namely, at
any wavelength, provided thatusinsukdu.1/Î3. Out of this
angle domain, only small-enough wavelength waves, such
that Z.Zcsukd, are stable with

FIG. 3. Direction of the unstable modes electric fieldEsk ,vd for
Zz,0.5 andZx,2 for the cold beam and cold plasma system.
Parameters areb=0.2 anda=0.1.

FIG. 4. Plot of cos2wk with wk =sk ,Êd, in terms ofZ for models
1 (a), 2 (b), and 3 (c). Same parameters as Figs. 2(a)–2(c). The
beam is along theZz axis.
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Zcsukd , bÎ 1

3 sin2uk
− 1. s41d

In the limit uk →0, that is, for a wave vector almost aligned
to the beam,Zc diverges asZcsukd,b / sÎ3uukud. Then all
wavelengths are unstable.

The growth rate may be calculated looking for roots under
the form −Za cosuk + id. Assumingd small and fora!1,
one gets the following approximate expression at anyuk:

d1k ,
rb

Î3

Z
ÎZ2 + b2

Î1 − 3 sin2uk . s42d

Figure 5 shows a numerical evaluation of the growth rate in
the sZx,Zzd plan. The relative error using Eq.(42) never ex-
ceeds 3% so that this formula can be considered as a very
good approximation of the growth rate in the wholek space.
The expression(42) is valid provided thatd is effectively
small, namely, forZ small (i.e., large wavelengths) or rb
small. We shall denote this purely transverse mode byWy.

We observe here an important departure from the cold
model where no transverse modes could interact with the
electrons for wave vectors along thez axis as no electrons
moved perpendicularly to the beam. As temperature intro-
duces such electrons, this set of transverse modes can be
destabilized.

In terms of the variablesk, vp, c, andVth, the growth rate
(42) for uk =0 reads(in vp units)

d1 =
1
Î3

kVth

Îvp
2 + k2c2

, s43d

which, dropping the 1/Î3 multiplicative factor, is exactly the
original result found by Weibel[18] at low k using a Max-
wellian instead of a water-bag electronic equilibrium distri-
bution function for the bulk plasma(without any additional
electron beam). Let us remark that the presence of the beam
in addition to the bulk plasma prevents the real part of the
pulsation from to be null(except foruk =p /2), which would
be one of the features of the original Weibel modes[18].

Let us once more stress here the benefits of the present
formalism; being free from the electrostatic approximation, it
can describe both longitudinal and transverse waves with
wave vectors aligned to the beam direction.

B. Second branch of the dispersion relation for k parallel and
k orthogonal to the beam

It is useful to examine the results at both ends of thek
orientation range before turning to the general case.

1. k ¸ ẑ

When the wave vector is aligned with the beam(along the
z axis), so thatkx=0 andkz=k, the x and y directions are
interchangeable. Therefore,«xz vanishes and«xx=«yy, as can
be checked directly by plugginguk =0 in Eq. (C1).

The second factor in Eq.(15) reduces toh2«zzsh2«xx

−k2d=0, that is,

h2«zz= 0, s44d

h2«xx − k2 = 0. s45d

Using Eq.(C2), the first equation(44) yields the usual two-
stream dispersion relation(no temperature corrections here)

1 −
a

sV − Zd2 −
1

sV + aZd2 = 0. s46d

This is the longitudinal TS mode, unstable forZ,Zc0 de-
fined in Eq.(32). The second equation(45) brings

V2«xx −
Z2

b2 = 0, s47d

which is identical to Eq.(38) for uk =0. This was expected
since, for such an orientation of the wave vector, thexx and
yy elements of the dielectric tensor are equal. These modes
are, therefore, unstable at anyZ with growth rates given by
the expressiond1 in Eq. (43). They will be called beam
Weibel-like Wxz modes.

2. k� ẑ

Let us now consider wave vectors normal to the beam.
After some calculations, the dispersion equation for this
branch and this wave vector orientation is found to be
Q'sVd=0 with

Q'sVd ; SV2 − 1 −a −
Z2

b2 −
aZ2

V2 −
a2Z2

V2 − r2Z2DSV2 − 1 −a

−
r2Z2

V2 − r2Z2D − S VaZ

V2 − r2Z2 −
aZ

V
D2

. s48d

One can easily check thatQ' is an even function ofV and
that the cold limit(35) is retrieved whenr=0. A typical plot
of Q' is shown in Fig. 6. Six real roots are needed for
stability, and a negative value ofQ' at the local minimum
located atV=0 leads to instability. This value is easily cal-
culated and found positive forZ.Zcp/2 with

Zcp/2 =
b

r
, s49d

at leading order in the small parametersb, a, andr. A global
instability at all wavelengths is retrieved at zero temperature,
while plasma temperature stabilizes short-wavelength waves

FIG. 5. Numerical evaluation of the first branch growth rate for
r=0.03,a=0.1, andb=0.2. The beam and return current are along
the Zz axis.
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with k. svp/cdsVb/Vthd. This agrees with comparable
temperature-dependent investigations[10,22] for wave vec-
tors normal to the beam.

When the stability condition breaks, the corresponding
growth rate can be searched by settingV= id in Eq. (48) and
by expanding it in powers ofd. This gives

dp/2 , bÎa
ZÎ1 − Z2/Zcp/2

2

ÎsZ2 + b2ds1 + r2Z2d
, s50d

whose maximum is reached forZm,b /Îr with

dp/2sZmd , bÎa. s51d

The r=0 limit of Eq. (50) correctly yields Eq.(35), and one
observes that the maximum growth rate(51) equals the
growth rate found at zero temperature forZ@b. We shall
denote byF modes these almost transverse modes, unstable
for 0,Z,Zcp/2.

The effect of temperature has consisted so far in extend-
ing the instability domain in thez direction (F is stable for
r=0) while shortening it in thex direction by setting a
threshold atZ,b /r. We can, therefore, expect a nontrivial
border for intermediate orientations bridging between the ex-
tremes we have just investigated.

C. Second branch solution for an arbitrary orientation of k:
Two-stream/filamentation (TSF) mode

We now consider thev=v2skd branch (17) solving
QsV ,ukd=0 for anyuk, where we introduce

QsV,ukd ; sV̂2«xx − cos2ukdsV̂2«zz− sin2ukd

− sV̂2«xz+ sinuk cosukd2. s52d

We put here for shortnessV̂;Vb /Z and use the full expres-
sion of the dielectric tensor elements(C1). For uk =0, we
obtain two unstable modes(in short, Wxz and TS) and for
uk =p /2, only one, modeF (the filamentation mode). We
show in this section how the purely longitudinal two-stream

arch connects to mode F across thek space for the full dis-
persion branch(52). The Weibel-like beam modeWxz stabi-
lizes when the angle increases and is investigated in the next
section.

Despite its intricate expression, the dispersion relation al-
lows a number of useful analytical conclusions to be drawn.
We start noticing that, at largeV, the asymptotic form ofQ
must bring the dispersion relation at high frequency(21), so
that the polynomial

PsVd = sV2 − 1 −adsV2 − 1 −a − Z2/b2d s53d

can be considered as an envelope matching theQsV ,ukd
curve except in the vicinity of three singularities located at
V1, V2, andV3 with (see Fig. 7)

V1 = − Za cosuk − Zr sin uk ,

V2 = − Za cosuk + Zr sin uk ,

V3 = Z cosuk . s54d

In this section, we shall follow the proper waves having a
pulsation real part close toV3, that is, we follow the branch
starting at uk =0 with the purely two-stream modes TS.
Whenuk departs from 0, singularitiesV1 andV2 separate, as
shown in Fig. 7. The “extended9 two-stream modes TS are
stable as long as theZ-dependent local minimum, marked
there by a circle, is negative. Moreover, asuk keeps increas-
ing, it is clear on Eq.(54) that, due to the plasma transverse
temperature, the rootV3 will cross the rootV2 for some
angle belowp /2, and precisely for the critical angleuc
yielding V2=V3, that is

ucsa,rd ; arctanS1 + a

r
D . s55d

Let us now depict this more quantitatively. The two zeros of
Q on each side of the circle in Fig. 7 are real as long as
PsZ cosukd&0 in a first approximation. But unlike the cold
plasma model, where this condition is valid all the way

FIG. 6. Typical plot of the dispersion equation(48). The corre-
sponding mode is stable when the local extremum between the sin-
gularities is positive.

FIG. 7. Plot ofQsV ,ukd defined by Eq.(52) as a function ofV.
Parameters are chosen to display clearly the curve topology with
Z=15, b=0.1, a=r=0.03, anduk =p /2.2. The circle indicates the
place where real roots can appear or disappear. The dashed line is
the curve of polynomialPsVd defined by Eq.(53). The Vi’s are
defined by Eq.(54).
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through untiluk =p /2 [see Fig. 2(a)], the finite plasma tem-
perature case requires us to increaseZ higher and higher to
recover two real zeros ofQ between theV2 and V3 singu-
larities whenuk approachesuc. Denoting byZcsukd the insta-
bility threshold, this means that limuk→uc

Zcsukd=`. As for an
angle larger thanuc, the proper waves of pulsation close to
V3 are stable if the coefficient of 1/sV−Z cosukd2 in the
dispersion equation is positive.

In the limit of small a, b, andr, it is possible to derive
some analytical results for the stability domain. The leading
term of the asymptotic expansion ofZc for uk &uc is found to
be [28]

Zc ,
Î8a

uc − uk
. s56d

Above uc, the coefficient of 1/sV−Z cosukd2 is positive
(yielding stability) for [29]

Z ù
b

r
Î1 +

p/2 − uk

2suk − ucd
, s57d

which gives just Eq.(49) for uk =p /2. This signifies that one
goes continuously from two-stream to filamentation instabili-
ties across thek plane. Figure 8 displays schematically the
stability domain obtained.

The importance of theuc direction, at which all spatial
scales are unstable, prompts a closer investigation, especially
of the growth rate at this angle. InsertingV=Z cosuc+ id
with d!1 into the dispersion functionQsd ,ucd defined by
Eq. (52) gives an expression of the formd3Qsd ,ucd,a
+bd2, with a,b.0, so thatd,Îa/b. For smalla andr, this
reads at highZ

duc
, bÎa. s58d

This result bears strong similarities with the growth rate
computed foruk =p /2 [see Eqs.(50) and (51)]. Indeed, it
can also be inferred from a continuity argument: denoting by
dp/2

` and duc

` the growth rates at highZ in the p /2 and uc

directions, both quantities need to merge forr!1 since
limr→0ucsrd=p /2.

Figure 2(b) shows some numerical evaluation of the
growth rate for this hybrid two-stream/filamentation mode.
One identifies there both the classical two-stream instability
arch along theZz axis and the filamentation one along theZx
axis, but the most remarkable feature of this figure is by far
the nondecreasing growth rate in theuc direction. Figure 9
displays some numerical computations of the growth rate in
the uc direction for highZ in terms ofa, together with the
analytical expression(58). One observes the slow conver-
gence as well as the agreement of this formula at lowa.

Finally, we close this investigation by turning to the
evaluation of the angle betweenk and Ek for this mode. A
plot of the vector fieldEsk ,vd is presented in Fig. 10. Here
again the vector field is almost aligned with the wave vector,
except near the normal direction with a transition that sharp-
ens asZx increases. We observe a shift in the field direction

FIG. 8. Stability domain in theZ =kVb/vp plane for the usual
two-stream/filamentation mode for model 3. Shaded area corre-
sponds to unstable wave vectors. The angleuc is defined through
Eq. (55). Settinggb=1 yields model 2 andr=0 gives model 1(with
uc→p /2).

FIG. 9. Maximum growth rate in theuc direction in terms ofa
for Z values up to 3300. The dashed line is the analytical formula
(58).

FIG. 10. Direction of the unstable modes electric fieldEsk ,vd
for Zz,1 and Zx,10 in the cold beam and hot plasma system.
Same parameters as Fig. 2(b). The plain line represents the upper
limit of the stability domain.
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for wave vectors bordering the upper limit of the stability
domain, that is, for almost stable waves. The quantity coswk

2

with wk =sk ,Êd is displayed on Fig. 4(b) for this model and
shows that unstable waves are no longer longitudinal in a
region bordering theZx axis. Although this region extends up
to Zz,0.5 when filamentation is high, the overall growth-
rate picture can be recovered from longitudinal approxima-
tion as can be seen in Fig. 11, which displays the growth rate
calculated in the electrostatic approximation, expressing the
dielectric tensor from Eq.(7). Indeed, the critical angleuc in
the electrostatic approximation is exactly the same. A com-
parison between Figs. 2(b) and 11 shows that the lineuk
=uc is the limit beyond which electrostatic approximation
fails even qualitatively to describe the growth rate. We shall
see this discrepancy between the general electromagnetic ap-
proach pursued here and the electrostatic approximation
building up when relativistic beam effects are considered.

D. Second branch solution for an arbitrary orientation
of k: Wxz mode

Having elucidated the two-stream/filamentation mode
over the wholek domain, we finally consider the Weibel-like
beam modeWxz introduced at the beginning of Sec. V B for
uk =0. In that special case of a wave vector along the beam,
the mode was found unstable at anyZ (i.e., at anyk), with
proper pulsations and growth rates identical to those of the
first branch modeWy, and one can expect this similarity to
apply to weakly oblique wave vectors for two main reasons.
First, because their dispersion equations degenerate exactly
for uk =0. Secondly, becauseWy is always purely transverse
and Wxz exactly transverse foruk =0 and almost transverse
after. Actually, the proper electric field modes related to the
TSF andWxz branches are normal. Using compact and obvi-
ous notations, this means that the TSF eigenvectors
ek0(vTSFskd) and theWxz eigenvectorsek0(vWxz

skd) are or-
thogonal in thesx,zd plane(see Sec. III).

However, the analytical structure of the full dispersion
equation is involved, and we restrict ourselves to a numerical
computation of the mode growth rate plotted on Fig. 12. This
is to be compared to Fig. 5 where the same parameters were
used. This calculation exactly confirms the previous analysis.
The two surfaces are rigorously equal forZx=0, and one
observes that the stability domain in theZx direction is wider
for Wxz than forWy.

VI. MODEL 3: COLD RELATIVISTIC BEAM PASSING
THROUGH A HOT PLASMA

We finally consider the case of a relativistic beam passing
through a hot plasma. The distribution function is exactly the
one used in the last section, the only difference being the
relativistic factorg, which may now exceed 1 when calcu-
lating tensor elements from Eq.(6). Since our interest lies
mainly in the FIS for inertial fusion, we shall keep treating
the bulk plasma classically. Its thermal energy is actually
expected to be of the order of 10 keV in a fusion plasma and
remains much smaller than the 0.5 meV required to tilt rela-
tivistic effects. As for the plasma return current velocityVp
induced by the relativistic electron beam, its modulus satis-
fies Vp/c,nb/np=a. Yet, it turns out that within the pre-
dicted limits of the FIS,a should vary from 10−1 (plasma
edge) to 10−3 (plasma core) [4]. This shows that the return
current velocity is nonrelativistic and that it is perfectly rel-
evant to study relativistic effects only for the beam.

Inserting the distribution function[Eq. (29) for the beam
part and Eq.(36) for the plasma part] into Eqs.(6) yields the
tensor elements reported in Appendix C. The dispersion
equation is unchanged and displays the same two branches
(16) and (17). We introduce from here the beam relativistic
factor

gb =
1

Î1 − b2
, s59d

with b=Vb/c.

A. Stability analysis of the first branch: Wy modes for a
relativistic beam

Equation (C1) for the «yy element yields the following
expression of the dispersion equationv2«yy−k2c2=0 as

FIG. 11. 3D plot of the growth rate for the two-stream/
filamentation mode calculated in the electrostatic approximation us-
ing the dielectric tensor[Eq. (7)]. Same parameters as Fig. 2(b).

FIG. 12. Numerical evaluation ofWxz mode growth rate forr
=0.03,a=0.1, andb=0.2. The beam and return current are along
the Zz axis.
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PsVd −
1

3

r2

sV/Z + a cosukd2 − sr sin ukd2 = 0, s60d

with

PsVd = V2 − 1 −
a

gb
−

Z2

b2 , s61d

in terms of the dimensionless variables introduced previously
[see Eqs.(30)]. The relativistic correction is very simple and
the method used in Sec. V A can be applied straightfor-
wardly. The approximation is even better fulfilled since
a /gb!1. Results are, therefore, identical to the ones given
by Eqs.(40)–(42) and plotted in Fig. 5.

B. Stability analysis of the second branch:
Two-stream/filamentation modes

We shall not investigate further theWxz mode evidenced
in Sec. V D. It is very similar to the modeWy described in
Secs. V A and VI A and bears no more relativistic correc-
tions. We therefore turn directly to the two-stream/
filamentation mode and shall review the basic results more
quickly since their derivation involves the methods used
above.

We first emphasize that the expression of the critical angle
evidenced in the nonrelativistic case bears no relativistic cor-
rections and remains unchanged here. Actually, its origin lies
only in the dispersion relation singularitiesVi [Eqs. (54)].
Corrections will rather appear in the magnitude of the growth
rate.

1. Results for the “privileged” directionsuk =0, uc, and p /2

For wave vectors normal to the beam(uk =p /2, filamen-
tation configuration), one finds a dispersion equation yield-
ing unstable modes forZ,gbb /r in the limit a ,r!1. This
is just the nonrelativistic result times a factorgb so that rela-
tivistic effects are destabilizing the system at smaller wave-
lengths. The maximum growth rate in this direction is found
for Z,b /Îr and reads[22]

dmp/2
R = bÎ a

gb
, s62d

where the superscriptR stand for relativistic.
For wave vectors along the beam(uk =0, two-stream con-

figuration), the dispersion equation yields unstable modes for
Z,1+s3/2da1/3/gb in the limit a!1: the relativistic effect
is opposite here as it shrinks the instability domain. In the
limit a!1, the dispersion equation found is formally identi-
cal to the nonrelativistic one replacinga by a /gb

3. The maxi-
mum growth rate is(see[23] and Appendix A)

dm0
R =

Î3

24/3

a1/3

gb
. s63d

As far as wave vectors in theuc direction are concerned,
the method used to derive the nonrelativistic asymptotic
growth rate in this direction can be applied and brings the
asymptotic growth rate

duc

R = bÎ a

gb
. s64d

2. Numerical computation of two stream/filamentation
growth rates at anyk

We now turn to the most general case and use the follow-
ing FIS parameters: a relativistic 2 MeVsgb=4d electron
beam with densitynb=1020 cm−3 enters a 10 keV plasma
with np=1021 cm−3. This givesa=nb/np=0.1. This values
lies in the upper range ofa’s since electronic plasma density
rather ranges from 1022 to 1026 cm−3 within this scenario[4].
These parameters yield a critical angleuc=p /2.12 that is
close to the normal direction.

Figure 2(c) displays a numerical evaluation of the growth
rate over thesZx,Zzd plane. One notices the long unstable tail
up to Zx,40 in the normal direction as well as the reduced
two-stream growth rate in the beam direction. The most
striking features are the flat growth rate in theuc direction
and the maximum reached forZz,1 andZx,5. These re-
sults are detailed in Fig. 13, which is a contour plot of Fig.
2(c). The angleuc between the growth rate’s “ridge” and the
normal direction is extremely amplified on both figures
where the largest wave vector shown isZ =s50,2.5d.

As far as the angle betweenk and Ek is concerned, one
can expect here a stronger divergence from the electrostatic
approximation. As long as the beam is nonrelativistic, the
two-stream growth rate exceeds the filamentation growth rate
so that the most unstable modes are longitudinal. On the
other hand, the relativistic two-stream and filamentation
growth rates scale as 1/gb and 1/Îgb, respectively. This
means that forgb high enough, and precisely for

gb .
3

28/3a1/3, s65d

filamentation transverse modes are dominant. Numerically,
the threshold(65) readsgb.4.7 for a value as small asa
=10−3. Figure 14 shows the growth rate computed within the

FIG. 13. Contour plot of Fig. 2(c). Maximum growth rate invp

units is about 0.21 atZz,1 and Zx,5. One sees growth rates
values of 0.16vp up to Zx&25 in theuc direction.
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electrostatic approximation for the same parameters as in
Fig. 2(c). One can check that the longitudinal model is no
longer valid beyond the lineuk =uc. The angle betweenk and
Ek in terms ofk is displayed on Fig. 15 and illustrates this
point.

3. Maximum growth rate in thek space

We consider the casea ,r!1 that is relevant to most ex-
perimental situations where the beam density is much lower
than the target one and the beam velocity is much higher
than the target thermal velocity.

The fact that the maximum growth rate is found for an
oblique wave vector prompts a closer investigation. Figure
16 displays a comparison of the maximum growth rates in
the three privileged directions in terms ofgb. We used the
analytical expressions given in Table I foruk =0,p /2 and a

numerical evaluation of the maximum growth rate.
The k location of the maximum growth rate can be in-

ferred from a continuity argument whenr!1. It has been
proved that, for a cold plasma[24,25], the maximum growth
rate dependence onZx is weak. The maximum growth rate in
the beam direction being always nearZz=1, we can expect
this to remain valid in the small temperature limit. A similar
argument can apply for theZx component of the maximum,
showing that it coincides withZx,b /Îr at which the fila-
mentation growth rate is maximum. Having determined
which wave vectorZm leads to the maximum growth rate in
the relativistic regime, we now make use of Fig. 16 to find an
analytical expression for the corresponding growth rate value
dmsZmd. An analysis of these plots shows thatdm behaves as
a1/3 for a!1 and as 1/gb

1/3 in the relativistic regime. Figure
16(c) shows that, in ther!1 limit, we can guessdmsZmd
~ sa /gbd1/3. By continuity arguments with the TS branch, we
finally conjecture that the maximal growth rate is reached for

Zm , S b

Îr
,1D , s66d

with

FIG. 14. 3D plot of the growth rate for the two-stream/
filamentation mode calculated in the electrostatic approximation us-
ing the dielectric tensor[Eq. (7)]. The beam is relativistic withgb

=4. Same parameters as Fig. 2(c).

FIG. 15. Orientation of the eigenvector electric fieldEsk ,vd for
Zz,1 and Zx,10 in the cold relativistic beam and hot plasma
system. Same parameters as Fig. 2(c). We locateuc direction as well
as the wave vectorZm yielding the maximum growth rate.

FIG. 16. Comparison between maximum fila-
mentation growth rate(dmp/2, long dashed line),
two-stream growth rate(dm0, short dashed line),
and the maximum for allk (dm, plain line) in
terms ofb, gb, r, anda. (a) a=0.1,r=1/20.(b)
a=0.1, r=1/10. (c) a=0.1, gb=2. (d) gb=4, r
=0.1. dmp/2, and dm0 are calculated from Eqs.
(62) and (63) while dm is numerically evaluated.
Black circles are evaluated from Eq.(67).
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dmsZmd ,
Î3

24/3S a

gb
D1/3

. s67d

Figure 16 shows that this expression fits numerical evalua-
tions very well. As for theZm value, Eq. (66) gives Zm
,s5.3,1d, which also fits the value obtained from Figs. 2(c)
and 13 very well.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We used a general electromagnetic formalism to derive
the unstable proper modes, propagating at any wave vector
k, associated with the system formed by an electron beam
and its return plasma current. Previous analyses restricted us
to some specialk direction (parallel or normal to the beam)
or to some asymptotic regimes[26] or to make somea priori
assumptions on the nature of the waves(restricting to the
longitudinal or to the transverse case). This work, aided by
numerical computations of the dispersion relation, was mo-
tivated by the need for a clearer picture of the linear theory
for this beam-plasma system relevant to the FIS.

The significance of using an electromagnetic formalism
instead of the electrostatic approximation appears from the
hot plasma model and becomes evident when taking into
account relativistic beam effects. Advantages are numerous.
Firstly, it yields a rigorous and coherent description of un-
stable modes all over thek space. Secondly, once the distri-
bution function is given, the dielectric tensor spectral analy-
sis allows a systematic search for every possible unstable

mode regardless of itssk ,Ek̂d angle. Thirdly, it shows the
limitations of the electrostatic approximation by displaying
purely transverse modes for a wave vector around the beam
axis (Wy andWxz) or normal to it(F). As for the two-stream/
filamentation unstable modes, some quantitative discrepancy
between the two approaches is confined around the normal
direction as long as the filamentation growth rate remains
smaller than the two-stream growth rate. This is always the
case in the nonrelativistic regime(and small beam density),
but the situation changes dramatically with relativistic beam
effects when the filamentation growth rate scales as 1/Îgb

whereas the two-stream growth rate goes like 1/gb. A plot of
the quantity cos2wk [see Fig. 4(c)] demonstrates that the
transition domain between longitudinal two-stream waves
and filamentation transverse waves is then no longer con-
fined to the close vicinity of the normal direction. This is also
obvious looking at the orientation of the electric field as
displayed in Fig. 15.

Our main results are summarized in Table I and eventu-
ally display two kinds of instabilities. The first one gathers
instabilities for wave vectors along the beam axis and purely
(or almost purely) transverse waves while the second one is
the two-stream/filamentation mode. The last column displays
the relative magnitude of each growth rate normalized to the
two-stream maximum growth rate. It appears that the trans-
verse and quasitransverseWy and Wxz modes can be domi-
nant in front of two-stream instability fora=nb/np small
enough because their relative magnitude scales asbrgb/a1/3.
As for the two stream/filamentation branch, the two-stream
growth rate always exceeds the filamentation growth rate for
a andb small. Whenb tends to one, relativistic effects come
into play and filamentation dominates.

On the two stream/filamentation branch, we identified two
privileged directions at the anglesuc and arctansb /Îrd.
These modes share properties from filamentation and two-
stream instabilities. Like the TS modes, they propagate[30].
The uc mode asymptotically shares the filamentation growth
rate without being purely transverse. The second mode,
which is also the most unstable one, has the two-stream
growth rate timesgb

2/3 without being purely longitudinal. In
addition, it “borrows” from filamentation its normal wave
vector component and from two-stream its parallel one.

We are currently extending the present methodological
framework to include collisions, beam temperature, as well
as Maxwellian distribution functions.
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TABLE I. Growth rate properties for each unstable modes within model 3.

Modes Solution brancha wk
b Stability domain Max. growth rate Magnitudec

Wy (Weibel) l1=0 p /2 See Fig. 5 rb /Î3 0.84brgba−1/3

Wxz l+l−=0 ,p /2d See Fig. 12 rb /Î3e 0.84brgba−1/3

TSF l+l−=0 0→p /2 See Fig. 8

uk =0 0 Î3/24/3a1/3/gb 1

uk ,arctansb /Îrd Î3/24/3sa /gbd1/3 gb
2/3

uk =uc bÎa /gb
f 1.45bÎgba−1/3f

uk =p /2 p /2 bÎa /gb 1.45bÎgba−1/3

aSee Eqs.(24) for li definition.
bsk ,Ek

ˆ d angle.
cNormalized to the two-stream(TS) maximal growth rate.
dExactly for uk =0.
eFor uk =0.
fFor Z→`.
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APPENDIX A: BASIC RESULTS ON THE TWO-STREAM
INSTABILITY

Let us consider the dispersion relation

1 −
a

sV − Zd2 −
1

sV + aZd2 = 0, sA1d

and operate the change of variabley;sV−Zd /a1/3. Then Eq.
(A1) turns to the quartic

1 =
a1/3

y2 + fa1/3y + s1 + adZg−2.

With a;sZ−2−1da−1/3, we get

2

Z3y3 − ay2 = 1,

where we used an expansion in the small parametera. Put-
ting y=reif, we obtain

2

Z3r3ei3f − ar2ei2f = 1. sA2d

From the imaginary part of Eq.(A2) we get

2

Z3

r sin s3fd
sins2fd

= a,

which, substituted in the real part of Eq.(A2), gives

r3 = − Z3cosf.

We get finally

s− cosfd1/3sins3fd
sins2fd

=
1 − Z2

2a1/3 ; A,

V

Z
= 1 +a1/3s− cosfd1/3eif.

We look for the maximal imaginary value ofV with respect
to A. This occurs forA=0, i.e., Zm=1 and givesf=p /3.
Then, withV=Vr + id, we get the maximal growth rate and
associate real part as

Vr = 1 − 2−4/3a1/3, sA3d

dm0 =
Î3

24/3a1/3. sA4d

As it is well known, Eq.(A3) shows that the oscillations
building up with the largest rate are those whose frequency is
close to the plasma frequency(slightly detuned by an amount
of the order of the growth rate). Equation(A4) is the result
given in Eq.(33). We followed above the line of approach of
Bludmanet al. in Ref. [26].

APPENDIX B: FULL FORM OF EQ. (17)

Inserting the distribution functions introduced by Eq.(29)
yields the following expression for Eq.(17):

S− 1 +V2 − a −
Z2cos2uk

b2 D 3 F− 1 +V2 − a

+ Za
− 2V cosuk + Z coss2ukd

sV − Z cosukd2

+ Za
2V cosuk + Za coss2ukd

sV + Za cosukd2 −
Z2sin2uk

b2 G
− FZ2cosuksinuk

b2 + ZS a

− V + Z cosuk

+
a

V + Za cosuk
DsinukG2

= 0 sB1d

It may be useful to write this expression in terms of thek
Cartesian coordinatesskz,kxd instead of polar(k,uk). One
gets this

SV2 − 1 −a −
Zz

2

b2DFV2 − a
V2/Zx

2 + 1

sV − Zzd2 −
V2/Zx

2 + a2

sV + Zzad2 −
1

b2GZx
2

− S a

− V + Zz
+

a

V + Zza
+

Zz

b2D2

Zx
2 = 0, sB2d

where as expected

Zz =
kzVb

vp
and Zx =

kxVb

vp
.

The Zx
2 factor was left for convenience for it allows a very

straightforward retrieval of theZx=0 or Zz=0 limits. Once
simplified, the resulting expression stresses the limitedZx
dependence of the overall dispersion equation.

APPENDIX C: DIELECTRIC TENSOR ELEMENTS «ab

Inserting the equilibrium distribution functions defined in
(36) into the expression of the tensor component«ab given
by Eq. (6) yields to the calculation of the tensor elements.
They are here expressed without any approximation in terms
of the dimensionless variables introduced by Eq.(30). We
express for convenience the quantitiesV2«ab as

V2«xx = V2 − 1 −
a

gb
−

sV + Za cosukd2cot2uk + Z2r2sin2uk

sV + Za cosukd2 − sZr sin ukd2

− cot2uk −
sV + Za cosukd cot2uk cscuk

rZ
D, sC1ad

V2«yy = V2 − 1 −
a

gb
−

1

3

Z2r2

sV + Za cosukd2 − sZr sin ukd2 ,

sC1bd

V2«zz= V2 − 1 −
a

gb
3 +

aZ

gb
3

Zscos2uk − gb
2 sin2ukd − 2V cosuk

sV − Z cosukd2

−
Z2a2

sV + Za cosukd2 − sZr sin ukd2 −
a cot uk

r
D,

sC1cd
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V2«xz= −
Za sin uk

gbsV − Z cosukd
+ cotuk

+
ZasV + Za cosukd cscuk

sV + Za cosukd2 − srZ sin ukd2

−
2Za cot2uk + V cot uk cscuk

2rZ
D, sC1dd

where

D = lnSUV + Za cosuk − Zr sin uk

V + Za cosuk + Zr sin uk
UD .

The following expansion aroundx=0 can prove useful when
one investigates the limitsuk →0 or uk →p /2 in Eqs.(C1):

1

x
lnSa + kx

a − kx
D =

2k

a
+ Osx2d. sC2d
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For the system formed by a relativistic electron beam and its plasma return current, we investigate the effects
of both transverse and parallel beam and plasma temperatures on the linear stability of collective electromag-
netic modes. We focus on nonrelativistic temperatures and wave-vector orientations ranging from two-stream
to filamentation instabilities. Water-bag distributions are used to model temperature effects and we discuss their
relevance. Labeling �k the angle between the beam and the wave vector, one or two critical angles �c,i are
determined exactly and separate the k space into two parts. Modes with �k��c=min��c,i� are quasilongitudinal
and poorly affected by any kind of temperature. Modes having �k��c are very sensitive to transverse beam
and plasma parallel temperatures. Also, parallel plasma temperature can trigger a transition between the
beam-dependent filamentation instability ��k=� /2� and the plasma-temperature-dependent Weibel instability
so that two-stream, filamentation, and Weibel instabilities are eventually closely connected to each other. The
maximum growth rate being reached for a mode with �k��c, no temperature of any kind can significantly
reduce it in the nonrelativistic temperature regime.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.72.016403 PACS number�s�: 52.35.Qz, 52.35.Hr, 52.50.Gj, 52.57.Kk

I. INTRODUCTION

The fast ignition scenario �FIS� concept �1�, where an
ultrashort laser impulsion is used to ignite a precompressed
target, implies the interaction of a relativistic electron beam
�REB� generated by the laser impulsion with a hot and dense
plasma. The REB passing through the plasma quickly creates
a return current, and the resulting �magnetically neutralized�
system is known to undergo various linear electromagnetic
instabilities, namely the two-stream, filamentation, and Wei-
bel instabilities. For clarity, it is convenient to classify them
in terms of their wave-vector orientation k with respect to
their electric field eigenmodes Ek and to the beam velocity
Vb. Their origin is also relevant. The two-stream instability
has its wave vector aligned with both the beam and the elec-
tric field �k �Vb ,k �Ek�. The filamentation instability has its
wave vector normal to the beam and to its electric field
�k�Vb ,k�Ek�. These two instabilities are “beam based,”
which means they need a beam to exist. On the other hand,
the Weibel instability �2� is “temperature anisotropy based,”
which means it can develop from a temperature anisotropy in
the plasma even without any beam. Weibel modes are purely
transverse and their wave vector is normal to the high-
temperature axis. This corresponds rigorously to the original
configuration studied by Weibel �2�, although it is also com-
monplace �see Refs. �3,4� for example� to generically label

as Weibel modes what we just labeled as “filamentation” �5�.
In the present work, we rather choose �as in Ref. �6�� to be
consistent with the original Weibel setting and to refer to the
unstable transverse modes with wave vector normal to the
beam as “filamentation instability.”

A large amount of work �3,7–16� has recently been de-
voted to those stability issues motivated by the FIS scenario,
and some authors �3,9� have pointed out the need to analyze
the coupling between two-stream and filamentation instabili-
ties. What do we exactly intend by coupling in this linear
setting? It has to do with the orientation of the wave vector.
Indeed, two-stream and filamentation instabilities correspond
to extreme orientation of the wave vector. Since the real
world is found back summing over the whole k space, it is
important to investigate instabilities with every possible ori-
entations of k ranging from the two-stream orientation to the
filamentation one.

In a recent publication �17�, we systematically investi-
gated the electromagnetic instabilities in the whole k space
for a cold relativistic beam interacting with a transversely hot
plasma, using the most general electromagnetic formalism.
The electrostatic, or longitudinal, approximation would only
capture longitudinal modes and therefore would fail to re-
cover both Weibel and filamentation instabilities. As a matter
of fact, it has long been known that two-stream and filamen-
tation instabilities pertain to the same two-stream/

filamentation �TSF� branch �18� so that the angle �k ,Ek̂�
evolves from 0 to � /2 along this branch. The investigation
of this branch unravels two major k-oblique effects: �i� There
is a critical angle �c for which waves are unstable at any k;
�ii� as soon as the beam is relativistic, the absolute maximum
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growth rate is reached for a wave vector making an oblique
angle with the beam. These results show the minimum re-
quirements to obtain the two “oblique effects” mentioned
just above: one normal plasma temperature and a relativistic
beam. Plasma �or beam �5�� normal temperature prompts a
critical angle in the k space while the all k maximum growth
rate on the TSF branch departs from the beam axis as soon as
it is relativistic �see also �19��.

Starting, therefore, from this configuration, our aim in this
paper is to investigate the effects of every possible other
temperature, namely plasma parallel temperature plus beam
parallel and transverse temperature. We shall “add” one tem-
perature at a time in order to clearly identify its effects be-
fore turning to the more general case. Two-stream and fila-
mentation instabilities will be detailed each time we add a
temperature.

The electromagnetic formalism also recovers the Weibel
modes. These modes can turn unstable in the presence of
some strong temperature anisotropy of the plasma, whether
there is a beam or not. They may appear on another branch
than the one bearing the two-stream and filamentation insta-
bilities �17� �although they can also be seen on the TSF
branch with the proper anisotropy in the plasma; see Sec. V
for details�. We shall not study this last branch here and shall
restrict ourselves to the TSF one. The maximum growth rate
of the Weibel modes all over the k space is usually smaller
than the maximum TSF one, even for an infinite anisotropy
of temperature �17�. Furthermore, we consider here a fusion
plasma where the electronic distribution before the beam hits
it should rather be isotropic, that is, Weibel stable.

The article is structured as follows. The theoretical frame-
work is introduced in Sec. II, together with the basic model
displaying the main oblique effects. We start analyzing trans-
verse beam temperature effects in Sec. III before we turn to
parallel beam temperature influence in Sec. IV. We then in-
vestigate parallel plasma temperature effects in Sec. V and
consider the general case in Sec. VI before we reach our
conclusions. The reader interested in the final result can jump
directly to Sec. VI where all temperatures are accounted for
together. Simply put, we consider here a hot relativistic elec-
tron beam interacting with a hot plasma. Temperatures are
taken nonrelativistic �which still allows us to explore tem-
peratures up to tens of keV�. The main result of this paper is
that the highest growth rate of the TSF branch is located
away from the main wave-vector axis regardless of any par-
allel or transverse plasma or beam temperature. Furthermore,
this growth rate is almost insensitive to temperatures.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We consider a homogeneous, spatially infinite, collision-
less, and unmagnetized plasma whose dynamics is ruled by
the relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell equations for the electronic
distribution function f�p ,r , t� and the electromagnetic field.
Ions are assumed to form a fixed neutralizing background.
Within the linear approximation, the dielectric tensor ele-
ments are �20,21�

��� = ��� +
	pe

2

ne	
2 � p�




� f0

�p�

d3p

+
	pe

2

ne	
2 � p�p�




k · � f0/�p

me
	 − k · p
d3p , �1�

where the integrals must be evaluated using the standard
Landau contour for a proper kinetic treatment. The plasma
frequency is given by 	pe=�4�neq

2 /me, with ne the electron
density and me the electron mass. The relativistic factor 

=�1+ p2 / �me

2c2� couples the integration along the three di-
mensions of the momentum space.

The beam velocity is aligned with the z axis and the wave

vector lies in the �x ,z� plan. We define �k= �ez,k̂� so that the
two-stream configuration corresponds to �k=0 and filamen-
tation to �k=� /2. Here the distribution function f0 we are
starting with consists in the sum of a beam term f0

b and a
plasma term f0

p with

f0
p =

np

�2Ptp��2 ���px + Ptp�� − ��px − Ptp������py + Ptp��

− ��py − Ptp�����pz + Pp� , �2�

and

f0
b = nb��px���py���pz − Pb� . �3�

We set Pb,p=me
b,pVb,p, with Vb,p beam and plasma drift
velocities. Additionally, npVp=nbVb reflects current neutral-
ization with nb,p beam and plasma electron densities. ��x�
denotes the Heaviside step function. Such waterbag distribu-
tions provide a classical tool to derive analytical results for
temperature effects in a relativistic setting �3,22�, and we
introduce it here for a similar purpose. We thoroughly dis-
cuss the relevance of this approximation in our conclusion
�Sec. VII�. Transverse and parallel temperature will be added
in the sequel changing some � functions to waterbag distri-
butions in f0

b and f0
p.

Since our concern is mainly the FIS scenario, the plasma
temperature shall not be considered relativistic. Working in
the weak beam density limit, one has Vp= �nb /np�Vb�c, so
that only the beam velocity Vb shall eventually be taken rela-
tivistic. This simplified calculation for the relativistic factor
may be set to 1 in the quadratures involving the plasma
distribution function. As for the beam part, we shall set


�p� =�1 +
px

2 + py
2 + pz

2

me
2c2 ��1 +

pz
2

me
2c2 , �4�

which simply means we neglect �px
2+ py

2� / �mec�2 due to the
nonrelativistic transverse beam motion. Besides, the electro-
magnetic dispersion equation can be proved �17� to be ame-
nable to the form P�k ,	�Q�k ,	�=0 with, for the TSF
branch �		 /c�,

P�k,	� = �2�xx − kz
2��2�zz − kx

2� − �2�xz + kzkx�2. �5�

The ��� are the tensor elements given by Eqs. �1�. Finally, let
us introduce some usual dimensionless variables,
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� =
	

	p
, Z =

kVb

	p
, � =

nb

np
, � =

Vb

c
. �6�

Beam and plasma temperature shall be measured through

�b� =
Vtb�

Vb
, �b� =

Vtb�

Vb
,

�p� =
Vtp�

Vb
, �p� =

Vtp�

Vb
. �7�

The beam relativistic factor is 
b= �1−�2�−1/2. The beam ve-
locity being the only relativistic velocity of the problem, all
the reduced thermal velocities defined above shall be small
parameters, which shall be very useful when looking for
some asymptotic formulas.

As can be checked in Eq. �2� as well as Eqs. �17�, �28�,
�38�, and �46�, we model temperature effects through a mo-
mentum spread of the beam and plasma distribution func-
tions. The thermal velocities appearing in Eqs. �7� are simply
defined from the nonrelativistic momentum spreads through

Vtb� = Ptb�/me, Vtb� = Ptb�/me,

Vtp� = Ptp�/me, Vtp� = Ptp�/me. �8�

Having Pb=
bmeVb, the parameters �’s defined by Eqs. �7�
read in term of the Pt’s

�b� = 
b
Ptb�

Pb
, �b� = 
b

Ptb�

Pb
,

�p� = 
b
Ptp�

Pb
, �p� = 
b

Ptp�

Pb
. �9�

The physical interpretation of Vtp� ,Vtp�, and Vtb� is simple.
They represent the physical velocity spread corresponding to
the momentum spread used in the distribution functions. The
situation is different for Vtb� because the velocity spread cor-
responding to a momentum spread Pb± Ptb� is more involved.
Since the beam is relativistic, its parallel velocity spread ex-
tends from Vb�

− to Vb�
+ with

Vb�
− =

Pb − Ptb�

me

1

�1 +
�Pb−Ptb��2

me
2c2

,

Vb�
+ =

Pb + Ptb�

me

1

�1 +
�Pb+Ptb��2

me
2c2

. �10�

It is obvious the resulting velocity interval does not read
�Vb−Vtb� ,Vb+Vtb�� as if Vb were nonrelativistic. Which inter-
pretation can therefore be given to the “thermal velocity”
Vtb� = Ptb� /me in this setting ? With a nonrelativistic momen-
tum spread �Ptb� � Pb�, the expressions above can be ex-
panded as

Vb�
± =

Pb

me
b
±

Ptb�

me
b
3 + O„�Ptb�/Pb�2

… = Vb ±
Vtb�


b
3

+ O„�Ptb�/Pb�2
… . �11�

It follows from this equation that a nonrelativistic momen-
tum spread does yield a roughly �28� symmetric velocity
spread �Vtb� /
b

3 around Vb.
To sum up, let us say that all thermal velocities except Vtb�

are real velocity spread. As far as parallel beam thermal
spread is concerned, the physical velocity spread would more
likely be �Vtb� /
b

3 than Vtb�, due to the relativistic energy of
the beam. This will have non-negligible consequences, as
shall be seen in Sec. IV. Finally, even if Vtb� is larger than the
real parallel velocity spread by a factor 
3, the parameter �b�

shall still remain small, as can be checked from Eqs. �9�,
which show that �b� � Ptb� /mc �by the way, this is also valid
for the three other �’s�.

A typical growth rate map obtained with the distributions
�2� and �3� is displayed in Fig. 1. One can easily notice the
two oblique features previously mentioned. The maximum
growth rate is located away from the main axes and can be
approximated through �17�

�m
TSF =

�3

24/3
 �


b
�1/3

. �12�

Also, the critical angle

�c = arctan
1 + �

�p�

� �13�

is evidenced, with an unbounded instability domain in the �c
direction. Another important property of this angle is that it
divides the k space into a two-stream-like region and a
filamentation-like region. Unstable waves are almost longi-
tudinal below this angle while the transition between longi-
tudinal and transverse filamentation waves takes place be-
tween �c and � /2. The analysis conducted in �17� shows that
as the wave vector departs from the beam axis, the real part
of the root yielding the growth rate is located between two
singularities. One is located at �1=−�Z cos �k+Z sin �k and
the other at �2=Z cos �k. Since �1��k=0���2��k=0� while
�1��k=� /2���2��k=� /2�, the two singularities necessar-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Numerical evaluation of the TSF growth
rate for distributions �2� and �3�, in terms of Z=kVb /	p. Parameters
are �=0.05, �p�=0.1, and 
b=4.
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ily overlap for a given angle, which is precisely the critical
angle �c. We shall see that the expressions of the singularities
may vary with the temperature considered, but the main
point is that the instability appears the same way as long as
�1��2, defining the two-stream region. We shall even
study cases when there is more than one critical angle be-
cause singularities are more numerous in the dispersion
equation �see Sec. VI for a detailed study�. But even in this
case, a two-stream region shall still be defined between �k
=0 and the smallest critical angle.

While an electromagnetic formalism is required to ex-
plore the region beyond �c �or beyond the smallest critical
angle� up to the filamentation modes at � /2, the longitudinal
approximation with dispersion equation

�L�k,	� = 0 �14�

and

�L�k,	� = 1 +
4�q2

k2 � k · � f0�p�/�p

	 − k · p/
m
d3p �15�

is a very reliable guide in the two-stream-like region. For
example, the longitudinal dispersion equation for the system
yielding Fig. 1 reads

1 −
1

�� + �Zz�2 − Zx
2�p�

2 −
Zz

2 + 
b
2Zx

2

Zz
2 + Zx

2

�

�� − Zz�2
b
3 = 0,

�16�

which gives account of the shape of the growth rate “sur-
face” observed in Fig. 1 for small enough values of Zx.

III. TRANSVERSE BEAM TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS

Adding a temperature in the system consists in adding an
electron population to the beam or the plasma with a special
orientation. One can think in terms of the Dawson model
�23� where every distribution is considered as the superposi-
tion of cold beams. Transverse beam temperature, for ex-
ample, adds some beam electrons having a velocity with a
component normal to the beam. Since two-stream longitudi-
nal modes have their wave vector and their electric field
aligned with the beam, it is expected that they interact poorly
with transverse thermal beam electrons. On the other hand,
transverse beam temperature effect has been found to be very
strong on filamentation instability �3� so that one may ask
when the influence starts as the angle �k increases. We now
shall investigate quantitatively this temperature effect replac-
ing distribution function �3� for the electron beam by

f0
b =

nb

�2Ptb��2 ���px + Ptb�� − ��px − Ptb���

� ���py + Ptb�� − ��py − Ptb�����pz − Pb� . �17�

A. Two-stream instability

We set here kx=0 in Eqs. �1� and �5�. Calculation of the
dispersion equation for the TSF branch is straightforward

and one obtains the well-known dispersion equation

1 −
1

�� + �Zz�2 −
�

�� − Zz�2
b
3 = 0, �18�

which bears no transverse beam temperature effect. In the
limit ��1, modes are unstable for Zz�1+ �3/2��1/3 /
b. The
maximum growth rate

�m0
TS =

�3

24/3

�1/3


b
�19�

is reached for Zz�1 and is free of any transverse beam tem-
perature effect. We now derive the maximum growth rate
�19� following the resolution method of Mikhailovskii �24�.
The method is explained here and used in Secs. IV and V. We
start by noting that since the beam is considered as a pertur-
bation ���1�, solutions of the dispersion equation are to be
found near �=1. We therefore set �=1+� and look for
solutions of

1 −
1

�1 + � + �Zz�2 −
�

�1 − Zz + ��2
b
3 = 0. �20�

The unstable modes are perturbations of the proper waves of
the plasma without beam so that 	�	p. The maximum
growth rate is therefore found for Zz=kzVb /	p�1 so that the
coupling between the wave and the beam electrons is maxi-
mal �k /	�k /	p�Vb�. We assume both ����� and 1−Zz

��. This allows us to rewrite Eq. �20� as

1 − �1 − 2�� −
�

�2
b
3 = 0, �21�

which is easily solved and yields the growth rate �19� as the
imaginary part of

�TS = 1 −
1

24/3

�1/3


b
+ i

�3

24/3

�1/3


b
. �22�

Coming back to the assumption �����, we now see it im-
plies 
b�2/3�1.

B. Filamentation instability

We consider here a wave vector normal to the beam. We
set kz=0 in Eqs. �1� and �5� and derive the dispersion equa-
tion by setting �p� =0 in Eq. �A1� reproduced in the Appen-
dix. The numerator of the resulting expression appears to be
an even polynomial which can only have two conjugated
purely imaginary roots. In the limits � ,�p��1 and
�b� /�p��1, modes are unstable for

Zx �
�
b

�p�


1 −

b

3

2�

�b�
2

�p�
2 � , �23�

which shows that the instability domain is drastically re-
duced as soon as �b��0. The maximum growth rate is fairly
well fitted by
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�m
F � �� �


b

1 −

�b�
2

�
b
� , �24�

so that the instability vanishes for �b����
b. The well-
known stabilizing effect of the beam temperature is thus re-
covered. Stabilization is achieved both by the reduction of
the instability domain �see Eq. �23�� and by the reduction of
the maximum growth rate �see Eq. �24��. Even if the latter is
less efficient than the former, total suppression of the insta-
bility can still be achieved for a nonrelativistic transverse
beam temperature. Figure 2 shows a numerical evaluation of
the growth rate in terms of Zx and �b� and we recover the
results of Silva et al. �3�.

C. Arbitrary wave-vector orientation

We found no beam transverse temperature correction to
the two-stream configuration, while those effects are impor-
tant for filamentation. Our goal from now on is to find out
when transverse beam temperature becomes an important
factor as the wave vector departs from the beam axis.

The singularities of the dispersion function P�k ,	� de-
fined by Eq. �5� play a key role in the behavior of the dis-
persion equation solutions. For a cold relativistic beam and a
transversely hot plasma, they can be written in terms of the
dimensionless variables �6� and �7� as �17�

�1 = − Z� cos �k − Z�p�sin �k,

�2 = − Z� cos �k + Z�p�sin �k,

�3 = Z cos �k. �25�

When adding a transverse temperature to the beam, they read

�1 = − Z� cos �k − Z�p�sin �k,

�2 = − Z� cos �k + Z�p�sin �k,

�3 = Z cos �k − Z
�b�


b
sin �k,

�4 = Z cos �k + Z
�b�


b
sin �k. �26�

From an analytical point of view, beam temperature splits the
�3 singularity of Eqs. �25� into the �3 and �4 singularities
of Eqs. �26�. When �k=0, one has �1=�2 and �3=�4, and
the root of the dispersion equation corresponding to the two-
stream instability has its real part between the two singulari-
ties. The analysis is eventually identical to the one conducted
for the cold beam case �17� except that one must take the �3
singularity value from Eqs. �26� rather than from Eqs. �25�.
The identity �2=�3 yields the new critical angle value

�c = arctan
 1 + �

�p� + �b�/
b
� . �27�

The evaluation of the growth rate all over the �Zx ,Zz� plane
displayed in Fig. 3 unravels how exactly transverse beam
temperature effect switches from possible suppression along
the normal direction to no effect at all along the parallel
direction: the “frontier” appears to be the critical angle �c.
Modes with wave vector below the critical angle are almost
unaffected �compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 1�, whereas those situ-
ated beyond are much less unstable.

The ratio between the maximum growth rate numerically
calculated and the analytical formula �12� is plotted in Fig. 4
in terms of the beam temperature �b�. The agreement is good
in the nonrelativistic temperature domain �b��1 �since Vb
�c� considered here, although a slight stabilization is ob-
served for �b��0.01. Unlike the filamentation instability,
which can be perfectly suppressed by a nonrelativistic trans-
verse beam temperature �with �=10−3 and 
b=4, filamenta-
tion instability vanishes for �b��0.06�, our calculations
show that a nonrelativistic transverse beam temperature shall
not significantly damp the most unstable mode.

An interesting consequence of this “selective stabiliza-
tion” has to do with the validity of the longitudinal approxi-
mation. Indeed, this approximation fails precisely where

FIG. 2. �Color online� Filamentation growth rate as a function of
Zx and beam transverse temperature �b�. The instability domain
dramatically shrinks as soon as �b��0. Parameters are �=0.05,

b=4, and �p�=0.1. The instability vanishes for �b����
b

=0.44.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Full electromagnetic evaluation of the
growth rate for the TSF branch in terms of Z=kVb /	p for a trans-
versely hot REB. Parameters are �=0.05, 
b=4, �p�=0.1, and
�b�=0.1.
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transverse beam temperature lowers the growth rate. It can
therefore be said that it is even more reliable in this case,
since growth rate tends to vanish where it already yields
stable modes.

IV. PARALLEL BEAM TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

We now replace the beam distribution function �3� for the
electron beam by

f0
b =

nb

2Ptb�

��px���py�

� ���pz − Pb + Ptb�� − ��pz − Pb − Ptb��� , �28�

leaving distribution function �2� unchanged.

A. Two-stream instability

The dispersion equation found here for the two-stream
instability is

1 −
1

�� + �Zz�2 −
�

2Zz�b�

 1

� − Zz�b
+ −

1

� − Zz�b
−� = 0,

�29�

with

�b
± =


b ± �b�

�1 + �2�
b ± �b��2
. �30�

The beam part can be simplified for �b� �
b, a condition
very easily fulfilled in our case, and reads then

0 = 1 −
1

�� + �Zz�2 −
�/
b

3

�� − Zz�2 − �Zz�b�/
b
3�2 . �31�

The resolution method presented in Sec. III A can be ap-
plied, yielding the very same growth rate, providing a con-
dition we shall determine here is fulfilled. Looking for the
maximum growth rate with �=1+� and Zz�1, we can ap-
ply the same method and solve the dispersion equation the
same way as long as �����b� /
b

3. Since � is a complex num-
ber with �����1/3 /
b, this means that parallel beam tempera-
ture may be neglected in the two-stream instability as long as

�b� � �1/3
b
2 ⇔

�b�
3


b
6 � ���1� . �32�

When beam temperature exceeds this threshold, it is known
�24� that the growth rate eventually behaves as � /�b�

2 instead
of �1/3 while the maximum growth rate is reached for �25�

Z �
1

1 − �b�/
b
3 . �33�

It is noticeable that condition �32� is very easily fulfilled.
Actually, for a beam with 
b=4 and � even as small as 10−4,
one finds that parallel beam temperature can be neglected
when �b� �0.74, which just means a nonrelativistic tempera-
ture since Vb�c. The solution is to be found in the velocity
dispersion corresponding to a given momentum dispersion in
the distribution function. For a nonrelativistic beam, a ther-
mal momentum spread ±Ptb� around the beam momentum Pb
yields a velocity spread ±Ptb� /m. But this simple picture can
no longer hold for a relativistic beam velocity since Vb�c
forbids any significative thermal spread above Vb. Indeed,
the same nonrelativistic momentum spread ±Ptb� yields now
a velocity spread �± Ptb� /m
b

3 so that relativistic effects dra-
matically shrink the velocity spread corresponding to the
same momentum spread, and this all the more than Vb is
approaching c. The instability, which relies on wave-particle
resonance and tends to be reduced through thermal velocity
spread, is here very weakly affected, whereas effects are
much more pronounced in the nonrelativistic regime �24�.
The two-stream instability profile is plotted in Fig. 5�a� in
terms of Zz and �b� with such parameters, and one can check
that parallel beam temperature hardly affects it.

FIG. 4. Ratio between the numerical evaluation �m of the maxi-
mum growth rate and the analytical formula �m

a �Eq. �12�� in terms
of the beam transverse temperature for �=0.1, 0.01, and 0.001
�
b=4 and �p�=0.1�. Those calculations are valid for �b��1.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Influence of the parallel beam tempera-
ture on the two-stream instability �a� and filamentation instability
�b�. Parameters are �=0.05 and 
b=4.
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B. Filamentation instability

Dispersion equation obtained for the filamentation insta-
bility is too large to be reproduced here. Suffice it to say that
its nonrelativistic counterpart only differs from the cold
beam version by the beam element �zz

b of the dielectric tensor
with

�zz
b = − �

�2 + Zx
2�1 + �b�

2 /3�
�4 . �34�

Transverse beam temperature influence is therefore very
weak in the nonrelativistic thermal regime �b� �1. Figure
5�b� shows the same behavior for the relativistic case even
for high values of �b�, although a slight enhancement of the
instability domain is observed.

C. Arbitrary wave-vector orientation

From what we just saw regarding the two-stream and the
filamentation instabilities, stability properties are two-
stream-like below �c and filamentation-like beyond it. The
critical angle analysis starts with the singularities of the dis-
persion equation. In the present case, they are

�1 = − Z� cos �k − Z�p�sin �k,

�2 = − Z� cos �k + Z�p�sin �k,

�3 = Z�b
−cos �k,

�4 = Z�b
+cos �k, �35�

where the �b
± are given by Eq. �30�. Quantities �3,4 can be

very well approximated ��b� /
b
3�1� by

�3 = Z cos �k − Z
�b�


b
3 cos �k,

�4 = Z cos �k + Z
�b�


b
3 cos �k. �36�

The critical angle is now defined by the overlapping of sin-
gularities �2 and �3 and reads

�c = arctan
1 + � − �b�/
b
3

�p�

� . �37�

The growth rate for the full TSF branch is plotted in Fig. 6
and confirms what was expected. Parallel beam temperature
eventually poorly affects the TSF growth rate. Noting that
the change in the critical angle is very small, we can con-
clude that the overall effect of parallel beam temperature is
negligible in the nonrelativistic temperature regime.

V. PARALLEL PLASMA TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

We finally consider a plasma with temperature in every
direction. This will enable us to probe the important case of
the isotropic plasma �29�. We therefore replace the plasma
distribution function �2� by

f0
p =

np

�2Ptp��22Ptp�

���px + Ptp�� − ��px − Ptp���

� ���py + Ptp�� − ��py − Ptp���

� ���pz + Ptp� + Pp� − ��pz − Ptp� + Pp�� . �38�

Here is added to the system an electron population with ve-
locity centered around the return current. Since the phase
velocity of the mode leading to the maximum two-stream
growth rate is Vb, this new electron population is expected to
interact poorly with the most unstable two-stream mode.
From a mathematical point of view, changes in the dispersion
function are localized around �=−�Zz while the root with
higher imaginary part is found around �=Zz. Nevertheless,
effects should increase on the TSF branch as we approach
filamentation modes since their phase velocity vanishes. As a
summary, the effect of parallel plasma temperature is ex-
pected to be weak in the two-stream region while stronger
near filamentation, the border between the two regions being
delimited by the angle �c.

A. Two-stream instability

The dispersion equation found here for the two-stream
instability is

1 −
1

�� + �Zz�2 − �Zz�p��2 −
�

�� − Zz�2
b
3 = 0. �39�

One readily sees the equation is slightly affected as long as
�p� �1. Setting �=1+�, the resolution method presented in
Sec. III A can be applied if ���+�p�, which is slightly
stronger than ��� for a nonrelativistic temperature. How-
ever, Fig. 7�a� displays a plot of the two-stream profile for
values of �p� up to 0.5 and one can check that the overall �p�

influence is weak even for �=10−3, although a small shift of
the maximum growth rate is observed. This weak �p� depen-
dence can be understood noticing �p� only appears as a
second-order quantity in the dispersion equation whereas �
is present at first order.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Influence of the parallel beam tempera-
ture on the full TSF branch. Parameters are �=0.05, 
b=4, and
�b� =0.4.
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B. Filamentation instability

As for the filamentation instability when parallel beam
temperature is introduced, the only change in the dispersion
equation appears in the plasma dielectric tensor element �zz

p

with

�zz
p = −

�2 + Zx
2��2 − �p�

2 + �p�
2 /3�

�4 − �2Zx
2�p�

2 . �40�

The situation is more involved than it was when we added a
parallel temperature to the beam because the three quantities
�2 ,�p�

2 , and �p�
2 /3 have the same order of magnitude. Nev-

ertheless, it can be said straightforwardly that parallel plasma
temperature is negligible when

�p� � �3�p�. �41�

A plasma with a temperature anisotropy fulfilling this condi-
tion can therefore be considered as cold in the parallel direc-
tion �at least as far as filamentation instability is concerned�.

Increasing �p� /�p�, we encounter the isotropic plasma
with �p� =�p�=�p. For such a situation, we develop around
�=0 the dispersion equation and search under which condi-
tions �on � ,�p, and 
b� the zeroth-order term vanishes. This

tells us when filamentation instability vanishes. It is found
that in the limit ��1, the filamentation instability vanishes
for �p��3/2. This does not make sense physically, but the
maximum growth rate is very well fitted by

�m
F � �� �


b

1 −

�p

�3/2
� , �42�

which results in a slight reduction of the instability.
If we keep on increasing plasma parallel temperature, we

reach the opposite regime to Eq. �41�, namely strong plasma
temperature anisotropy with �p� ��3�p�. Studying the re-
gime �p� ��3�p� �through �p�=0 and with the same method
mentioned above� yields the maximum growth rate,

�m
F � �� �


b
�1 +


b

3�
�p�

2 . �43�

Filamentation growth rate is thus very boosted by plasma
parallel temperature, as displayed in Fig. 7�b�. In order to
clearly evidence this growth rate boosting with plasma tem-
perature, we have plotted the numerical evaluation of �m

F as a
function of �p� and �p� in Fig. 7�c�. The increase with �p� is
obvious, together with the border �p� =�3�p� under which
one can set parallel plasma temperature to zero.

Though our temperature review is not finished yet, let us
say from now that we are witnessing here one of the stron-
gest temperature effects, together with the transverse beam
temperature effect on the same instability. Among all the
beam/plasma/transverse/parallel temperature effects upon the
two-stream/filamentation instabilities, the only “couples” we
found bearing significant nonrelativistic temperature correc-
tions are ��b�, filamentation� and ��p�, filamentation�. But
unlike the other “couples,” which result in a reduction of the
instability, this one is found to produce the opposite. We
shall study more in detail in Sec. VI how the couple “trans-
verse beam temperature/parallel plasma temperature” even-
tually affects the filamentation instability.

One may think this filamentation instability boosting un-
der plasma temperature anisotropy is nothing more than the
“original” anisotropy driven Weibel instability. The modes
we are studying are purely transverse, as are the Weibel ones,
and seem to arise from some plasma temperature anisotropy.
Indeed, rewriting Eq. �43� when 
b�p�

2 /3��1 yields �m
F

���p� /�3, which is exactly the Weibel growth rate found in
the waterbag model �17�. Furthermore, this quantity does not
depend on the beam �no ��, which is the signature of the
Weibel instability. What we found here is a continuous tran-
sition between filamentation and Weibel modes, with, as in
�2�, a wave vector normal to the high-temperature axis. This
leads us to the very interesting conclusion that one single
unstable eingenmode switches continuously between the
two-stream, the filamentation, and the Weibel instabilities
through the interplay of wave-vector orientation ��k=0
→� /2� and plasma parallel and normal temperature
��p� /�p�=1→��. Although the first two are “beam based”
whereas the latter is “plasma temperature based,” they all can
be recovered from the same branch of the electromagnetic
dispersion equation P�k ,	�=0 �see Eq. �5��. We shall in the

FIG. 7. �Color online� Influence of the parallel plasma tempera-
ture on the two-stream instability �a� and the filamentation instabil-
ity �b�. �c� Maximum filamentation growth rate in terms of �p� and
�p�. Parameters are �=10−3 and 
b=4 for all figures and �p�=0.1
for �a� and �b�.
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sequel refer to this mode as the filamentation/Weibel insta-
bility. Let us restate for clarity that we mean here an inter-
mediate mode between the beam driven filamentation insta-
bility and the plasma anisotropy driven Weibel instability.
We close this discussion noting that if the plasma tempera-
ture anisotropy is inverted, that is if �p� /�p�→0, the result-
ing Weibel instability appears on the other branch, Q�k ,	�
=0, with a wave vector aligned with the z axis �17�.

C. Arbitrary wave-vector orientation

The singularities of the dispersion equation are now

�1 = − Z� cos �k − Z�p�sin �k − Z�p�cos �k,

�2 = − Z� cos �k − Z�p�sin �k + Z�p�cos �k,

�3 = − Z� cos �k + Z�p�sin �k − Z�p�cos �k,

�4 = − Z� cos �k + Z�p�sin �k + Z�p�cos �k,

�5 = Z cos �k. �44�

One may check that for �k=0 one has �1234��5, whereas
for �k=� /2 one has �34��5. We therefore recover two
critical angles �c1 and �c2 �see the general analysis in Sec.
VI� which correspond to the angles where �5=�4 and �5
=�3,

�c12 = arctan
1 + � � �p�

�p�

� , �45�

where the “−” stands for �c1 and the “+” for �c2. Instead of
one critical angle, we now have two defined by Eqs. �45�.
These two angles are very close to each other with tan �c12
�1/�p� and both define a direction in which the growth rate
remains important at high Z=kVb /	. Figures 8�a� and 8�b�
display the growth rate for the TSF branch for an isotropic
�a� and an anisotropic �b� plasma. For an isotropic plasma
with �p=0.1, the only noticeable difference with our basic
model �Fig. 1� is found on the “ridge” in the critical angle
directions, where a slight depression is observed. This slight
depression corresponds to angles comprised between �c1 and
�c2. Whether the instability domain is bounded in these di-
rections is quite difficult to prove analytically, although nu-
merical exploration conducted for high values of Z tends to
prove it is. For the anisotropic plasma with �p� =0.3 and
�p�=0.05, the two critical angles are obvious in Fig. 8�b�,
together with the filamentation transition to the Weibel re-
gime. Indeed, the maximum growth rate all over the TSF
may now be the filamentation/Weibel one. Comparing this
filamentation/Weibel growth rate �m

FW���p� /�3 with Eq.
�12� for �m

TSF, we find �m
FW shall exceed �m

TSF in low plasma
density and high 
b beam. Yet, many conditions are required
to find the maximum growth rate on the Zx axis: strong
plasma temperature anisotropy, very low beam density, and
�or� high 
b. The situation we have just studied is therefore
very interesting with the smooth transition between filamen-
tation and the Weibel regime, but one can still say the maxi-
mum growth rate shall generally be found off axis �5�, and

all the more when accounting for transverse beam tempera-
ture, which can suppress the filamentation instability but not
the maximum TSF growth rate. The overall influence of tem-
peratures acting together will be studied in the last part �Sec.
VI�.

VI. FULL PLASMA AND BEAM TEMPERATURE
EFFECTS

We finally look at the behavior of the system when all
temperatures are accounted for using the distribution func-
tions

f0
p =

np

�2Ptp��22Ptp�

���px + Ptp�� − ��px − Ptp���

� ���py + Ptp�� − ��py − Ptp���

� ���pz + Ptp� + Pp� − ��pz − Ptp� + Pp�� ,

FIG. 8. �Color online� Influence of the parallel plasma tempera-
ture on the whole TSF branch for an isotropic plasma �a� and an
anisotropic plasma �b�. Parameters are �=0.05 and 
b=4 for both
figures. Temperatures are �p=0.1 in �a� and �p� =0.3 and �p�

=0.05 in �b�. The arrows on �a� show the direction of the two
critical angles and �b� is displayed from two points of view for a
better appreciation of the filamentation amplification.
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f0
b =

nb

�2Ptb��22Ptb�

���px + Ptb�� − ��px − Ptb���

� ���py + Ptb�� − ��py − Ptb���

� ���pz + Ptb� − Pb� − ��pz − Ptb� − Pb�� . �46�

We shall not spend much time discussing the two-stream
instability since we saw in previous sections that as long as
temperatures are nonrelativistic, none significantly affects its
growth rate. On the other hand, temperature effects on fila-
mentation instability are numerous and we shall now devote
a section to their investigation.

A. Filamentation instability

As far as filamentation instability is concerned, we no-
ticed a reduction from transverse beam temperature as well
as an amplification from parallel plasma temperature through
a filamentation/Weibel transition. It is then worthwhile to
investigate the effect of these two temperatures joined to-
gether.

For the isotropic plasma with temperatures �p�=�p� =�p,
we find that transverse beam temperature reduces the insta-
bility and eventually suppresses it for

�b� ��3�
b

2
�1 −

2�p
2

3
, �47�

so that the cancellation threshold slightly decreases with
plasma temperature. The important point is that there is still
a threshold for the cancellation of the instability through
transverse beam temperature. We shall see now that this is
not always the case.

We now turn to the anisotropic plasma and the interesting
interplay between parallel plasma temperature enhancement
and normal beam temperature reduction of the filamentation/
Weibel instability �30�. We shall mainly focus here on the
maximum growth rate and the reason for it after Figs.
9�a�–9�d�, where we have plotted the maximum filamenta-
tion growth rate in terms of �p� and �b� for various plasma
normal temperatures. It can be seen that the maximum fila-
mentation growth rate is always reached for �b�=0, where it
can be evaluated through Eq. �43� as long as �p���p� /�3.
When normal plasma temperature increases, one sees that the
maximum growth rate dependence on �p� weakens. As trans-
verse plasma temperature increases �Figs. 9�b�–9�d��, fila-
mentation is less and less “Weibel-like,” and one can say the
growth rate always remains smaller than the value it reaches
for �p� =0 and �b�=0, namely ��� /
b, which is the typical
filamentation growth rate. Indeed, it can be checked in Figs.
9�c� and 9�d� that the maximum growth rate reached for
�b�=0 is almost constant and does not depend on �p� and
�p�. The stabilizing effects of transverse beam temperature is
retrieved in all figures, although complete suppression de-
mands more and more transverse beam temperature to be
achieved as transverse plasma temperature increases. Con-
cerning the value of �b� necessary to cancel the instability,
one needs �b����
b when �p� =0. This threshold increases
with �p� according to

�b� �
��
b

�1 − �p�
2 /3�p�

2
. �48�

As long as �p� /�p��1, we recover the stabilizing effect of
transverse beam temperature. But as Eq. �48� makes it clear,
and Figs. 9�b� and 9�c� suggest strongly, there is a limit value
of �p� beyond which transverse beam temperature can no
longer stabilize filamentation. It is straightforward from Eq.
�48� that this critical value of �p� is �3�p�, a quantity which
we already encountered in Sec. V. The anisotropy threshold
of �p� /�p�=�3 corresponds to the transition to the Weibel
regime, when the instability is no longer “beam based” but
“plasma temperature anisotropy based.” What we check here
is that this threshold does not depend on beam temperature,
which may not be surprising since we are dealing precisely
with a transition to a regime independent of the beam. This
discussion can be summed up very simply: As long as �p�

��3�p�, the instability is filamentation-like and can be re-
duced through transverse beam temperature. When �p�

FIG. 9. �Color online� Interplay of parallel plasma temperature
vs transverse beam temperature upon the maximum growth rate of
the filamentation instability. Parameters are �=0.01, 
b=4, and �a�
�p�=0, �b� �p�=0.05, �c� �p�=0.1, and �d� �p�=0.15.
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��3�p�, the instability is Weibel-like and no longer needs
the beam to develop so that transverse beam temperature no
longer affects it.

B. Critical directions

The inventory of the singularities gathers the �1234 singu-
larities of the isotropic plasma mentioned by Eqs. �44� to-
gether with the following singularities arising from the iso-
tropic beam �singularities arising from the parallel beam
temperature are simplified as in Sec. IV C�:

�5 = Z cos �k − Z
�b�


b
sin �k − Z

�b�


b
3 cos �k,

�6 = Z cos �k − Z
�b�


b
sin �k + Z

�b�


b
3 cos �k,

�7 = Z cos �k + Z
�b�


b
sin �k − Z

�b�


b
3 cos �k,

�8 = Z cos �k + Z
�b�


b
sin �k + Z

�b�


b
3 cos �k. �49�

As far as the critical angles are concerned, Fig. 10 sketches
the evolution of the singularities �i from �k=0 to � /2. For
�k=0, the root yielding the two-stream instability appears
�marginal stability� with its real part below �5. As the angle
increases, the marginal stability point is “squeezed” between
�5 and �4, and then between �5 and �3. We therefore re-
cover two critical angles �c1,2 corresponding to �5=�4 and
�5=�3, respectively,

�c1,2 = arctan
1 + � � �p� − �b�/
b
3

�p� + �b�/
b
� , �50�

where the “−” stands for �c1 and the “+” for �c2. One can
notice in Eq. �50� how parallel and transverse temperature

play a symmetric role as the former appears at the numerator
of the expression while the latter appears at the denominator.
Also, Fig. 10 makes it clear that parallel temperature defines
the singularities for �k=0, whereas transverse temperature
defines them for �k=� /2. Equation �50� therefore represents
the most general expression of the critical angle�s�, and one
can check how Eqs. �13�, �27�, �37�, and �45� stand as a
particular case of this one. The physical interpretation of
these critical angles is simple. Each one corresponds to some
points of joined resonance between some electrons from the
beam and some others from the plasma. The resonances by
themselves occur when the coupling between some electrons
and the unstable mode is maximal because these electrons
travel at the same speed as the wave. The overlapping of two
singularities means that modes realizing such coincidence
are perfectly coupled to a given electron population from the
beam and the other from the plasma.

C. Arbitrary wave vector orientation

We first evaluated the growth rate for the “isotropic” case
of an isotropically hot relativistic beam hitting an isotropi-
cally hot plasma and display the result in Fig. 11�a�. Consid-

FIG. 10. �Color online� Schematic representation of the singu-
larities �i /Z evolution between �k=0 and � /2. Proper scale is not
preserved.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Evaluation of the growth rate all over
the TSF branch for an isotropic plasma �a� with �p�=�p� =0.15. �b�
is plotted for an anisotropic plasma with �p�=0.05 and �p� =0.2.
Other parameters are �=0.05, 
b=4, and �b�=�b� =0.1 for both
plots. The figures are displayed from two points of view for a better
appreciation of the filamentation/Weibel transition as well as the
critical angles.
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ering previous results, we expect the major temperature ef-
fect to be a reduction of the filamentation instability, and that
is what is observed. With a plasma temperature �p�=�p�

=0.15 and a beam temperature �b�=�b� =0.1, the absolute
maximum growth rate is still 91% of the basic result ob-
tained with a cold beam and a transversely hot plasma �see
Eq. �12��. Indeed, a fluid model uncovers the same maximum
growth rate but does not recover one maximum �19�. It is
therefore remarkable to observe that as far as the maximum
growth rate is concerned, a simple fluid model yields a result
which is quite close to a nonrelativistic temperature model.

We finally evaluate the growth rate in a situation very
similar to the one corresponding to Fig. 8 and yielding a
Weibel-like filamentation. We therefore chose almost the
same plasma parameters with �p���p�. The results, dis-
played in Fig. 11�b�, show how beam temperature interferes
with the plasma anisotropy. The instability domain beyond
the critical angles is dramatically shrunk but the critical di-
rections remain clearly visible. With a maximum growth rate
still located “inside” the �Zx ,Zz� plan �though filamentation/
Weibel growth rate here is comparable�, and still more than
90% of the basic expression given by Eq. �12�, the most
unstable mode located in the two-stream region eventually
stands almost unaffected by temperature.

VII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have conducted a systematic investigation of tempera-
ture effects upon the unstable electromagnetic waves ranging
from two-stream to filamentation modes. The first point we
need to stress is that the maximum growth rate found with a
quite basic model of reality, namely cold relativistic beam +
transversely hot plasma, is robust enough to endure many
temperature effects because of its two-stream-like properties.
The maximum growth rate value can even be recovered
through a cold plasma/beam �fluid� model, although its lo-
calization into one most unstable mode shall be lost. Surpris-
ingly, parallel beam temperature does not affect the picture
very much. This can be understood in terms of energy spread
versus velocity spread. Since mode instability is a matter of
wave-particle resonance, growth rates are very sensitive to
the velocity spread. But for a relativistic beam, the parallel
momentum spread yielding the parallel temperature eventu-
ally results in a small velocity spread so that waves tend to
see a cold beam in the parallel direction.

If we now turn to the broader picture of the growth rate
map all over the k space, temperature effects are numerous.
To start with, parallel plasma temperature induces two criti-
cal angles instead of one. The two-stream region corresponds
in this case to the modes located below the smallest angle.
This region is eventually poorly affected by any temperature
of any kind. On the other hand, the region beyond the small-
est critical angle is mostly sensitive to beam transverse tem-
perature and plasma parallel temperature. The first one has a
strong stabilizing effect throughout this filamentation zone,
whether it be in terms of the instability domain or in terms of
the maximum growth rate. The second one can have a very
interesting influence on the filamentation instability when
plasma temperature anisotropy is strong. In this case, plasma

parallel temperature induces a smooth transition from the
beam based filamentation instability to the temperature an-
isotropy based Weibel instability. Both are purely transverse
and have �k=� /2, but filamentation growth rate is ���� /
b
�beam-dependent, no temperature dependence� while Weibel
growth rate is here ���p� /�3 �only plasma dependent�. This
shows that the three main instabilities of an unmagnetized
plasma are eventually strongly connected to each other and
are found here on the very same branch of the dispersion
equation so that one can switch continuously from one to the
other. As long as the filamentation/Weibel instability is
“filamentation-like,” it can be suppressed through transverse
beam temperature. But when it becomes “Weibel-like,” it
disconnects from the beam and can no longer be suppressed
by transverse beam temperature.

Finally, let us discuss the waterbag distribution approxi-
mation we are using here. It is intuitively obvious that it can
model velocity dispersion, and it leads to analytically calcu-
lable quadratures more frequently than a Maxwellian. It is
therefore often used to derive exact results, as Lorentzian can
do it �26�. But how far exactly can one go with waterbag
distributions? Let us define

W�x,T� =
1

2T
���x + T� − ��x − T�� ,

F�x,T� =
1

T��
exp�− x2/T2� , �51�

and compare the successive moments for both distributions,

MW,n�T� = �
−�

�

Wxndx =
1 + �− 1�n

2
Tn 1

1 + n
,

MF,n�T� = �
−�

�

Fxndx =
1 + �− 1�n

2
Tn�„�1 + n�/2…

��
,

�52�
where ��x� is the Gamma function with ��n�= �n−1�! �the
moments are relevant because they may appear directly in
the calculations of any gW where the function g is ex-
pressed as g�x�=�akx

k�. We see here the odd moments are all
equal �=0� whereas even moments depart from each other as
MF /MW diverges quite rapidly with n. Better performances
can be achieved defining an equivalent waterbag temperature
TWeq such as when the second moments �mean kinetic en-
ergy� are equal. One needs therefore to consider TWeq
=�3/2T. Doing so, the ratio MF /MW diverges less rapidly,
but still does, and the three first moments are equal. Discrep-
ancies between waterbags and Maxwellians tend therefore to
happen for high moments, due to the infinite tail of the Max-
wellian. Also, moment n being proportional to Tn, it is obvi-
ous that differences are all the more reduced when tempera-
ture is low. Indeed, both functions tend to ��x� in the zero-
temperature limit.

In the present case, we have to deal with the reduced
temperatures defined by Eqs. �7� rather than with tempera-
tures themselves. Let us consider the Maxwellian distribu-
tion
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F =
np

�Ptp�Ptp�

exp� − px
2

Ptp�
2 −

�pz + Pp�2

Ptp�
2 �

+
nb

�Ptb�Ptb�

exp� − px
2

Ptb�
2 −

�pz − Pb�2

Ptb�
2 � , �53�

where we drop the py variable because it yields quadratures
which can be calculated separately as long as temperatures
are nonrelativistic. We then shall have to deal with a distri-
bution function G in term of the reduced variables �7� such
as

G �
1

�p��p�

exp� − x2

��p�/
b�2 −
�z + �/
b�2

��p�/
b�2 �
+

�

�b��b�

exp� − x2

��b�/
b�2 −
�z − 1�2

��b�/
b�2� , �54�

where variables x and z are obtained from px and pz through
px=xPb and pz=zPb, the range of integration involved in
every quadrature encountered remaining �−� ,��. It comes
directly from this expression that the temperature parameters
involved have the form � /
b. Therefore, these quantities are
all the more small when the �’s are nonrelativistic and 
b
�1. This contributes greatly to the agreement between
waterbags and Maxwellian results so that a good agreement
is therefore to be expected, qualitatively and even quantita-
tively. As a matter of fact, it can be checked that Maxwellian
low-temperature growth rates derived for two-stream and
filamentation instabilities correspond to the ones obtained
with waterbags, even for a nonrelativistic beam �see �6� for
example�. If we now turn to the Weibel instability, which is
independent of the beam, the growth rate derived with water-
bag distributions is the same as the growth rate derived with
a Maxwellian in �2�. Only a factor 1 /�3 separates the two
results, which can be improved to a factor 1 /�2 using the
equivalent temperature TWeq for the waterbag distribution.

One of the qualitative differences that can be expected has
to do with the growth rate behavior in the critical angle. The
unbounded character of the instability domain �at least for
our base model� in this direction can be directly traced back
to the existence of singularities in the Hilbert transform
H�f�= �1/��PPdtf�t� / �t−x� of the waterbag �17�. In the
case of a Maxwellian, the Hilbert transform has no singulari-
ties. The instability domain in the critical directions should
therefore be closed when Maxwellians are accounted for.
One may ask whether or not there shall still be some critical
angles in this case. The answer is yes because as long as
temperatures are kept small, H�Mtn� has maxima which
roughly coincide with the singularities of H�Wtn�. We shall
therefore recover some critical angles when two maxima
overlap instead of two singularities, although the angle shall
not be the same.

Another issue which could affect the growth rate behavior
is the shape of the distributions defined by Eqs. �46�. Such
functions yield quadratures more easily calculable, but they
define rectangles rather than ellipses in the momentum space
so that some equal parallel and normal temperatures yield a
square instead of an isotropic circle. The two kinds of distri-
butions are sketched in Fig. 12, where the light gray squares

stand for the functions used in this paper. One can therefore
consider that we are adding some extra electrons “in the
corners,” from the rectangle up to the ellipsoid shape. How
can these extra particles affect the present results? We can
start noticing there are no extra particles at all to deal with
when analyzing one temperature effect at a time. Results
presented at the end of Sec. II as well as Secs. III and IV are
insensitive to this feature. Also, Eq. �50� shows there are two
critical angles even when considering only plasma parallel
and beam normal temperatures, namely another case when
rectangular and ellipsoidal distributions merge. Simply put,
the critical angle�s� existing when the beam or the plasma are
hot in only one direction cannot suddenly vanish as soon as
temperature is added in another direction, regardless of the
overall shape of the distribution. The existence of critical
angles, as well as the localization of the maximum growth
rate away from the main wave-vector axis, should therefore
not be canceled when considering ellipsoidal waterbags in-
stead of rectangular ones. Furthermore, the critical angle fea-
ture, or the very interesting filamentation/Weibel transition
unraveled in Sec. V, both receive a clear physical interpreta-
tion showing the present analysis is describing real physical
phenomena rather than some cuboidal waterbag artifacts.

Finally, let us review the last source of discrepancies be-
tween the use of Maxwellians and waterbags. It is somehow
also related to the Hilbert transform problem and comes with
the proper way of calculating the quadratures involved in Eq.
�1� for the dielectric tensor. When calculating quadratures
such as dtf�t� / �t−x�, we know since Landau that the physi-
cal way to give meaning to this integral consists in assuming
first that we work with a collisional plasma. Adding a colli-
sional term to the Vlasov equation, one needs therefore to
evaluate quadratures such as dtf�t� / �t−x− i�� with ��0
�31�. The collisionless limit is then obtained through �→0
with

lim
�→0
�

−�

� f�t�dt

t − x − i�
= �H�f� + i�f�x� . �55�

In a stable Maxwell plasma, the complex part of this result is
precisely the one yielding the Landau damping. It turns out
that this term vanishes exactly when using waterbag distri-
butions so that Landau damping is impossible to model with
these functions. But in an unstable plasma with small tem-
perature, the dispersion equation is mainly driven by the real
part of Eq. �55� because its imaginary part behaves as

FIG. 12. Schematic representation of the distribution function in
the momentum space. Functions defined by Eqs. �46� correspond to
the light gray rectangle. When compared with isotropic distribu-
tions, strong gray ellipses, it can be considered that some electrons
are added “in the corners.”
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exp�−1/T�. This is why both filamentation and two-stream
growth rates calculated with Maxwellians coincide with their
waterbag counterpart for low temperatures.

It eventually appears that waterbag results can be trusted
for low temperatures, which just means in the present setting
nonrelativistic temperatures. This is not surprising since both
distribution functions join at zero temperature. Although
waterbags shall certainly give a good qualitative picture of
things for relativistic temperatures, it seems that Max-
wellians shall be needed there in order to retrieve correct
quantitative, and maybe even qualitative, predictions.
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APPENDIX: DISPERSION EQUATION
FOR THE FILAMENTATION INSTABILITY

By setting kz=0 in Eqs. �1� and �5�, we get the following
expression of the dispersion equation for the relativistic fila-
mentation instability. The plasma is hot with �p� and �p�

transverse and parallel temperature. The dispersion equation
with a beam hot in both directions is too large to be reported
here, so that the equation below has the beam hot only in the
transverse direction with temperature �b�,

0 = − �2Zx
2
 
b

Zx
2�b�

2 − �2
b
2 +

1

�2 − Zx
2�p�

2 �2

+ 
1 +
�
b

Zx
2�b�

2 − �2
b
2 −

1

�2 − Zx
2�p�

2 ���2 −
Zx

2

�2 −
�


b
3

−
�
bZx

2

�2
b
2 − Zx

2�b�
2 −

x2 + Zx
2��2 − �p�

2 + �p�
2 /3�

�2 − Zx
2�p�
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The linear instability that induces a relativistic electron beam passing through a plasma with return
current to filament transversely is often related to some filamentation mode with the wave vector normal to
the beam or confused with Weibel modes. We show that these modes may not be relevant in this matter
and identify the most unstable mode on the two-stream or filamentation branch as the main trigger for
filamentation. This sets both the characteristic transverse and longitudinal filamentation scales in the
nonresistive initial stage.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Weibel, two-stream, and filamentation
modes.
Inertial confinement fusion schemes commonly involve
in their final stage the interaction between some highly
energetic particle beams and a dense plasma target. This is,
in particular, valid for the fast ignition scenario (FIS) [1]
where some laser-produced relativistic electron beam
would eventually propagate into the dense plasma where
it would be stopped. This process would lead to strong
local heating and the ignition of a fusion burn wave. In this
respect, microscopic turbulence in beam-plasma systems is
one of the main potentially deleterious effects for inertial
fusion schemes since it may prevent the conditions for burn
to be met by broadening the phase area where particles
deposit their energy. Within the FIS framework, strong
research effort has thus been put towards the interaction
of a relativistic electron beam with a plasma with the focus
on beam filamentation instability, that is microscopic in the
transverse direction (see, e.g., [2–6]). The experimental
evidence of filamentation of very high current laser-
produced electron beams was recently reported for con-
ditions relevant to the FIS [7]. More generally, filamenta-
tion is a potential instability in beam-plasma systems in
frameworks ranging from accelerator physics to solar
flares.

In the linear stage, filamentation is generally studied
under some simplifying ab initio transverse approximation
of the dielectric tensor, so that filamentation instability is
attributed to the exponential growth of unstable electro-
magnetic purely transverse modes (k �E � 0) with wave
vector k normal to the beam [4,8–12]. It is also common to
refer to this instability as Weibel instability [4,7,8], though
the original mode studied by Weibel [13] would require
some plasma temperature anisotropy to be driven. Figure 1
sketches the original definitions of various modes under the
original Weibel scenario where k is parallel to the beam,
along the low temperature axis. As long as the beam is not
relativistic, the largest instability it undergoes is the two-
stream one, where the second ‘‘stream’’ is the return cur-
rent it generates in the plasma. But in the relativistic
05=94(11)=115002(4)$23.00 11500
regime, the ‘‘filamentation’’ growth rate eventually ex-
ceeds the two-stream one and is supposed to induce
beam filamentation.

In reality, the beam suffers much more instabilities at the
same time. Indeed, filamentation, Weibel, or two-stream
instabilities pertain to various orientations of the wave
vector and various kinds of waves (transverse or longitu-
dinal), but in the real world the beam-plasma system
triggers every possible mode allowed by Maxwell equa-
tions with a wide range of wave vector orientation. Among
all the triggered modes, the unstable ones start growing
exponentially while the most unstable one mostly shapes
the beam. When it comes to knowing how the beam is
eventually affected when entering the plasma, one needs
therefore to answer two questions: (i) which is the most
unstable mode all over the k space for the system inves-
tigated? and (ii) how does this mode shape the beam?
Following the guidelines built by these two questions, we
assert that the so-called filamentation instability is not the
2-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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fastest growing instability, even in the relativistic regime,
so that it is not the answer to the first question. As for the
second question, we shall see that this instability would not
produce the observed effects anyway, even if it were the
stronger one. We conclude proposing a new ‘‘candidate’’
for beam filamentation and comparing our predictions with
the experimental results presented in [7]. For clarity, we
keep labeling the most unstable transverse mode with wave
vector normal to the beam as the filamentation mode,
though our point is precisely that it does not filament.

Let us consider a beam of electrons (having mass me and
charge e) of density nb and relativistic velocity Vb passing
through a return current of plasma electrons of density np,
so that the system is unmagnetized. Both beam and plasma
are infinite and homogenous and ions are supposed to form
a fixed neutralizing background. Let us define the ratio
� � nb=np and introduce the plasma frequency !p �

�4
npe2=me�
1=2. Here the beam will be assumed to be

cold in the longitudinal direction, which is correct provided
the ratio of its longitudinal thermal velocity Vtbk over the
parallel phase velocity !p=kk is small compared to �1=3.
The filamentation growth rate can then be evaluated in the
weak beam density limit (�� 1) through

F ’ �

������
�
�b

s
!p; (1)

with � � Vb=c and �b � 1=
���������������
1� �2

p
. Within the same

weak beam density limit, the two-stream growth rate reads

TS ’

���
3
p

24=3

�1=3

�b
!p: (2)

Since F decreases like ��1=2
b whereas TS decreases like

��1
b , the filamentation growth rate eventually exceeds the

two-stream one when the beam is relativistic. Comparing
filamentation growth rate with the Weibel one (transverse
waves with the wave vector along the beam, as in [13]), one
finds filamentation to be also dominant so that it eventually
appears to be the largest instability [14].

However, this conclusion needs to be modified when
accounting for every other unstable mode with the wave
vector neither normal nor parallel to the beam.
Investigating these modes demands a fully electromagnetic
formalism which is the only way to capture longitudinal
modes (two-stream) as well as transverse modes (Weibel
and filamentation). Indeed, such a procedure shows that
two-stream and filamentation modes pertain to the same
branch of the dispersion equation so that it is possible to
switch continuously from the former to the latter by in-
creasing the angle �k between the beam and the wave
vector from 0 to 
=2. Consequently, the angle ’k between

the wave vector and the electric field of the mode [’k �

�dk;E�] needs to go continuously from 0 to 
=2 to bridge
between longitudinal two-stream modes and transverse
filamentation modes. In a recent paper [15], we began to
11500
implement such an electromagnetic formalism using the
relativistic Vlasov equation to describe the evolution of the
electronic distribution function of the beam-plasma sys-
tem. Using some simple water bag distribution functions
for the beam and the plasma, we investigated the two-
stream or filamentation (TSF) branch and found that the
growth rate reaches a maximum for an intermediate ori-
entation of the wave vector. This maximum scales like
��1=3

b and reads

M ’

���
3
p

24=3

�
�
�b

�
1=3

!p: (3)

It is noticeable that this result may be recovered under the
electrostatic longitudinal approximation [16]. Such an ap-
proach cannot, however, sweep the whole k plane.
Equation (3) shows that, even in the relativistic regime,
the filamentation growth rate should not be the larger one.
On the contrary, this mixed two-stream filamentation mode
shall be all the more dominant over the usual filamentation
mode that the beam is relativistic because of its �b scaling.
This trend amplifies even more when accounting for trans-
verse beam temperature, since filamentation is damped
[4,17] while M is almost unaffected [17]. Therefore, one
can say that the so-called filamentation instability may not
be the fastest growing one.

Let us explore this further and move to our second point
by questioning on what filamentation instability would do
to the beam, if even it had the largest growth rate. Within
the linear approximation, one restricts to small fluctuations
of the electron charge density. If �1 and E1 denote the first
order perturbations, respectively, to the electron charge
density and to the electric field, the Poisson equation
written in Fourier space brings

k � E1�k; !� � 4
�1�k; !�: (4)

It comes directly from this equation that a transverse mode
with k � E1 � 0 has �1�k; !� � 0 and cannot yield density
perturbations within the limits of the linear regime. As a
consequence, the transverse filamentation instability with
the wave vector normal to the beam cannot yield any
charge density fluctuations from the linear stage. It is
important to note that, for the same reasons, the original
Weibel mode [13] cannot linearly induce density filamen-
tation either.

As far as beam filamentation is concerned, experiments
and simulations show that the electronic density varies
transversely to the beam, producing the filaments [2,5–
7]. Now, if the electronic density varies while background
ions are (almost) at rest, there is necessarily a net charge
perturbation which precisely cannot be accounted for by
the mere exponential growth of a purely transverse wave. It
seems therefore that even if it were the fastest growing
instability, the so-called filamentation instability would not
produce these filaments. It is worth noticing that it could
produce current filaments, for Maxwell’s equations allow
such a wave to produce such perturbations. But these
2-2
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current filaments would have to preserve the neutrality of
the system beam plasma, that is, to preserve electronic
density since ions can be considered at rest.

Let us eventually determine which mode is responsible
for the observed filamentation. We see here that the most
natural candidate is the most unstable mode found along
the TSF branch. Being the fastest growing mode, it is the
one whose growth should ‘‘shape’’ the beam during the
linear phase while the other modes create fluctuations
around this basic shape. As for its ability to create fila-
ments, it is quasilongitudinal [15,17] so that its divergence
does not vanish. This mode, unlike the so-called filamen-
tation mode, satisfies therefore the criteria to induce fila-
mentation: It is the fastest growing one, it is microscopic in
the transverse direction, and it is two-stream-like, that is,
quasilongitudinal. Expressing the density perturbation in
terms of the wave electric field yields �1�k; !� �
kE1�k; !� cos’k=4
, and one retrieves the density pertur-
bation in the real space through

�1�r; t� �
X

k;!k

kE1�k; !k� cos’k

4

exp�ik � r� i!kt�: (5)

The sum above runs over every wave vector and every
proper frequency !k. Yet it will obviously be dominated
by the contribution of the fastest growing [having k 

Im�!k�> 0] self-excited modes. Figure 2 displays the
growth rates on the TSF branch in the �k?; kk� plane [18]
for some zero or finite plasma thermal velocities Vtp �

Vtpk � Vtp? and some zero or finite beam transverse ther-
mal velocities Vtb? [19]. It is important to note that the
associated real parts Re�!k� are in the vicinity of the
resonance given by !� kkVb � 0. To our knowledge,
this is the first exact computation of TSF growth rates in
the whole k space including beam and plasma temperatures
effects. These curves clearly show that when temperatures
are accounted for they act to control the instability domain,
damping the small wavelength perturbations along the
filamentation direction (kk � 0) and deforming the growth
rate surface so that a maximum growth rate appears for a
finite oblique wave vector kM. In this respect, Fig. 2(b)
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FIG. 2 (color online). Growth rates on the TSF branch in terms of
[23]); (b) hot beam, cold plasma; and (c) hot beam, hot plasma. Par
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shows the drastic influence of beam transverse temperature
for a cold plasma. Yet, every physical plasma has a finite
bulk temperature and, for � small enough, this plasma
temperature can be shown [17] to control essentially the
maximum growth rate location. Its �k?; kk� components are
then

k M �

 


!p

c

���������������
Vb=Vtp

q
;

!p

Vb

!
: (6)

We can then roughly evaluate the density perturbation in
Eq. (5) by retaining only the kM contribution. As for the
corresponding proper frequency, one has !kM �!p �

iM, where M is given by Eq. (3). Summing in the k space
the four contributions associated to all the possible orien-
tations of kM in (6), one finds that the density perturbation
behaves essentially as

�1�r; t� / exp�Mt� sin�kMkz�!pt� cos�kM?x�: (7)

Equation (7) displays spacial modulation of electron den-
sity in the beam direction (z) as well as in the normal
direction (x). In the normal direction, we witness the
‘‘birth’’ of the beam filamentation in the linear stage,
with filament interspace

Lf � 
�s

���������������
Vtp=Vb

q
; (8)

where �s � c=!p is the skin depth.
There are by now very few relevant experimental results

available for quantitative comparisons with this result. We
can consider Fig. 3 of Ref. [7], where plasma electronic
density is about 1020 electrons=cm3. This yields a plasma
skin depth of about 53 !m while our Fig. 3 scale indicates
the transverse space between filaments is somehow
smaller. Indeed, the quantity Lf introduced above is the

skin depth times a 

���������������
Vtp=Vb

q
factor which is smaller than 1

for a nonrelativistic plasma since Vb � c here. Taking
account of the estimated plasma temperature (100 eV),
we finally find Lf � 23 !m which is in good agreement
with what is observed. Figure 3 displays the right-hand side
of Eq. (7) for t � 1=!p. Filaments are clearly visible,
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combined with a beam segmentation along the beam di-
rection into segments 
�sVb=c� 
�s long. This parallel
segmentation may not be easily distinguishable in Fig. 3 of
Ref. [7] for its characteristic length (more than 150 !m) is
comparable to the size of the entire picture.

Let us here briefly discuss the applicability of our study.
As far as plasma (or beam) transverse temperatures are
large enough, the above results should apply to a finite
system where the beam has a finite radial extension rb, the
condition being that rbkM? � 1 (see [20] for filamentation
instability in a finite size beam). As far as FIS quantitative
applications are concerned, the major potential restriction
of the present study is the fact that the longitudinal beam
temperature has been neglected. Taking it into account
would substantially increase its difficulty as it would re-
quire a full kinetic treatment and may render untractable
the already demanding formal computations used in Fig. 2.
A useful discussion on the onset of kinetic effects and the
breakdown of the cold beam hypothesis may be found in
Ref. [21]. Besides, we used there water bag distributions
which were simpler to tackle than Maxwellian, but this
should only marginally affect the quantitative results
obtained.

Let us summarize our point as a conclusion. Relativistic
beam filamentation is an observed phenomenon. It is usu-
ally associated with the exponential growth of an unstable
mode called ‘‘filamentation instability.’’ It turns out that a
thorough study of every unstable mode reveals that the
‘‘filamentation mode’’ should not be the most unstable.
Furthermore, this mode is purely transverse and therefore
unable to produce charge density perturbations. A better
candidate to explain beam filamentation is the most un-
stable mode all over the k space, which turns out to be
intermediate between filamentation and two-stream waves.
Not only this mode appears to be the fastest growing one, it
is also quasilongitudinal so that it can perfectly induce
charge density perturbations. A simple evaluation of its
11500
growth shows how it creates beam filaments within a few
plasma periods and agreement with experiment presented
in [7] is found to be correct. It sets the characteristic
transverse and longitudinal filamentation scales, at least
during the linear initial stage when resistive (collisional)
effects are still negligible [20]. Finally, we wish to mention
that our study emphasizes the importance of quasilongitu-
dinal modes in modeling filamentation which agrees with
some considerations recently put forward by Macchi et al.
[22] among others.
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The hierarchy of electromagnetic instabilities suffered by a relativistic electron beam passing
through a plasma is investigated. The fluid approximation is used and beam densities up to the
plasma one are considered. The hierarchy between instabilities is established in terms of two
parameters only: the beam relativistic factor and the ratio nb /np of the beam density to the plasma
one. It is found that for nb /np�0.53, the most unstable modes are a mix between filamentation and
two-stream instabilities. Beyond this limit, filamentation instability may dominate, depending on the
beam relativistic factor. The largest growth rates are found for a beam density slightly smaller than
the plasma one. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2012067�
I. INTRODUCTION

The fast ignition scenario for inertial confinement
fusion1,2 involves the interaction of a relativistic electron
beam with a hot plasma. Many efforts3–8 have been devoted
recently in elucidating the behavior of this highly unstable
system which, indeed, is found unstable for any orientation
of the wave vector k.9 Given the high number of potential
instabilities undergone by the system, the main issue when
dealing with them is not only to evaluate one of them but to
find the “worst” growth rate. In other words, the all spectrum
of unstable modes may be excited when the system starts to
evolve, and the fastest growing unstable wave will shape the
beam and set the stage for the nonlinear phase.6

Let us consider an electron beam of density nb, velocity
Vb and relativistic factor �b interacting with a plasma of
electronic density np. Our interest here lies more in the hier-
archy of instabilities than in the growth rates themselves.
This is why we shall work within the framework of the fluid
approximation,9–12 neglecting temperature effects. As long as
the beam is relativistic and the temperatures involved non-
relativistic, the main physics is already in the fluid model
because the system is eventually equivalent to a low �but
nonzero� temperature one while the main source of instabili-
ties, namely the beam, is included in the model. Thus, the
main instabilities encountered in the Fourier space are al-
ready present, though the wave vectors for which they occur
together with the growth rates may differ when temperatures
are accounted for.

When the beam enters the plasma, a return current
quickly appears with velocity Vp which neutralizes the beam
one so that npVp=nbVb. Charge neutralization comes here
from a fixed ions background. As previously said, the system
beam+plasma is unstable all over the Fourier space. Setting
the beam velocity along the z axis and defining k= �kx ,kz�,

a�Electronic mail: antoineclaude.bret@uclm.es
b�
Electronic mail: claude.deutsch@pgp.u-psud.fr
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the Maxwell–Vlasov �relativistic� system in the linear regime
yields the electromagnetic dispersion equation reported in
Appendix A, Eq. �A1�. We additionally define the dimen-
sionless variables Z=kVb /�p, x=� /�p, �=nb /np, �=Vb /c,
and �p=1/�1−�2�2, the return current relativistic factor, �p

being the plasma electronic frequency. According to the ori-
entation of the wave vector, modes are longitudinal, trans-
verse or in between. As a matter of fact, one can check Eq.
�A1� yields the usual longitudinal two-stream modes for Zx

=0 �k �Vb� as well as transverse filamentation modes for Zz

=0 �k�Vb�. As usual, a root of this equation with a positive
imaginary part � yields an unstable mode. The growth rate
therefore reads ��Z ,� ,�b ,�p�. We shall study the hierarchy
of instabilities found at various wave vectors Zi. Also, cur-
rent neutralization sets a relation between the beam and the
plasma relativistic factors so that the hierarchy eventually
depends only on the ratio �=nb /np and the beam relativistic
factor �b. Equation �A1� is usually investigated in the weak
beam density limit ���1� which, through Vp=�Vb, yields a
nonrelativistic return current with �p�1. In FIS, the beam
density should remain smaller than the plasma one, except at
the beginning of its path. A ratio ��1 is difficult to consider
there because it would yield a current impossible to neutral-
ize with any plasma return current. As a matter of fact, a
relativistic electron beam of radius r�20 	m,3 �b=5 and
density nb=1021 cm−3 �Ref. 1� produces a current which is
about 860 larger than the Alfvén current ��b−1�mc3 /e.13 The
beam radius may vary and its energy increase, but the current
found is at least two orders of magnitude above the Alfvén
limit. This not only means current neutralization is required;
it also means a few percents of unneutralized current already
hit the Alfvén limit, thus keeping � close to unity. Values of
� approaching unity need therefore to be considered, given
the relative closeness of the beam density needed for ignition
and the plasma critical density where it should be laser gen-
erated. A comprehensive theory must also include the possi-

bility of a relativistic return current with relativistic factor

© 2005 American Institute of Physics4-1
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�p, as accounted for in Eq. �A1�. We shall now recall the
small beam density results before extending them to the high
density regime.

II. SMALL BEAM DENSITY LIMIT

A typical growth rate map obtained for weak beam den-
sity is displayed on Fig. 1�a�. In the beam direction, the
two-stream instability reaches a maximum for Zz�1 with the
maximum growth rate in �p units �every growth rate is ex-
pressed in �p units in this paper�

�TS �
�3

24/3

�1/3

�b
. �1�

In the direction normal to the beam, the filamentation insta-

FIG. 1. �Color online�. Numerical evaluation of the growth rate in terms of
Z=kVb /�p for �b=4. �a� �=0.05, �b� �=0.3, �c� �=1. The beam velocity is
aligned with the z axis.
bility growth rate behaves for small Zx as

Downloaded 25 Aug 2005 to 161.67.37.25. Redistribution subject to A
�F �� �

�b
Zx, �2�

and then saturates for Zx
� at

�F � �� �

�b
. �3�

It is easily seen than the growth rate �F reaches a maximum
for �=Vb /c=�2/3, i.e., �b=�3 with

�MF�� � 1� �
�2

33/4
�� . �4�

Finally, as can be checked on Fig. 1�a�, the most interesting
feature of this small density limit is the existence of the
absolute maximum growth rate for some oblique wave vec-
tors with Zz�1 and Zx
1.9,14 We shall denote this maxi-
mum two-stream/filamentation growth rate as �TSF with

�TSF �
�3

24/3� �

�b
	1/3

. �5�

As far as the hierarchy of these unstable modes is concerned,
it is obvious that �TSF��TS for any sets of parameters, except
in the nonrelativistic regime �b=1 where both growth rates
are equal. As for the comparison with filamentation growth
rate �F, Fig. 2 makes it clear that the TSF instability domi-
nates all over the domain ��1. We can therefore conclude
that the most dangerous instability in the small beam density
domain is the two-stream/filamentation one.6 Although not
relevant for FIS, let us say that when the beam is not rela-
tivistic, TSF growth rate merges with TS. Indeed, investiga-
tions conducted accounting for temperatures15 show that in
this regime, the two-stream instability eventually dominates
the ones found for oblique wave vector.

III. BEAM DENSITY EQUAL TO PLASMA DENSITY

We now turn to the regime where the beam density ap-
proaches the plasma one and the return current turns relativ-

FIG. 2. Domain of importance of the filamentation instability vs the TSF
one. The dashed line is computed equaling Eqs. �3� and �5� and corresponds
to Eq. �12�. The solid line is numerically calculated, accounting for every
high beam density effects.
istic. As we shall check, it is perfectly possible to analyze
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analytically the system for �=1. The bridge between �=1
and the previous section shall be made in the sequel. When
considering this perfectly symmetrical situation, both relativ-
istic factors are equal. The dispersion equation for the two-
stream instability is

1 −
1

�x − Zz�2�3 −
1

�x + Zz�2�3 = 0, �6�

where �=�b=�p. It is very instructive to remark that the
unstable root is found here with a zero real part. Such a
situation is therefore very different from the small beam den-
sity case, where the beam itself appears as a perturbation of
the free plasma so that two-stream proper frequencies are
found in the vicinity of �p. In the present case, the linear
theory we are considering analyzes perturbations of the sys-
tem plasma+beam which, in view of the beam density, is no
longer equivalent to an isolated plasma. The dispersion equa-
tion �6� can be solved exactly and the growth rate is found in
terms of Zz and �,

��=1
TS =��1 + 4Zz

2�3

�3 − Zz
2 −

1

�3 . �7�

It reaches a maximum for Zz= 1
2
�3/�3 with

��=1
TS =

1

2�3/2 . �8�

The filamentation growth rate found in the direction nor-
mal to the beam can also be determined exactly for any Zx

with �see also Ref. 11�

��=1
F =�Zx

2���1 + �2�2/Zx
2�3��2 + �8�4/Zx

2��� − 1

2�2 −
1

�3 .

�9�

This expression behaves at small Zx like

��=1
F � �Zx, �10�

and saturates for Zx
�2� /�3/2 with

��=1
F = ��2

�
. �11�

Comparing this equation with Eq. �3� obtained for ��1, we
see an obvious continuity between the two as the � and �b

scaling remain unchanged. Only the � scaling varies since
Eq. �3� would not yield the �2 factor for �=1. On the other
hand, the low Zx scaling is very different as it switches from
Zx /��b to Zx�b between ��1 and �=1 �compare Eqs. �2�
and �10��. We shall study in the next section this � transition,
very important for long wavelengths.

Turning now to the two-stream instability, it undergoes a
�b scaling transition as the growth rate behaves like 1/�b for
low beam density and 1/�b

3/2 for �=1. This can be physically
understood in terms of mass increase in the beam direction.
When �=1, all the electrons of the system are relativistic for
their motion along z, and all of them are, therefore, “heavier”

to move in this important direction for the two-stream insta-
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bility. But for low beam densities, only beam electrons are
heavier so the instability can more easily move a part of the
total electron population.

Turning now to arbitrary oriented wave vector, Fig. 1�c�
readily display the main high beam density effect: as already
noted by Califano et al.11 for �=1, the largest growth is now
found for the filamentation instability so that there must be a
transition from a TSF to a F dominant regime as � ap-
proaches 1. Such is the effect we shall now study in the
intermediate beam density section.

IV. INTERMEDIATE BEAM DENSITY

The main result of the preceding sections is that some-
where between ��1 and �=1, the system undergoes a tran-
sition from a TSF dominant regime to a F one. It is possible
to obtain a first hand estimate of the beam density when the
transition occurs equaling Eqs. �3� and �5�. Doing so, one
readily finds filamentation growth rate exceed the TSF one as
soon as ���c with

�c =
27�b

7

256��b
2 − 1�3 . �12�

This �b dependent threshold reaches a minimum for �b=�7
and �=0.44 and is indicated by the dashed line on Fig. 2. In
fact, this low � expression fails in two ways when the beam
density increases: on one hand, obviously, the weak density
limit cease to be valid, but on the other hand, the nonrelativ-
istic return current limit used in Eqs. �3� and �5� also fails. A
numerical evaluation of the frontier between the TSF and the
F dominant regions is displayed by the solid line on the same
figure. One can notice the agreement with the dashed line is
better at low �b because relativistic return current effects are
still small here.

Turning now to a more accurate determination of the
threshold curve, we can start evaluating it in the ultrarelativ-
istic limit. One finds the critical �c beyond which filamenta-
tion dominates is given in this limit by

�c � 1 − ��2

�b
	5/2

. �13�

The domain where filamentation dominates starts from �
�0.53 and ��3, which corresponds to the lower point of
the bold curve displayed on Fig. 2. It can therefore be said
that for beam densities smaller than 0.53np, TSF instabilities
shall dominate regardless of the beam energy. For higher
density, filamentation dominates for parameters �� ,�b� lo-
cated in the grey region of Fig. 2. The transition between the
two regimes is illustrated by Figs. 1�b�, 1�c�, and 5 where
one can check the waves vectors “bearing” the TSF instabil-
ity are yielding modes less and less unstable �comparatively
to F modes� as the beam density increases.

Figures 3 and 4 now stress the maximum growth rates
dependence for the three modes in terms of the couple
�� ,�b�. As expected, one can observe TSF always dominates
TS while both merges on the nonrelativistic regime. The
comparison is, therefore, to be made between F and TSF. In
this regard, Fig. 3 shows how filamentation dominates TSF

between two values of �b when beam density is �=0.55,
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which is just above the 0.53 threshold. Also, Fig. 4 clearly
shows how filamentation becomes dominant beyond a given
beam density.

An interesting high beam density effect is evidenced on
Fig. 3 as the growth rate reaches a maximum at low �b

before decreasing. This maximum can be localized approxi-
mately using the exact expression �9� calculated for �=1 and
is found for �b=�3, the very same value we found in the
small � limit. The corresponding value of the growth rate
can be calculated exactly from Eq. �9� and reads

�M��b = �3,� = 1� =
2

33/4 � 0.88. �14�

This growth rates of 0.88�p is an important data for it rep-
resents the largest growth rate encountered all over the un-
stable spectrum and all over the �� ,�b� plan. A further step
can be made using the fact that filamentation growth rate
Downloaded 25 Aug 2005 to 161.67.37.25. Redistribution subject to A
always saturates at high Zx. This allows to retrieve the F
maximum growth rate along the Zx axis as �see Appendix B
for details�

�2��,�b� =

��b

�p
2 +

��p

�b
2 	��1 +

4��1 + ��2�2�b�p

���b/�p
2� + ���p/�b

2��2 − 1	
2�b�p

.

�15�

Setting �b=�3 in the equation yields the maximum F growth
rate in terms of �

�MF��b = �3,�� =
�2

33/4���� + 1�
1 − 2�/3

, �16�

and one can check expressions �4� and �14� are retrieved in
the corresponding � limit. To summarize, let us say that

FIG. 3. �Color online�. Numerical
evaluation of TS �bold blue curve�, F
�green curve�, and TSF �dashed red
curve� maximum growth rates in terms
of �b for four beam densities
parameters.

FIG. 4. �Color online�. Numerical
evaluation of TS �bold blue curve�, F
�green curve�, and TSF �dashed red
curve� maximum growth rates in terms
of �b for four relativistic beam factors.
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when the beam density is kept constant, filamentation insta-
bility reaches a maximum for �b=�3. If beam density is high
enough for the system to be dominated by filamentation, this
maximum corresponds to the worst instability it can suffers.

We now fix the beam relativistic factor and look how the
system behaves for various �. As Fig. 4 makes it clear, the
maximum growth rate in the highly relativistic regime for the
F or TSF is not reached for �=1 but soon before. A detailed
analysis reveals that the growth rate is maximum at �=1 as
long as �b��3. Then, the maximum is found at ��1. This
feature can be investigated analytically noting the maximum
occurs in a region where F dominates. Developing Eq. �15�
for high �b, one finds a maximum reached for

� � 1 −
1

2
� 2

3�b
	5/2

. �17�

In the highly relativistic limit, it reads as

�M � 24/5� 1

3�b
	3/10

−
21/533/10

5�b
7/10 . �18�

Inserting the value �b=�3 in this equation yields �M �0.84,
which is quite close to the 0.88 given by Eq. �14�, even
though the expression above is valid in the ultra-relativistic
limit. It worth noticing the maximum growth rate for �=1
decreases as 1 /�b

0.5 �see Eq. �11�� whereas the maximum
growth rate for � given by Eq. �17� decreases as 1 /�b

0.3.
Therefore, the most “dangerous” density in the highly rela-
tivistic limit is not the plasma density but one slightly
smaller. Finally, filamentation growth rate at any � for small
Zx can be found developing the dispersion equation around
x=0 with

�F �� ��1 + ��2�b
3�p

3

��b + ��p���b
3 + ��p

3�
Zx, �19�

bridging Eqs. �2� and �10�. Having now the � dependent
coefficient of the small Zx expansion, we can look for the
critical beam density around which the scaling changes so
radically. To do so, we simply develop the expression above
near �=1 and find

�F = �b�1 −
1 − �

2/�b
2 	 + O�1 − ��2, �20�

which means the transition occurs for ��1−2/�b
2. Here

again, we can check that the most important density effects
are not achieved for �=1 but for densities slightly smaller.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Using a zero temperature model, we investigated beam
plasma electromagnetic instabilities in all k space for beam
densities up to the plasma one. The main result of the paper
is that when the beam exceeds a definite density threshold,
the dominant instability it suffers switches from TSF to fila-
mentation instability. As far as the transition TSF to F is
concerned, let us remind the reader that it just occurs because
the local maximum corresponding to TSF disappear, as can
be checked on Fig. 5. Also, the behavior of the largest

growth rate found in the system is not monotonous, whether
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it be in terms of �b or �. As for the beam energy dependence,
the most unstable situation corresponds to �b��3. As far as
beam density dependence is concerned, the most important
growth rate is reached for a density slightly lower than the
plasma one. Let us consider a beam starting its journey to-
wards the DT core with �b=10 and �=1, which means the
beam density equals the plasma critical �from the laser point
of view� density nc. Since the beam is going through a very
steep density gradient, � should decrease rapidly. Assuming,
for a first hand estimate, that the relativistic factor is at least
constant at the beginning of the process, we find with Fig. 4
��b=10� that the growth rate reaches its maximum value for
�=0.9. If the plasma density gradient is exponential16 and
covers 4 orders of magnitude in 100 	m between the critical
density nc and the core,1 the ratio nb /nc reaches the critical
value 0.9 after only 1.14 	m. At this stage, filamentation
dominates, as in Fig. 1�c�, and the growth rate is as large as
0.58�p. One could speculate that transverse beam tempera-
ture strongly damps the filamentation instability,17,18 but cal-
culations conducted for high beam densities shows it does
not.

One solution could be to start with a smaller nb /nc ratio.
But the laser dependent critical density on one hand, and the
density requirements on the beam to ignite the fuel19 on the
other hand, makes it difficult. A detailed investigation of fila-
mentation instability saturation at high beam density seems
therefore badly needed.
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APPENDIX A: DISPERSION EQUATION

The dispersion equation calculated in the fluid approxi-
mation for a beam at density nb and velocity Vb passing

FIG. 5. �Color online�. Growth rate as a function of Zz for Zx=� and various
� with �b=4. The transition between TSF and filamentation regime occurs
for the bold red curve with �=0.55. The small green arrows indicate the
location of the TSF growth rate while it exists.
through a plasma of density np with a return current Vp reads
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0 = 
ZxZz

�2 +
Zx�

�− x + Zz��b
+

Zx�

�x + Zz���p
�2

− 
−
Zz

2

�2 + x2�1 −
�

x2�b
−

1

x2�p
	�
−

Zx
2

�2

+ x2�1 −
��x2 + Zx

2�b
2�

x2�x − Zz�2�b
3 −

x2 + Zx
2�2�p

2

x2�x + Zz��2�p
3	� �A1�

with Z=kVb /�p, x=� /�p, �=nb /np, �=Vb /c, and �p rela-
tivistic factor of the return current.

APPENDIX B: DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM
FILAMENTATION GROWTH RATE

We derive here Eq. �15� for the filamentation growth rate
at high Zx. Starting from the dispersion equation �A1�, we set
Zz=0 and let Zx→� to reach the asymptotic dispersion equa-
tion for the filamentation instability as

� �

x2�b
−

�

x2�p
	2

+ �1 −
�

x2�b
−

1

x2�p
	

� 1

�2 +
�

x2�b
+

�2

x2�p
	 = 0, �B1�

which is found equivalent to

x2�b + ��2��1 + ��2 − x2��b� − x2���− 1 + �2� + x2�b��p

= 0. �B2�

This later equation is easily solved, and yields the growth
rate given by Eq. �15� after some manipulations.
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The temperature-dependent fluid model from Phys. Plasmas 13, 042106 �2006� is expanded in order
to explore the oblique electromagnetic instabilities, which are driven by a hot relativistic electron
beam that is interpenetrating a hot and magnetized plasma. The beam velocity vector is parallel to
the magnetic-field direction. The results are restricted to nonrelativistic temperatures. The growth
rates of all instabilities but the two-stream instability can be reduced by a strong magnetic field so
that the distribution of unstable waves becomes almost one dimensional. For high beam densities,
highly unstable oblique modes dominate the spectrum of unstable waves as long as �c /�p

�2�b
3/2, where �c is the electron gyrofrequency, �p is the electron plasma frequency, and �b is the

relativistic factor of the beam. A uniform stabilization over the entire k space cannot be achieved.
© 2006 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2335414�
I. INTRODUCTION

Beam instabilities are a subject of relevance for many
fields of plasma physics. The special case of a relativistic
electron beam is especially relevant to the fast ignition
scenario1 in inertial confinement fusion or to the relativistic
flows of astrophysical plasmas, in particular the relativistic
jets of microquasars,2 active galactic nuclei,3 gamma ray
burst production scenarios,4 or pulsar winds.5 The beam/
plasma system is unstable, and it has been known for a while
that the highest growth rates are neither found for wave vec-
tors k that are aligned with the beam velocity vector, nor for
wave vectors that are normal to the beam velocity vector, but
for intermediary orientations.6 These oblique modes were
first investigated in the fluid approximation6,7 due to the ana-
lytical complexity of the electromagnetic dispersion equation
involved. A temperature-dependent model based on kinetic
theory8 shows that the most unstable mode of the system is
quite localized in the k space, whereas a cold fluid model
recovers a continuum of most unstable modes.7 Furthermore,
the kinetic model evidences a specific orientation of the
wave vector relative to the beam velocity vector for which
the instability domain is unbounded.9,10

Physical situations involving a magnetized plasma are
also numerous, especially in astrophysics. Regarding inertial
fusion, some authors have recently proposed to “help” the
relativistic electron transport involved in the fast ignition
scenario by using a guiding magnetic field.11 Indeed, the fila-
mentation instability �k normal to the beam velocity vector�
of a beam interacting with a magnetized plasma �B0 parallel

a�Electronic mail: antoineclaude.bret@uclm.es
b�Electronic mail: markd@tp4.ruhr-uni-bochum.de
c�
Electronic mail: claude.deutsch@pgp.u-psud.fr

1070-664X/2006/13�8�/082109/8/$23.00 13, 08210
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to the beam velocity vector� can be completely suppressed
by a convenient magnetic field.12 As far as the oblique un-
stable modes are concerned, Godfrey et al.13 have shown
with the help of a fluid approximation that their growth rates
are significantly reduced by a magnetic field in the case of a
cold beam and a cold plasma. The growth of oblique modes,
however, cannot be fully suppressed.

Both the temperature and the magnetic field are thus
important for the growth of oblique waves. Thermal effects
localize the maximum growth rate on one single wave vector
and prompt an oblique critical direction and high values for
the unstable �k�. The introduction of a parallel static magnetic
field changes the spectrum of oblique instabilities and can
reduce their growth rates. It seems natural, therefore, to in-
vestigate the interplay of both effects and, more specifically,
to assess their joint impact on the growth rate map.

Two-stream unstable modes �k parallel to the beam� are
electrostatic, whereas filamentation modes are purely trans-
verse. Nevertheless, both instabilities pertain to the same
branch of the dispersion equation and enclose a continuum of
unstable modes as a function of the angle between the wave
vector and the beam velocity vector.13 These intermediate
modes are, therefore, neither purely electrostatic nor purely
transverse, and a fully electromagnetic formalism is manda-
tory to address them. If we also wish to study magnetic and
temperature effects, the kinetic formalism becomes analyti-
cally hardly tractable for oblique modes, whereas some very
interesting kinetic treatments of the magnetized case are
available for the filamentation instability12 and the two-
stream one.14,15 This is why we choose to approach these
modes through the temperature-dependent fluid model de-
scribed in Ref. 16, which is suitable to describe the main

effects of a finite temperature on the oblique modes. The

© 2006 American Institute of Physics9-1
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fluid model has already been successfully employed to de-
rive interesting thermal effects related to the Weibel
instability17,18 and a similar laser-induced instability.19,20 It
turns out that the fluid model can also be used as a tool
throughout the entire k space. It is important to note, how-
ever, that this model has been limited thus far to nonrelativ-
istic temperatures. The kinetic model, with which the solu-
tions obtained by the fluid model have been verified, is based
on waterbag distributions. These are only valid in the non-
relativistic regime.21 Nevertheless, the allowed temperature
range still allows us to examine a variety of relevant physical
settings, such as the interaction of a relativistic electron
beam with a fusion plasma.

The present article is thus an extension of the work of
Godfrey et al. in two directions. On the one hand, the limit of
high beam densities is examined in more detail and we de-
rive a number of analytical results concerning the oblique
modes. Most of them are exact, which can be considered as
another advantage of the present method. On the other hand,
the effects of nonzero beam and plasma temperatures are
included. The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II, we
summarize the formalism introduced in Ref. 16 and extend it
to a magnetized plasma. The cold magnetized case is then
considered in Sec. III with emphasis on the high beam den-
sity regime. The interplay between the magnetic field and the
nonzero temperatures is treated in Sec. IV before we detail
the stabilization effects of the magnetic field in Sec. V and
reach our conclusions.

II. FORMALISM

We consider an infinite and uniform plasma that has the
electron number density np and is embedded in a static mag-
netic field B0=B0ez as pictured in Fig. 1. An infinite and
homogeneous relativistic beam with the number density nb,
velocity Vb �B0, and relativistic factor �b passes through the
plasma. The electrons of the background plasma flow with
the velocity Vp and the associated current cancels the beam
current out, so that nbVb=npVp. We shall make no assump-
tion on the ratio �=nb /np so that the flow speed with the
relativistic factor �p of the plasma providing the return cur-
rent may reach the relativistic regime when ��1. The ions
are treated as a fixed neutralizing background. The fluid for-
malism is based on Maxwell’s equations as well as the rela-
tivistic fluid equations for the two electron populations
�j denotes beam, p is plasma�,

�nj − � · �njv j� = 0, �1�

FIG. 1. Definition of the magnetic field B0, the beam velocity Vb, and the
wave vector k.
�t
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�p j

�t
+ �v j · ��p j = q�E +

v j � B

c
� −

�Pj

nj
, �2�

where p j =� jmv j for the beam and the plasma, and Pj stands
for the pressure in both fluids. Since we only deal with elec-
trons here �ions are fixed�, m and q�0 denote the electron
mass and charge, respectively. The linearization of Eqs. �1�
and �2� with B=B0+B1 �B1�B0� is quite standard �see Refs.
13 and 16�. The temperature-dependent fluid treatment con-
sists of considering �Pi=3kBTi�ni �Refs. 10 and 22–24�
in Eq. �2�, while replacing the scalar Ti by the temperature
tensor

Ti = 	Ti� 0 0

0 Ti� 0

0 0 Ti�

 . �3�

Unlike Ref. 16, where the respective roles of parallel and
perpendicular temperatures are considered separately, we re-
strict our analysis to an isotropic beam and plasma with the
temperatures Tb and Tp, respectively. With the temperature,
the nonrelativistic beam and plasma thermal velocities can
be expressed through

mVtj
2 = 3kBTj . �4�

The dispersion equation for a mode �k ,�� reads

det�I +
1

x2U� = 0, �5�

where I is the identity matrix and the elements of the tensor
U are reported in the Appendix, Eqs. �A2� in terms of the
normalized variables,

�b =
Vtb

Vb
, �p =

Vtp

Vb
, Z =

kVb

�p
, � =

Vb

c
,

�6�

x =
�

�p
, � =

nb

np
, 	B =

�c

�p
,

with the electron plasma frequency �p= �4
npq2 /m�1/2, the
electron gyrofrequency �c=eB0 /mc, and the thermal veloci-
ties Vtj defined by Eqs. �4�. The vector k, and thus Z, is
confined to the �x ,z� plane without any loss of generality.13

We define the angle � between k �or Z� and the beam veloc-
ity vector, which is parallel to the z axis, such that
kz=k cos � and kx=k sin � �see Fig. 1�.

III. MAGNETIZED COLD PLASMA AND COLD BEAM

While investigating the cold beam-plasma system,
Godfrey et al.13 derived a number of analytical results in the
low beam density limit. Although we also discuss this limit,
we primarily explore the high beam density regime and de-
rive some key results for the stabilization of the filamentation
instability for any beam density �Eq. �11�� and the largest
oblique growth rate �Eq. �13��. We also derive a simple ex-
pression for the magnetic field required to recover a system

governed by the two-stream instability �Eq. �14��.
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A. Two-stream and filamentation instabilities

As far as the analytical results are concerned, the main
point here is that a static magnetic field aligned with the
beam velocity vector leaves unchanged the two-stream insta-
bility �the oscillating motion is oriented along the magnetic
field�, whereas it can completely stabilize filamentation.12,13

This shows that the “uniform” �over the entire k space� sta-
bilization effect of the magnetic field is eventually limited
since the largest growth rate cannot be smaller than the two-
stream one, which is

�TS�� � 1� �
�3

24/3

�1/3

�b
,

�7�

�TS�� = 1� =
1

2�b
3/2 ,

in units of �p. Both are derived �the result for �=1 is exact�
from the dispersion equation of the two-stream instability at
any beam density,

1 −
�

�b
3�x − Zz�2 −

1

�p
3�x + �Zz�2 = 0. �8�

Figure 2 display the growth rate map obtained from Eqs. �1�
and �2� in terms of Z for beam densities varying from 0.1np

to np and for a magnetic-field parameter 	B ranging from 0
to 4. It is known13 that the filamentation instability is com-

pletely suppressed for
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	B  ����b �9�

when ��1, and this result is perfectly retrieved in the
present fluid model. It is worth noting that a kinetic formal-
ism using Maxwellian distribution functions12 yields the
same result �see Sec. IV A for more details�. Besides the
two-stream instability, the magnetized plasma also supports
whistler modes with k �B0 and x�Zz

2	B
2 /�2. As long as the

beam density remains small ���1�, the beam-plasma sys-
tem still supports them and we found that they remain stable.

For a larger beam density, the magnetic field that is re-
quired to suppress the filamentation instability is larger than
that given by Eq. �9� since the filamentation instability is still
the fastest growing one in Fig. 2, even for 	B=2. Indeed, we
find that in this regime, namely �=1, the filamentation van-
ishes for �exact result�

	B  ��2�b. �10�

The scaling of the growth rate with �b is the same as in the
low beam density limit, but the factor of �2 prevents us from
simply setting �=1 in Eq. �9� to recover Eq. �10�. Indeed, an
exact value can be found for any � noting that the growth
rate just saturates at high Zx in the cold fluid model. One can
thus consider the equation for the filamentation instability
setting Zz=0 in Eqs. �A1� and �A2� to obtain an expression
such as Q�Zx ,x ,	B�=0. The system is stable if the resulting
equation vanishes for x=0 since the filamentation instability
is an absolute instability. The magnetic-field threshold is thus

FIG. 2. �Color online� Numerical
evaluation of the growth rate in �p

units for electromagnetic instabilities
in terms of the reduced vector
Z=kVb /�p, for density ratios � from
0.1 to 1, and magnetic-field intensity
	B=�c /�p from 0 to 4. The beam is
aligned with Zz with �b=4.
defined by Q�Zx ,0 ,	B�=0. This threshold can be found ex-
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actly and its limit for Zx→� shows that filamentation van-
ishes for

	B
2 

�b + ��p

2�b�p
��1 +

4��1 + ��2�2�b
3�p

3

��b + ��p�2 − 1� . �11�

This important quantity is plotted in Fig. 3, which shows that
the required 	B is larger than unity, unless the beam density
is low.

B. Oblique instabilities

Although the filamentation instability is eventually can-
celed by the magnetic field, Fig. 2 makes it clear that stabi-
lization is far from being uniform as unstable modes for ob-
lique wave vectors are numerous. As long as the beam
density is small, the unstable modes are close to the proper
modes of the magnetized plasma that exist if no beam is
present. The instabilities are thus found near the electron
gyromodes Zz�1 and Zz�	B�1±1/�b�, while the whistler
modes remain stable, as previously stated. For an angle
��
 /2, some unstable modes are present, which are similar
to the upper hybrid mode. The system is, however, quickly
stabilized by the magnetic field for �=
 /2.13 As we go from
weak magnetic fields �	B�1� to strong magnetic fields
�	B=2 and 4�, the resonances due to the magnetic field be-
come strong.

In the high beam density limit ��=1�, the real part of the
proper frequency of this perfectly symmetric system van-
ishes. It is interesting to observe that, for �=1 and 	B=4,
the only remaining unstable modes form a sharp peak around
Zz=1, corresponding to the shifted resonance at Zz=	B /�b.
By approximating the dispersion equation around this value
of Zz and by letting Zx go to infinity, we find the asymptotic
dispersion equation,

0 = �b
2��x2 − Zz

2�2�b
2 − 4�2 − 2�x2 + Zz

2�/�b�

− 2�b��x2 + Zz
2��b − 1/�b

2�	b
2 + 	b

4, �12�

where we have dropped the factor x2�b
3�x+Zz�2�x−Zz�2,

FIG. 3. Value of 	B needed to cancel the filamentation instability in the cold
fluid model, in terms of the ratio �=nb /np and the �b factor of the beam.
The maximum value reached on this plot is �2�b�4.47. The result remains
unchanged when nonrelativistic temperatures are accounted for.
which only yields real roots. By setting Zz=	B /�b, we find a
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simple expression for the largest oblique growth rate in the
high 	B regime

� �
1

	B
, �13�

which is independent of the beam energy. This fact was al-
ready pointed out in the weak beam density regime by God-
frey et al., and we have demonstrated here that it is valid also
for high beam densities. For example, the maximum growth
rate found for �=1 and 	B=2 �see Fig. 2� is �0.47, which
agrees well with the Eq. �13�. It is also clear that, in contrast
to the case of low beam densities,13 the spectrum here is
mainly oblique, as long as the “magnetic” oblique growth
rate is larger than the maximum two-stream one, which is
1 /2�b

3/2 �see Eqs. �7��. We can therefore derive the magnetic-
field value that is necessary to recover a 1D-like system
dominated by the two-stream instability

	B � 2�b
3/2. �14�

This equation shows that the unstable spectrum of the sym-
metric system ��=1� can be governed by oblique modes up
to very high values of the magnetic fields, because two-
stream modes are much more attenuated by relativistic ef-
fects than oblique ones. Indeed, we discuss in the conclu-
sions that the required B0 to suppress the growth of the
oblique modes reaches a few gigagauss for conditions repre-
sentative of the fast ignition scenario.

IV. MAGNETIZED HOT PLASMA AND HOT BEAM

We observe here the very same pattern we found in the
nonmagnetized case. As far as the two-stream or filamenta-
tion instabilities are concerned, a nonzero temperature has a
stabilizing effect, although, for nonrelativistic temperatures,
a complete stabilization is only possible for the filamentation
instability ��=
 /2�. Regarding the oblique instabilities, the
growth rate “ridges,” which were found at constant Zz, ac-
quire an angle, while temperatures tend to lessen the growth
rates at high Z. Various growth rate maps are displayed in
Fig. 4 for parameters �� ,	B� that vary from �0.1,0� to �1,4�.
In what follows, we discuss these maps.

A. Two-stream and filamentation instabilities

The two-stream instability is revised only briefly, be-
cause it is unaffected by the magnetic field. The temperature-
dependent dispersion equation reads

1 −
�

�b
3�x − Zz�2 − 2Zz

2�b
2 −

1

�p
3�x + �Zz�2 − 2Zz

2�p
2 = 0, �15�

and it can be shown �see the end of this section� that effects
introduced by a nonrelativistic temperature ��p,b�1� are
weak. This instability is thus preventing again a possible
stabilization of the system over the entire k space. This is
clearly visible in Fig. 4 and it is in agreement with the case
of a cold beam and plasma that is shown in Fig. 2.

As far as the filamentation instability is concerned, it is
known25 that a nonzero temperature can stabilize it in un-

magnetized plasma. For a magnetized plasma, the
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temperature-dependent problem has been solved by Cary et
al.12 in the low beam density limit, using a fully kinetic
formalism based on Maxwellian velocity distribution func-
tions and a “Krook” collision term26 to account for colli-
sional effects. They found that the filamentation is stabilized,
regardless of the temperature, for 	B����b, which is an
upper bound for the required magnetic field. It is, however,
possible to stabilize the filamentation with an even weaker
magnetic field. If the plasma electron gyroradius ap is large
compared to the plasma Debye length �D, the filamentation
instability ceases to develop for 	B�2��b+ �Tp

−Tb�� /mc2. In the opposite limit, ap��D, stabilization is
achieved for 	B����bTp /Tb�. These results pertain to the
collisionless case. Interestingly, it is found that as soon as the
Krook collision frequency � is nonzero, stabilization can
never be achieved for 	B�����b so that there is absolutely
no difference in the stabilization criteria between the fluid
model and an elaborate kinetic one with an arbitrarily small
�0. This is another agreement between the fluid model and
more elaborate models and it shows that our fluid description
is accurate also for magnetized plasma.

For high beam densities, the stabilization criterion can
be determined by the method that has led to Eq. �12�. We
find that nonzero temperatures are instrumental in reducing
the range of unstable Zx, and this is clearly visible in Fig. 4.
Thermal effects, however, do not reduce the strength of the
magnetic field that is required to completely cancel the in-

�
stability, which is still given by 	B=� 2�b �see Eq. �10��.
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B. Oblique modes

The impact of thermal effects on the oblique modes is
qualitatively similar to the case of an unmagnetized plasma.
The growth rate “ridges,” which were parallel to the Zx axis,
now form a nonzero angle with it, as Fig. 4 reveals. These
orientation angles can be determined by studying the over-
lapping of the singularities of the dispersion function.16,21 It
can be demonstrated with the help of Eqs. �A2� that the
denominators of the dispersion function do not depend on the
magnetic field in the limit of large Z, because 	B appears in
conjunction with Z2 whereas the denominators are polynomi-
als of fourth degree in Z. This means that the angle �c, at
which the ridges form with the beam velocity vector at high
Z, is independent of 	B. The angle is exactly the one that is
corresponding to the unmagnetized case,16

tan �c �
1 + �

�p + �b/��b

. �16�

Another consequence of the absence of 	B in this equation is
that the various ridges created by the magnetic field are par-
allel, as Fig. 4 confirms. In summary, the first oblique effect
introduced by temperature �the critical angle� is therefore
modified as follows: the magnetic field adds new ridges in
the oblique directions due to gyroresonances, but their direc-
tion is equal to that obtained for the unmagnetized case.

We now turn to the second oblique effect, namely the

FIG. 4. �Color online� Numerical
evaluation of the growth rate in �p

units for electromagnetic instabilities
in terms of the reduced vector
Z=kVb /�p, for density ratios � from
0.1 to 1, and magnetic-field intensity
	B=�c /�p from 0 to 4. The beam
is aligned with Zz with �b=4, and
�p=�b=0.1 for the temperature
parameters.
localization of the maximum growth rate in a purely oblique
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direction. A comparison of Figs. 2 and 4 shows that thermal
effects on the magnetized system are weak. Nonzero tem-
peratures, together with the magnetic field, tend to stabilize
the system all over the Fourier space so that there is no
competition between both effects. Furthermore, the curves
plotted in Fig. 4 with �p,b=0.1 are not valid for relativistic
temperatures and the graphs address the impact of nonzero
temperatures over the entire temperature range that is acces-
sible to our fluid model.

In the low beam density regime, the spectrum is domi-
nated by the two-stream instability also for large magnetic
fields. The small temperature parameters may be neglected
and the transition between a spectrum that is dominated by
the oblique modes to one that is dominated by the two-
stream modes occurs as explained by Godfrey et al.13 In the
symmetric case, where the beam density equals the plasma
density and for which the return current acquires the same
relativistic factor as the beam, the spectrum is dominated by
oblique instabilities. Thermal effects mainly result in tilting
the ridges with high growth rates, starting from Zz�	B /�b.
The maximum growth rate along this ridge is still �1/	B so
that a magnetic-field strength as high as 	B�2�b

3/2 �see Eq.
�14�� is required to recover a spectrum that is dominated by
the two-stream modes.

The reader may have noticed that we use here Eq. �7� for
the maximum growth rate of the two-stream instability,
which is derived for the case of a cold plasma and for �=1.
The two-stream dispersion equation �15�, which includes
thermal effects, can be solved exactly for �b=�p� and it
gives the growth rate � �in �p units�,

�2 =
1 + Zz

2��b
3 + 2�b

2� − �1 + 4Zz
2�b

3�1 + 2Zz
2�b

2�
�b

2 . �17�

After some rearrangements, its maximum value �m is found
to be

�m = F����0
m, �18�

where �0
m=1/2�b

3/2 is the cold maximum growth rate given
by Eqs. �7� for �=1 and

F =�1 − 2�2 − �1 − 2�2�3/2

�2 , � =
�

�b
3/2 . �19�

The parameter � is clearly very small here and the develop-
ment F���1��1−3�2 /4 proves that thermal effects are
negligible, although they result in a slight reduction of the
growth rate of the two-stream instability.

V. STABILIZATION OF THE SYSTEM THROUGH
A MAGNETIC FIELD

Let us now discuss the important point of the stabiliza-
tion of the system before we reach our conclusions. The
main point to emphasize here is that a complete stabilization
of all modes is never achieved for nonrelativistic tempera-
tures and a relativistic beam speed, regardless of the
magnetic-field strength. It is widely thought that relativistic
beam plasma systems are dominated by the filamentation
instability. Stabilizing the filamentation instability would

thus leave the two-stream instability as the only plasma ther-
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malization mechanism. The investigation of the oblique
modes shows, however, that the system can be perfectly
stable with respect to the filamentation instability and still
remain unstable to oblique mode instabilities. For example,
Fig. 4 shows that for �=0.1, 	B=2 and 4, �=0.55 and 1,
and 	B=4, the filamentation modes are no longer unstable,
whereas oblique unstable modes are still present.

As far as the stabilizing effect of nonrelativistic tempera-
tures is concerned, the present fluid model shows that it tends
to be weaker than the stabilizing influence of the magnetic
field. Within the limits of the present study, an increasing
magnetic-field strength is progressively damping the oblique
modes, until their growth rate falls below that of the two-
stream instability. A fully kinetic treatment of the problem
will, however, be needed to explore how thermal effects in-
terfere with magnetic-field effects in the high-temperature
regime, which is inaccessible to our fluid approach and
which will probably yield a stronger relative influence of
thermal effects.

Let us find the order of magnitude that is needed for the
magnetic-field strength to stabilize a relativistic electron
beam, for example within the context of the fast ignition
scenario. The magnetic field can be expressed in terms of 	B

through

B0 = 3.21 � 10−3	B
�np �cm−3� G. �20�

As the beam makes its way to the dense core of the bulk
plasma, it should interact most strongly when the ratio �
reaches unity.27–29 Assuming an initial ratio �=1 for a
plasma density np=1021 cm−3 and a beam gamma factor
�b=5,1 the condition 	B2�b

3/2 �see Eq. �14�� implies

B0  2.27 � 109 G = 2.27 � 105 T, �21�

which corresponds indeed to a huge magnetic-field strength.
Although fields of such magnitude may have been reported
in laser/plastic target experiments,30 only 30 MG fields have
actually been observed, and this only over small distances.
Beam stabilization by a magnetic field may thus not be real-
istic in the context of the fast ignition scenario. However,
magnetic fields that are strong enough to stabilize relativistic
particle beams may be found in astrophysical plasmas.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have expanded the two-fluids model described in
Ref. 16 so as to deal with the oblique electromagnetic insta-
bilities that develop in a magnetized plasma. We have not
restricted our study to the limit of low beam densities and we
have extended instead our study up to a beam density that is
comparable to the plasma density. We have considered a
relativistic beam speed, but the temperatures of the beam and
bulk plasmas have been restricted to nonrelativistic regimes.
Our main results are summarized in Table I. There is no
competition between the magnetic field and the thermal ef-
fects, because both tend to weaken all but the two-stream
instability.

This tendency bears important consequences for astro-
physical plasmas, such as jets. The relativistic jets associated

with gamma ray bursts, for example, carry strong magnetic
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fields4 and their thermal radiation suggests temperatures in
the keV range,31 which are likely to suppress or, at least, to
weaken the filamentation instability. The competing purely
electrostatic waves driven by the two-stream instability, and
probably also the quasi-electrostatic oblique modes,9,32 satu-
rate by the trapping of electrons.32 The trapping of electrons
by such waves, in particular if their phase speed is relativis-
tic, can trigger powerful secondary instabilities such as
cavitation33 and relativistic turbulence.34,35 In the presence of
a weak perpendicular magnetic-field component, the trapped
electrons can be efficiently accelerated by their cross-field
transport.36,37 These plasma processes can accelerate elec-
trons and even protons38 to ultrarelativistic energies and
could account for the highly energetic radiation that such jets
emit. No such energetic secondary instabilities have been
reported for the electromagnetic filamentation instability.39

In the weak beam density limit, the unstable spectrum is
all the more two-stream-like when the system is magnetized.
In contrast to this limit, the system is dominated by oblique
instabilities when the beam density equals the plasma one, as
long as 	B�2�b

3/2. When applied to the fast ignition setting
for inertial fusion, this criterion yields an unrealistically high
magnetic-field strength. Extremely strong magnetic fields

TABLE I. Main effects of the magnetic parameter 	B, the temperature
parameters �b and �p, the density parameter �, and the beam energy param-
eter �b on the maximum growth rates for the filamentation, the oblique, and
the two-stream modes.

Modes 	B �b, �p � �b

Filamentation Stable for
	B see Eq.

�11�

Small, over-
come by 	B

effects

��1/2 �1/�b
1/2

Oblique �=1 �1/	B for
	B1

Critical
angle, Eq.

�16�

- None

Oblique
��1

See Ref. 13 Critical
angle, Eq.

�16�

See Ref. 13 None13

Two-stream None Small, see
Eqs. �18�
and �19�

��1/3 �1/�b
1 or 3/2,

Eqs. �7�
p p z x p p
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may, however, exist at magnetars,40 but a correct description
of the plasma in such extreme conditions needs to account
for photon-photon interactions and quantum-mechanical
effects.41,42

The present study evidences both the advantages and the
limitations of the fluid model. To our knowledge, there is
currently no kinetic theory of oblique modes for the magne-
tized case. For the case of an unmagnetized plasma, it seems
that the only available kinetic theory has been limited thus
far to small temperatures,21 and its predictions are currently
successfully being tested through 2D PIC simulations.32 Al-
though these modes become dominant in the relativistic re-
gime and seem to be more “resistant” to the usual damping
processes �temperature, magnetic field�, their investigation is
still in its infancy. The present temperature-dependent fluid
model can, in this context, serve as a “toy model,” which
allows us to explore a number of properties of oblique modes
at a reasonable analytical cost. Its agreement with a low-
temperature kinetic model in the nonmagnetized case16 al-
lows us to use it as a guide for the magnetized case, but a
more elaborate treatment is needed to confirm and extend the
present results.
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APPENDIX: TENSOR DEFINING THE DISPERSION
EQUATION

The tensor U introduced in Eq. �5� reads

U = 	U11 U12 U13

U12
* U22 U23

U13
* U23

* U33

 , �A1�

where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate, and
U11 = −
Zz

2

�2 +
− ��x − Zz�4�b

4 + 2��x − Zz�2Zz
2�b�b

2

�x − Zz�4�b
5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2 − ��x − Zz�2�b
3 − 2Zz

2�b
2�	B

2

+
− �x + �Zz�4�p

4 + 2Zz
2�x + �Zz�2�p�p

2

�x + �Zz�4�p
5 − 2�x + �Zz�2�p

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�p
2��p

2 − ��x + �Zz�2�p
3 − 2Zz

2�p
2�	B

2 ,

U22 = −
Zx

2 + Zz
2

�2 +
− ��x − Zz�4�b

4 + 2��x − Zz�2�b�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2

�x − Zz�4�b
5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2 − ��x − Zz�2�b
3 − 2Zz

2�b
2�	B

2

+
− �x + �Zz�4�p

4 + 2�x + �Zz�2�p�Zz
2 + Zx

2�p
2��p

2

�x + �Zz�4�5 − 2�x + �Zz�2�2�Z2 + Z2�2��2 − ��x + �Zz�2�3 − 2Z2�2�	2 ,

p z p B
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U33 = −
Zx

2

�2 −
��x − Zz�2�b�x2�b + Zx

2��b
3 − 2�b

2�� − x2�	B
2

�x − Zz�4�b
5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2 − ��x − Zz�2�b
3 − 2Zz

2�b
2�	b

2

−
�x + �Zz�2�p�x2�p + Zx

2��2�p
3 − 2�p

2�� − x2	B
2

�x + �Zz�4�p
5 − 2�x + �Zz�2�p

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�p
2��p

2 − ��x + �Zz�2�p
3 − 2Zz

2�p
2�	B

2 ,

U12 = i	B� − ��x − Zz�3�b
3 + 2��x − Zz�Zz

2�b
2

�x − Zz�4�b
5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2 − ��x − Zz�2�b
3 − 2Zz

2�b
2�	b

2

+
− �x + �Zz�3�p

3 + 2Zz
2�x + �Zz��p

2

�x + �Zz�4�p
5 − 2�x + �Zz�2�p

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�p
2��p

2 − ��x + �Zz�2�p
3 − 2Zz

2�p
2�	B

2 � ,

U13 =
ZxZz

�2 −
�Zx�x − Zz�2�b��x − Zz��b

3 + 2Zz�b
2�

�x − Zz�4�b
5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�b
2��b

2 − ��x − Zz�2�b
3 − 2Zz

2�b
2�	B

2

+
Zx�x + �Zz�2�p���x + �Zz��p

3 − 2Zz�p
2�

�x + �Zz�4�p
5 − 2�x + �Zz�2�p

2�Zz
2 + Zx

2�p
2��p

2 − ��x + �Zz�2�p
3 − 2Zz

2�p
2�	B

2 ,

U23 = iZx	B� ��x − Zz���x − Zz��b
3 + 2Zz�b

2�
�x − Zz�4�b

5 − 2�x − Zz�2�b
2�Zz

2 + Zx
2�b

2��b
2 − ��x − Zz�2�b

3 − 2Zz
2�b

2�	B
2

+
�x + �Zz��− ���x + �Zz��p

3� + 2Zz�p
2�

�x + �Zz�4�p
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The stability analysis of an electron-beam–plasma system is of critical relevance in many areas of
physics. Surprisingly, decades of extensive investigation have not yet resulted in a realistic unified picture
of the multidimensional unstable spectrum within a fully relativistic and kinetic framework. All attempts
made so far in this direction were indeed restricted to simplistic distribution functions and/or did not aim
at a complete mapping of the beam-plasma parameter space. The present Letter comprehensively tackles
this problem by implementing an exact linear model. Three kinds of modes compete in the linear phase,
which can be classified according to the direction of their wave number with respect to the beam. We
determine their respective domain of preponderance in a three-dimensional parameter space and support
our results with multidimensional particle-in-cell simulations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.205008 PACS numbers: 52.40.Mj, 52.35.Qz, 52.57.Kk

Relativistic electron beams moving through a collision-
less background plasma are ubiquitous in a variety of
physical systems pertaining, e.g., to inertial confinement
fusion [1], the solar corona [2], electronic pulsar winds [3],
accreting black hole systems [4], active galactic nuclei [5],
or �-ray burst sources [6]. Regardless of its setting, the
electron-beam–plasma system has been known to be prone
to collective processes since the very early studies on the
so-called two-stream instability [7], which is of electro-
static nature and therefore characterized by wave and
electric field vectors both parallel to the beam flow direc-
tion. Later on, another class of unstable modes was dis-
covered: usually referred to as ‘‘filamentation’’ [8] or
Weibel modes [9], they are mostly electromagnetic, purely
growing, and develop preferentially in the plane normal to
the beam. Finally, unstable modes propagating obliquely to
the beam were investigated [10] and found to rule the
system in case of cold and diluted relativistic electron
beams [11–13]. To date, the few kinetic approaches inves-
tigating the whole two-dimensional (2D) unstable spec-
trum have been restricted to nonrelativistic energy spreads
[14] or to waterbaglike distribution functions of question-
able validity at high energy spreads [15]. Among the
salient features of the oblique modes revealed by the latter
studies are their mostly electrostatic character and usually
efficient interaction with both the beam and plasma com-
ponents. Yet, because of various limitations, all the models
considered so far have failed to provide a complete picture
of the hierarchy of the competing unstable modes as a
function of the system parameters. One should stress that
addressing this long-standing issue, which is the main goal
of the present Letter, is a critical prerequisite to under-
standing the nonlinear aspects of the beam-plasma inter-
action. Among these are the instability-induced collective
stopping and scattering, whose level is expected to depend

closely on the nature (i.e., electrostatic or electromagnetic)
of the underlying processes [16–24].

In contrast to past studies, the fully relativistic kinetic
model implemented here involves, for both the counter-
streaming beam and plasma populations (hereafter identi-
fied by the subscripts b and p), unperturbed distribution
functions in the form of drifting Maxwell-Jüttner functions
[25–27]

 f0
��p� �

��

4��2
�K2���=���

exp�������p� � ��py��;

(1)

which allow for arbitrary energy spreads and drifts. Here
� � �b; p� stands for the beam or plasma component,
�� � hpy=�i is the normalized y-aligned mean drift ve-
locity, �� the corresponding relativistic factor, and �� �
mc2=kBT� the normalized inverse temperature of each
electron component. All momenta are normalized by mc.
K2 denotes a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
Current neutralization is assumed, that is, nb�b � np�p �
0, where nb and np are the beam and plasma mean den-
sities, respectively. From now on, the ions form a fixed
neutralizing background and collisions are neglected. It is
noteworthy that the above model distribution function is
provided a thermodynamically consistent derivation from
first principles in Ref. [25,26], where it is shown to max-
imize the specific entropy for fixed values of each species’
total momentum and energy. In addition to its thermody-
namic grounds, this distribution function is helpful in
gaining insight into the stability properties of smooth rela-
tivistic distributions, as opposed to the commonly used
waterbag distributions [28–30], severely flawed by the
neglect of Landau damping. The evolution of the initially
homogeneous and unmagnetized system is governed by the
relativistic Vlasov-Maxwell set of equations. Following a
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routine procedure, the general dispersion equation for any
orientation of the wave vector is derived [30,31] and solved
numerically. Details of the numerical procedure will be
presented elsewhere. Introducing the total electron plasma
frequency !e, and normalizing the complex frequency !
and wave vector k by !e and !e=c, respectively, there
remain four independent variables: the beam mean relativ-
istic factor �b, the beam and plasma temperatures Tb and
Tp, and the density ratio nb=np. A typical map of the
growth rate � � =! is displayed in Fig. 1 for nb=np �
1, �b � 1:2, Tb � 500 keV, and Tp � 5 keV. The three
aforementioned instability classes are clearly visible for
this configuration. For wave vectors aligned with the beam,
the two-stream instability peaks for ky � 0:5 whereas, in

the perpendicular direction, the fastest growing filamenta-
tion mode is found for kx � 0:5. Overall, though, the 2D
unstable spectrum is here dominated by an oblique mode
located at �kx; ky� � �0:5; 0:5�.

The three instability classes do not share the same
sensitivity to the beam temperature, drift, and density.
This yields a nontrivial dependence of the growth rates
on the system parameters, hence a varying hierarchy be-
tween the instability classes. Assuming from now on a
fixed plasma temperature Tp � 5 keV, it is possible to
determine the regions of predominance of each instability
class in the (nb=np, �b, Tb) space. The surfaces that delimit
regions governed by different instability classes are dis-
played in Fig. 2(a) and shaded according to the local
maximum growth rate. Points located between the plane
�b � 1 and the left surface define systems dominated by
the two-stream instability, while those located between the
right surface and the plane nb=np � 1 pertain to
filamentation-ruled systems. Oblique modes prove to gov-
ern the rest of the parameter space.

The two-stream instability is seen to prevail in the whole
nonrelativistic range of the beam drift energy (�b � 1	
1), as well as in weakly relativistic systems with hot
enough beams. The reason for the latter feature is as
follows: first, filamentation is strongly weakened for
weakly energetic beams because its growth rate is propor-
tional to the beam velocity. Being thus left with the two-
stream and oblique modes, we note that the former are
handicapped by the relativistic increase in the longitudinal
inertia, while the latter are more sensitive to the beam
temperature. As a consequence of these effects, a system
characterized by nb=np � 0:1, �b � 1:5, and Tb �
500 keV turns out to be mostly subject to the two-stream

FIG. 1 (color online). Normalized growth rate in the (kx, ky)
plane for nb=np � 1, �b � 1:2, Tb � 500 keV and Tp � 5 keV.
Isocontours are linearly spaced from 0.01 to 0.07.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Left: Hierarchy of the unstable modes in the (nb=np, �b, Tb) parameter space for Tp � 5 keV. The left surface
delimits the two-stream-dominated domain (at low �b) and the oblique-mode-dominated domain, whereas the right surface delimits
the filamentation-dominated domain (at high nb=np) and the oblique-mode-dominated domain. Right: Plasma density profiles at the
end of the linear phase as predicted by 2D PIC simulations run with three different sets of parameters: nb=np � 0:1, �b � 1:5, and
Tb � 500 keV (b); nb=np � 1, �b � 1:5, and Tb � 100 keV (c); nb=np � 1, �b � 1:5, and Tb � 2 MeV (d). In all cases, Tp �
5 keV. In agreement with linear theory, the three resulting patterns evidence regimes dominated by two-stream, filamentation, and
oblique modes, respectively.
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instability, as indicated in Fig. 2(a). We have checked this
prediction by means of a 2D particle-in cell (PIC) simula-
tion using the massively parallel code CALDER [32]. As
expected, the plasma density profile, displayed in Fig. 2(b)
at the time when the instability starts to saturate, exhibits
modulations preferentially along the drift direction. By
repeating the Fourier analysis performed in Ref. [15], we
have verified that the simulated k-resolved growth rates
closely agree with linear theory.

Let us now consider the filamentation-to-oblique tran-
sition, which is found to take place for dense and relativ-
istic beams. The shape of the corresponding frontier is here
more involved than the previous one as it stems from a
balance between the three system parameters. The filamen-
tation growth rate increases with the beam density and
decreases with temperature more rapidly than the oblique
mode growth rate. For a cold system [13], this growth rate
scales like �b=

������
�b
p

, which reaches a maximum for �b ����
3
p

. Still in the cold limit, the filamentation-to-oblique
frontier reaches a minimum nb=np � 0:53 for �b � 3.
The resulting boundary proves to be mostly determined
by �b for dense, cold, and weakly relativistic beams. In the
relativistic and ultrarelativistic regimes, the main parame-
ter is the beam density, although high enough beam tem-

peratures always end up favoring oblique modes. This
result goes against the conventional belief that relativistic
systems with nb=np � 1 are governed by filamentation
[33,34]. We show here that this behavior holds true only
as long as the beam is not too hot. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) which compares the simulated plasma
density profiles for two values of the beam temperature,
respectively, below and above the filamentation-to-oblique
boundary. The other parameters are nb=np � 1 and �b �
1:5. In accord with linear theory, filamentation modes are
seen to prevail when Tb � 100 keV, whereas oblique
modes clearly take over when Tb � 2 MeV, yielding a
characteristic knittedlike pattern.

When crossing one of the transition surfaces displayed
in Fig. 2(a), a phase velocity discontinuity may occur as
regards the dominant mode. During the oblique to two-
stream transition, the ky component of the most unstable
mode remains almost constant while the kx component
steadily decreases down to zero [Fig. 3(a), curve 2]. The
oblique to two-stream transition is therefore continuous,
notably as regards the resulting phase velocity change.
During the oblique to filamentation transition [Fig. 3(b)],
by contrast, the kx component hardly varies, whereas the ky
component evolves as follows. Let us start from a system
ruled by an oblique mode with ky � 0 and <! � 0
[Fig. 3(b), curve 1]. As the system moves to the filamenta-
tion regime, the ky component of the dominant mode
remains almost constant while its growth rate gradually
weakens. When the latter eventually becomes smaller than
that of the main filamentation mode (with ky � <! � 0),
the system experiences a sudden change regarding its
dominant wave phase velocity, which then switches from
a finite value to zero.

So as to gain insight into the field generation within a
more realistic geometry, we have performed a three-

kx

δ
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2

Oblique to TS
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δ
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2

Oblique to
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(b)(a)

FIG. 3 (color online). Typical evolution of the fastest growing
mode (arrow) for the oblique to two-stream (a) and oblique to
filamentation (b) transitions, of which only the former is con-
tinuous.

FIG. 4 (color online). 3D PIC simulation initialized with nb=np � 0:1, �b � 3, Tb � 50 keV, and Tp � 5 keV: isosurfaces of the
beam and plasma density profiles at !et � 80, 160, and 560. The system runs through three successive phases, each governed by a
distinct instability class.
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dimensional PIC simulation of a diluted beam-plasma
system defined by nb=np � 0:1, �b � 3, Tb � 50 keV,
and Tp � 5 keV (Fig. 4). In agreement with Fig. 2(a),
the system is initially governed by oblique modes, as
confirmed by the beam and plasma profiles at !et � 80.
Later on (!et � 160), though, the system gets ruled by
two-stream modes. A rough, quasilinearlike argument sup-
porting this transition can be given assuming that the beam
distribution function has retained a Maxwell-Jüttner form.
At!et � 160 the best fit is obtained for �b � 1:6 and Tb �
200 keV. Because of the low beam density, we can rea-
sonably neglect the changes in the plasma distribution
function. Figure 2(a) then indicates that the system is in-
deed dominated by two-stream modes. After saturation of
all electrostatic modes, the system eventually reaches a
filamentation regime, owing to a remaining, high enough
anisotropy, as already observed in Ref. [15]. Yet, this
transition cannot be explained in light of the present linear
model because the distribution functions then strongly
depart from the form (1).

Let us conclude by making two important remarks. First,
given our model distribution function (1), complete linear
stabilization of the system can never be achieved in the
whole parameter space. In particular, the maximum fila-
mentation growth rate can be shown to scale like 1=T3=2

b in
the large Tb limit. Second, the oblique/filamentation
boundary in the plane Tb � 1 keV behaves like nb=np �

1� 0:86��1=3
b when �b 
 1. As a result, the

filamentation-ruled region is all the more squeezed against
the plane nb=np � 1 when the beam energy is high. This
also implies that the ultrarelativistic regime is asymptoti-
cally oblique unless nb=np � 1. This could bear important
consequences in a number of astrophysical scenarios
which involve relativistic factors up to 103 and beyond
[35–37].
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The filamentation instability occurring when a nonrelativistic electron beam passes through a
quantum magnetized plasma is investigated by means of a cold quantum magnetohydrodynamic
model. It is proved that the instability can be completely suppressed by quantum effects if and only
if a finite magnetic field is present. A dimensionless parameter is identified that measures the
strength of quantum effects. Strong quantum effects allow for a much smaller magnetic field to
suppress the instability than in the classical regime. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2844747�

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of quantum hydrodynamic and magne-
tohydrodynamic equations1,2 made it possible to quickly
evaluate quantum effects connected to the physics of micro-
electronic devices and laser plasmas interaction �see Ref. 3
and references therein�. Plasma physics has also gained from
this progress as quantum effects appear in Fusion settings or
Astrophysics. The behavior of waves in quantum plasmas,3–7

magnetized or not, as well as turbulence in such
environments8 has thus received attention. Another very clas-
sical topic of plasma physics, namely plasma instabilities,
needs to be revisited from the quantum point of view. The
quantum theory of the two-stream instability has already
been developed9,10 while quantum effects on the filamenta-
tion instability were recently evaluated11 for a nonmagne-
tized plasma. Due to the importance of magnetized plasmas,
especially in astrophysics, we devote the present paper to the
evaluation of quantum effects on the filamentation instability
in such a setting. Since the relativistic quantum magnetohy-
drodynamic equations are yet to be defined, the present
analysis is restricted to the nonrelativistic regime. On the
other hand, we do not make any approximation on the beam
density so that the present theory remains valid even when
the beam density equals the plasma electronic one.

The paper is structured as follows: we start explaining
the formalism and derive the dispersion equation. We then
turn to the investigation of the marginal stability and derive
some exact relations satisfied in this case. We finally study
the maximum growth rate and the most unstable wave vector
before we reach our conclusions.

Let us then consider an infinite and homogeneous cold
nonrelativistic electron beam of velocity Vbz and density nb

entering a cold plasma along the guiding magnetic field
B0=B0z. The plasma has electronic density np and ions form
a fixed neutralizing background of density nb+np. The beam
prompts a return current in the plasma with velocity Vpz such
as npVp=nbVb. We use the fluid conservation equations for
the beam �j=b� and the plasma �j= p�,

�nj

�t
+ � · �njv j� = 0, �1�

and the force equation in the presence of the static magnetic
field B0 with a Bohm potential term,2

�v j

�t
+ �v j · ��v j = −

q

m
�E +

v j � B

c
� +

�2

2m2 � ��2�nj

�nj
� ,

�2�

where q�0 and m are the charge and mass of the electron, nj

is the density of species j, pj is its momentum, and B equals
B0 plus the induced magnetic field. We now study the re-
sponse of the system to density perturbations with k�Vb,
varying like exp�ıkr−�t� with k=kx, and linearize the equa-
tions above. With the subscripts 0 and 1 denoting the equi-
librium and perturbed quantities, respectively, the linearized
conservation equation �1� yields

nj1 = nj0
k · v j1

� − k · v j0
, �3�

and the force equation �2� gives

i�k · v j0 − ��v j1 = −
q

m
�E1 +

v j0 � B1 + v j1 � B0

c
�

− i
�k2

4m2

nj1

nj0
k .

From the linearized equations above, we derive the perturbed
density and velocity fields in terms of E1 and B1 and even-
tually express the current through

J = q �
j=p,b

nj0v j1 + nj1v j0. �4�

Finally, we express B1 in terms of E1 through B1= �c /��k
�E1 and close the system inserting the current expression in
a combination of Maxwell Ampère and Faraday’s equations,

c2

�2k � �k � E1� + E1 +
4i�

�
J = 0 ⇔ T�E1� = 0. �5�

The tensor T has been calculated here symbolically using ana�Electronic mail: antoineclaude.bret@uclm.es.
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adapted version of the Mathematica Notebook described in
Ref. 12. It takes the form

T = 	T11 T12
* 0

T12 T22 0

0 0 T33

 , �6�

where the superscript � refers to the complex conjugate and

T11 = x2�1 −
�1 + ��

�x2 − �B
2� − �Z4� ,

T22 = x2 −
Z2

	2 −
�1 + ����Z4 − x2�
�x2 − �B

2� − �Z4 ,

�7�

T33 = x2 − 1 − � −
Z2

	2�1 +
��1 + ��	2

�x2 − �B
2� − �Z4� ,

T12 = ı
x�1 + ���B

�x2 − �B
2� − �Z4 ,

in terms of

x =
�

�p
, Z =

kVb

�p
, 	 =

Vb

c
, � =

nb

np
, �B =

qB0

mc�p
,

�8�

where �p is the electronic plasmas frequency. Quantum ef-
fects appear to be measured through a parameter previously
highlighted,9–11

� =
�c

	4 , with �c = � ��p

2mc2�2

. �9�

Numerically,

�c = 1.3 � 10−33np �cm−3� , �10�

so that this parameter will hardly be larger than 1, even when
dealing with the densest space plasmas.

Let us finally emphasize a point regarding the beam to
plasma density ratio � defined in Eq. �8�. If the ground state
whose stability is investigated consisted of the plasma only,
the beam representing the perturbation, then this parameter
would have to remain much smaller than 1 within the frame-
work of a linear-response theory. In turns out that the disper-
sion equation that has just been derived is the dispersion
equation of the beam+plasma system. The perturbed ground
state is therefore the sum of the beam and the plasma. It is
thus perfectly possible to investigate the linear response of
the whole system even when �=1 so that we do not need to
make any assumption regarding this parameter.

II. CLASSICAL MAGNETIZED PLASMA

Before we turn to the quantum case, let us quickly recall
some basic features of the cold magnetized filamentation
instabilities13 in the classical �nonquantum� regime. To this
extent, the dispersion equation, which is just the determinant
of the tensor we just defined, is solved numerically, and Fig.
1 displays the growth rates obtained with and without the

magnetic field �curves �a� and �b��. The stabilizing effect of
the magnetic field is twofold. On one hand, the smallest un-
stable wave vector switches from Z=0 to

Z1 =
	�b

�1 + �

���1 + ��	2 − �B
2

. �11�

On the other hand, the growth rate saturation value 
� for
large Z is lower with


� = ���1 + ��	2 − �B
2 , �12�

which vanishes exactly for

�B = �Bc � 	���1 + �� . �13�

Interestingly, this value of the magnetic field also makes the
quantity Z1 diverge. The physical interpretation of this

threshold is simple as 	���1+�� is just the maximum
growth rate of the instability in the nonmagnetized case.14

Filamentation instability is thus inhibited when the electron
response to the magnetic field is quicker.

III. QUANTUM MAGNETIZED PLASMA

A. Marginal stability analysis

Figure 1�c� displays the growth rate in terms of Z ac-
counting for quantum effects. As in the nonmagnetized
case,11 quantum effects introduce a cutoff at large Z so that
we now have to characteristic wave vectors Z1 and Z2 deter-
mining the instability range. Both of them can be investi-
gated directly from the dispersion equation. Since the growth
rate vanishes for these wave vectors while the root yielding
the filamentation instability has no real part, we can write

det T�x = 0,Z = Z1,2� = 0. �14�

It turns out that this equation can be simplified. After replac-
ing Z2→Z and eliminating x=0 as a double root of the dis-
persion equation, we find that the equation above is equiva-
lent to P�Z�Q�Z�=0 with

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Z

0.01

0.02

0.03

G
ro
w
th
ra
te

(a) Classical, non magnetized

(b) Classical, magnetized

(c) Quantum, magnetized

FIG. 1. Classical �nonquantum� growth rate of the filamentation instability
in terms of the reduced wave vector Z without �a� and with �b� magnetic
field. Curve �c� includes quantum effects. Parameters are �=0.1, 	=0.1 for
�a�–�c�, �B=0.03 for �a� and �b�, and �c=1.3�10−7 for �c�, which corre-
sponds to the plasma density np=1026 cm−3.
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P�Z� = ��cZ2 + 	4�B
2��Z + �1 + ��	2� − Z��1 + ��	6,

�15�
Q�Z� = Z	4�B

2 + �Z + �1 + ��	2���cZ2 + �1 + ��	4� .

Every term of the second polynomial is clearly positive
so that it yields only negative roots Z�0, implying some
complex wave vector. Because we seek real wave vectors,
we can conclude that Z1= �Z1�2 and Z2= �Z2�2 are both zeros
of P�Z�. This function being a polynomial of the third order,
it is possible to find the exact solutions. We nevertheless use
some graphical method for a more intuitive approach. Let us
then define

F�Z� = ��cZ2 + 	4�B
2��Z + �1 + ��	2� ,

�16�
G�Z� = Z��1 + ��	6,

so that P=0 is equivalent to F=G. F is a third-order poly-
nomial, monotonically increasing for Z�0, and starting
from F�0�= �1+���B

2	6 with an initial slope F��0�=�B
2	4. G

is a first-order monotonically increasing polynomial with
G�0�=0 and slope ��1+��	6. We can now conduct the
graphical analysis of the problem following the guidelines
set by the schematic representation of F and G in Fig. 2.
When increasing �B or �c, the curve G is not modified
because neither �B nor �c appear in its expression. Mean-
while, F�0� increases with �B, and F�Z� increases all the
more than �c and �B are large. This allows us to draw the
following conclusions:

• In the absence of magnetic field, F�0�=F��0�=0 while the
previous analysis remains unchanged. The equation F=G
thus has two positive solutions regardless of the other pa-
rameters. One solution is Z1=0, i.e., Z=0, and we label the
other Z2�0. We recover the existence of a quantum
cutoff11 at large wave vector, and prove here that the insta-
bility is never completely stabilized since Z2 never van-
ishes.

• For any finite magnetic field, one has F�0��0 and F��0�
�0, and the typical resulting situation is the one repre-
sented in Fig. 2. As long as F�0�, or the growth of F�Z�,
are “not too high,” the equation F=G has two positive

roots Z1,2= �Z1,2�2. But it is obvious that as �B or �c in-
crease, the two real roots become one before they vanish.
We thus come to the conclusion that the instability can be
completely suppressed by quantum effects if, and only if,
the system is magnetized, regardless of the strength of the
magnetic field. It is graphically obvious that since an in-
crease of both �B or �c contribute to the collapse of the
two real roots, the stabilization condition should result in a
balance between these quantities. It should be possible to
stabilize the system at low �B with a high �c, or vice
versa.

In the magnetized case, the instability is marginal when
the equation F=G has one double root Z1=Z2=ZL. Here, L
stands for Last because ZL=�ZL is eventually the last un-
stable wave vector before complete stabilization. If ZL is a
double root of F for the parameters defining the marginal
stability, then for these very parameters F can be cast under
the form F�Z�= �Z−a��Z−ZL�2, where a is the third root.
By developing this last form and identifying the coefficients
of the polynomial with the ones extracted from Eq. �16�, we
can write the following equations:

a + 2ZL = − �1 + ��	2, �17�

2aZL + ZL
2 =

	4�
B
*2

− ��1 + ��	6

�
c
* , �18�

aZL
2 = −

�1 + ��	6�
B
*2

�
c
* , �19�

where the superscript � refers to the values at marginal sta-
bility. By eliminating a between the first and the second
equation, one finds a second-order equation for ZL, the posi-
tive solution of which can be cast under the form

ZL =
	2�1 + ��

3
��1 + 3

�Bc
2 − �

B
*2

�
c
*�1 + ��2 − 1� . �20�

Then, eliminating a between the first and the third yields an
implicit relation between ZL, �

c
*, and �

B
* at marginal stabil-

ity,

�1 + ��	6�
B
*2

= ZL
2�

c
*�2ZL + �1 + ��	2� . �21�

Equations �20� and �21�, therefore, define �
c
* and �

B
* in

terms of each other, and of the others parameters of the prob-
lem. The curves thus defined appear in Fig. 3 for various �’s
and 	’s. Parameters ��c ,�B� located above a given curve
��

c
* ,�

B
*� define a completely stabilized system.

IV. ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR MARGINAL
STABILITY

A. Classical limit

We observe in Fig. 3 that �
B
* reaches a finite value when

�
c
*→0. This classical limit is obviously the marginal mag-

netic parameter �Bc given by Eq. �13�. We thus assume a
leading term in the development of �

B
* for small �

c
* of the

G

F

F(0)

1 2

F, G

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the functions F and G defined by Eq.
�16�.
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form �
B
*= �1−�

c
*���Bc. Inserting this expression in Eqs.

�20� and �21� and expanding the results in series of �
c
*, we

find

�
B
*��

c
* → 0� � �1 −

3�1 + ��1/3

25/3�1/3	2/3�
c
*1/3��Bc �22�

and

ZL��
c
* → 0� �

�1/3�1 + ��2/3	8/3

21/3�
c
*1/3 . �23�

In accordance with the classical case in which the smallest
unstable wave vector diverges for marginal stability �see Eqs.
�11� and �12��, the last unstable wave vector ZL behaves like
1 /�

c
*1/6

in the weak quantum regime since ZL=ZL
2.

B. Strong quantum limit

Having elucidated the weak quantum regime, we now
turn to the strong quantum one. Figure 3 makes it clear that
marginal stability behaves differently within each regime. In
order to discuss this point, let us consider expression �20� of
ZL in terms of the marginal classical magnetic parameter
�Bc. In the “large” �

c
* regime, the ratio under the square root

becomes small compared to unity, and Fig. 3 shows that
�

B
*��Bc. Developing the square root, we find directly

ZL =
	2�Bc

2

2�
c
*�1 + ��

. �24�

In this strongly quantum regime, the last unstable wave vec-
tor thus tends to zero like 1 /��

c
*. Inserting the former ex-

pression in Eq. �21� yields the magnetic parameter required
to stabilize the system,

�
B
* �

�Bc
2

2�1 + ���
c
* =

�	2

2��
c
*

. �25�

This limit is plotted in Fig. 3 for 	=0.1 and �=1 and per-
fectly fits the numerical evaluation for large �

c
*.

It is now possible to exhibit the dimensionless parameter
measuring the strength of quantum effects. The equation
above indicates that �

B
*��Bc if �Bc�2�1+���

c
*, and the

curves plotted in Fig. 3 demonstrate that a reduction of the
stabilizing parameter is the signature of the strong quantum
regime. Because we think here in terms of orders of magni-
tudes, we drop the 2�1+�� factor and finally define

� =
�Bc

�c
�26�

as the parameter determining the strength of quantum effects.
These are weak for ��1 and strong in the opposite limit
��1.

V. UNSTABLE SYSTEMS

Having elucidated how the system can be completely
stabilized by quantum magnetic effects, we now turn to un-
stable systems in order to investigate the growth rate of the
instability and the most unstable wave vector for a given
configuration.

A. Maximum growth rate

In the weakly quantum regime with ��1, the maximum
quantum growth rate is very close to its classical counterpart
all the way down to complete stabilization, which, as we just
mentioned, occurs for similar magnetic parameters �B �see
Eq. �22� above�. Figure 4 presents a plot of the maximum

Θc

Ω
B

10-10 10-9 10-8 10-7 10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 100
10-6

10-5

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

α=0.01

α=0.1

α=0.001

α=1
α=0.001

α=1

α=0.01
α=0.1

FIG. 3. �Color online� Values of �
c
* and �

B
* implicitly defined by Eqs. �20�

and �21� for various beam to plasma density ratios � and 	=0.1 �red bold
curves� and 	=10−3 �blue thin curves�. Given � and 	, the system is mar-
ginally stable for parameters ��

c
* ,�

B
*� located on the corresponding curve,

and stable above. The value of �Bc �see Eq. �13�� for 	=0.1 and �=1 is
represented by the horizontal dashed red line, and the oblique dashed curve
corresponds to Eq. �25� with the same �, 	.

0.01 0.02 0.03

0.01

0.02

0.03

δmax

ΩB
FIG. 4. Maximum growth rates in terms of �B in the classical and quantum
cases for 	=0.1 and �=10−1, 10−2, and 10−3. With �c=10−10 �np=7.6
�1022 cm−3�, the parameter � given by Eq. �26� is always larger than 3
�107 and the classical and quantum curves are hardly distinguishable, al-
though the quantum growth rate is a little bit smaller.
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growth rates along the Z axis, in terms of �B in the classical
and quantum cases for 	=0.1 and various �’s. Parameters
have been chosen to illustrate the present weak quantum re-
gime. Such a system can thus be viewed as basically mag-
netized with some weak quantum effects, and stabilization
mainly comes from the magnetic field.

When ��1 �strong quantum regime�, stabilization is
reached earlier with respect to �B �see Fig. 3 and Eq. �25��.
Here, stabilization comes from a combination of quantum
and magnetic effects, as indicated by the oblique slope of the
curves in Fig. 3. We plot in Fig. 5 the maximum growth rate
in terms of �B. We recognize the kind of curve obtained for
a classical magnetized plasma 
max

2 =�B
cutoff 2−�B

2 with a

“cutoff” magnetic parameter �	2 /2��
c
*. This is why we

plotted together the numerical evaluation of the maximum
growth rate together with the function


max =�� �	2

2��
c
*�2

− �B
2 . �27�

It can be checked that this function fits the result more than
� is small. With Eq. �25�, we then come to the conclusion
that as far as the maximum growth rate is concerned, strong
quantum effects are equivalent to the substitution

�Bc ⇔ �
�Bc

2�1 + ��
. �28�

Because this new quantum cutoff is much smaller than the
classical one, the maximum growth rate is reduced accord-
ingly.

B. Most unstable wave vector

The most unstable wave vector is, together with the
maximum growth rate, the most relevant information about
the unstable system. In the classical case, the growth rate just
saturates at large Z yielding a continuum of most unstable

modes. But quantum effects stabilize the large Z modes, so
that there is always one mode growing faster that the others.

For systems near marginal stability, the last unstable
wave vector ZL=�ZL, given exactly by Eq. �20�, and in the
weak and strong quantum limits by Eqs. �23� and �24�, re-
spectively, is by definition a very good approximation of this
most unstable wave vector when replacing the marginal pa-
rameter �

c
* by its actual value �c. Indeed, we found numeri-

cally that expressions �23� and �24� are still quite accurate,
even for systems far from stabilization. This can be under-
stood from Fig. 2: On the one hand, the most unstable wave
vector for a given configuration is necessarily between Z1

and Z2. On the other hand, the last unstable wave vector
belongs to the same interval because Z1 increases while Z2

decreases as the system moves toward stabilization. For a
typical situation such as the one represented in Fig. 1�c�, Z1

and Z2 are eventually quite close to each other so that ZL,
which is in between, cannot be far from the most unstable
wave vector. With the parameters chosen for this plot, we
find �=2.5�105 indicating a weak quantum regime. We
therefore turn to Eq. �23� and find the most unstable wave
vector for Z�0.4, which fits accurately what is observed.

VI. DISCUSSION

Quantum effects have been assessed with respect to the
filamentation instability in a magnetized plasma. As far as
the unstable wave-vector range is concerned, magnetic ef-
fects set it at a finite lower bound, while quantum effects
introduce a cutoff at large k. As a result, the unstable domain
takes the form �k1 ,k2� and can eventually vanish for some
parameters configurations that were elucidated.

We also found that the dimensionless parameter
�=�Bc /�c determines the strength of quantum effects.
When ��1, the instability can be described in classical
terms, and eventually vanishes when increasing the magnetic
field, while the unstable wave-vector range shifts toward in-
finity. When quantum effects are strong, namely ��1, the
instability still vanishes with the magnetic field, but the un-
stable wave-vector range tends to zero. Furthermore, the
magnetic field required to stabilize the system is divided by
� /2�1+���1 with respect to its classical value, so that fila-
mentation can be suppressed by a much smaller magnetic
field than in the nonquantum case. These results may have
important consequences when dealing with dense space plas-
mas.

Finally, it will be necessary to assess both relativistic
effects, which tend to enlarge the instability domain while
reducing the maximum growth rate,15 and kinetic effects,
which usually have a stabilizing effect.16 To this extent, rela-
tivistic quantum kinetic theory will be required, or the rela-
tivistic form of the quantum Euler equation �2� will have to
be elaborated. As long as the theory implemented is nonrel-
ativistic, the magnetic stabilization level unraveled here
should remain an upper stabilization bound when kinetic ef-
fects are accounted for. In the classical relativistic regime, it
has been demonstrated that the stabilizing magnetic field be-
haves like ��b,17 where �b is the relativistic factor of the
beam. Because this increase of the magnetic threshold even-
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FIG. 5. Maximum growth rates in terms of �B for 	=0.1 and �c=10−2. The
thin curves have been computed numerically, and the bold ones �when dis-
tinguishable from the thin� correspond to Eq. �27�. Agreement improves
with � decreasing.
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tually stems from the relativistic increase of the mass of the
electrons, we can conjecture that the same factor ��b will be
found in the relativistic counterpart of Eq. �25�, but this shall
need confirmation.
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